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3933830 RADICALS, RESISTANCE, AND REVENGE: The Left’s Plot to Remake America. By Jeanine Pirro. This compelling narrative features the author’s keen analysis of explosive new information that reveals the anti-Trump conspirators’ corrupt methods and possible crimes and dissects the Left’s seditious plot against the foundation of American liberty. Judge Pirro is sounding the alarm to warn patriotic Americans before it’s too late. 310 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3924440 175 BEST AIR FRYER RECIPES. By Camilla V. Saulsbury. Indulge in the flavor and crispy, crunchy texture of deep-fried food—without all the fat and calories! Savor craveable air-fried versions of everything from onion rings, mozzarella sticks, and buttermilk fried chicken to sweet potato chips, chicken fried steak and jelly donut holes. 24 pages of color photos, 28 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3925900 THE NEW IBERIA BLUES. By James Lee Burke. Novel. The ritual murder of a young woman drives Detective Dave Robicheaux into the dark corners of Hollywood, the Mafia, and the Wetlands of Louisiana. Complicating matters is the arrival of Robicheaux’s new partner, where the lines between professionalism and romance begin to blur for the aging detective. 447 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.99

3926691 THE JAPANESE AIRCRAFT CARRIER TAIHO. By Bydman Malchy. After a brief look at the carrier’s construction and service, this pictorial study displays a large collection of detailed 3D renderings. These cutting-edge images let readers explore every facet of the Taiho up close, front to back and top to bottom. Includes a fold-out scale drawing. 90 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95

3933792 ONE GOOD DEED. By David Baldacci. Novel. It’s 1949 and veteran Aloysius Thompson took with him when he left the LAPD—the unsolved killing of a troubled young man. Bosch enlists the help of Detective Renee Ballard and asks her to help him discover what about this crime lit Thompson’s fire, and why it was never solved. 405 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

3928624 G.A. CUSTER TO THE LITTLE BIG HORN. By Steve Alexander. This military biography by renowned Living Historian Steve Alexander traces the life and deeds of George Armstrong Custer from his beginnings to his famous Last Stand and death on June 25, 1876, near the Little Big Horn River in southeastern Montana Territory. Includes a fold-out with a clear and detailed map of the famous Battle. 175 pages. Pub. at $49.95 $9.95

3933784 THE NIGHT FIRE. By Michael Connelly. Novel. The widow of Harry Bosch’s mentor, John Thompson, gives Bosch a murder book, one that Thompson took with him when he left the LAPD—the unsolved killing of a troubled young man. Bosch enlists the help of Detective Renee Ballard and asks her to help him discover what about this crime lit Thompson’s fire, and why it was never solved. 405 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

DVD 3929884 THE UNTOUCHABLES: Seasons 1-3. Fullscreen. When it came to fighting crime, they weren’t just the best, they were untouchable! Robert Stack stars in his Emmy Award-winning role as the leader of a team of fearless lawmen in the first three seasons of this hard-hitting classic. Includes 89 episodes. In B&W. Over 75 hours on twenty-three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

DVD 392663X RED SKELTON: America’s Clown Prince. Among America’s great comedians, Red Skelton is certainly the most beloved, along with his gallery of characters. Watch Clem and the Dalton Girls, Humphrey School of Dramatic Arts, Clean Fighter, Deadeye and the Gunslinger, The Sultan, Whistle Stop, The Railroad Station, Desert Island and much more. Thirty episodes. In Color and B&W. Over 12 hours on 6 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. $9.95

392341X OWL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS. By Donna Andrews. Novel. It’s a few days before Christmas and Meg Langslow’s grandfather is certainly the most beloved family member. Now Meg must come to the rescue or one will make it home for Christmas! 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95
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NEW NON-FICTION

★ 3926095 WEBSTER’S NEW WORLD COLLEGE DICTIONARY, FIFTH EDITION. Ed. by Andrew N. Sparks et al. Committed to providing information that is clear and readable, precise, up to date, and reliable, this dictionary is a practical, authoritative resource that is perfectly suited for home, school, or office. 1703 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

★ 3938031 2021 TRAINS ACROSS AMERICA CALENDAR. This beautifully photographed calendar showcases a variety of hard working trains, including Class I, shortline, and passenger units, in breathtaking scenes across the country. Calendar runs January 2021 to December 2021. Kalmbach. 13x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

3921077 TABLETOP DISTILLING: How to Make Spirits, Essences, and Essential Oils with Small Stills. By Kai Møller. With a small, 0.5-liter distiller, you can easily create fine brandies, whiskies, and even essential oils in your own kitchen. Learn the tools, techniques, and safe procedures to distill raw natural materials for a variety of applications. Complete with a guide to distilled essential oils this is the ideal companion for the home distiller. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $34.99 $14.95

3922251 DISTILLING FRUIT BRANDY. By Josef Pischl. This comprehensive technical guide offers the distiller pretty much everything you can imagine about fruit distillation. Each and every aspect of distilling is presented, including timing, yields, detecting distillation errors, and more. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $34.99 $14.95

3920518 DARK HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PRESIDENTS: Power, Corruption, and Scandal at the Heart of the White House. By Michael Kerrigan. From the illicit affairs and illegitimate children of George Washington to the highly controversial “war on terror” declared by George W. Bush, Kerrigan reveals the scandals, secrets, and mistakes of more than 40 U.S. Presidents. Fully illus., some color. 256 pages. Amber. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

393330X MADONNA NYC 83. By Richard Polsfuss, staff photographer, Richard Corman met Madonna in 1983 and created a bountiful collection of images that constitute a multifaceted portrait of the young Madonna and a New York that remains forever inspiring and significant. Fully illus., most in color. Damiani. 9½x12¾. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

3928675 IAN FLEMING AND OPERATION GOLDEN EYE. By Mark Simmons. The fascinating story of the sabotage and disruption schemeOperation Golden Eye, Fleming devised with Alan Hillgarth, the naval atoll in Madrid, in 1940. It was to be implemented by SIS and SOE teams in the event of the Germans moving into Spain—whether invited or as invaders, and the operation stood down in 1943, as the war moved into the Italian mainland. Photos. Pages. Casemate. Pub. at $37.95 $14.95

3920585 THE WESTERN FRONT, 1914-1916: From the Schlieffen Plan to Verdun and the Somme. By Michael S. Neiberg. Provides a detailed guide to the conflict on the Western Front in the early years of WWII, from the opening shots to the end of the Somme offensive in late 1916. Describes the desperate attempts of the French and British armies to halt the initial German advance, and the importance of colonial troops. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Amber Books. 8x10. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

392677X BERNISSERT DINOSAURS AND EARLY CRETACEOUS TERRRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS. Ed. by Pascal Godefroit. The early Bernissart discoveries of 1874 are the stepping-off point for this overview of the site, which presents the latest insights into the denizens of the Cretaceous ecosystems of Europe, Asia, and Africa. Fully illus. 630 pages. InUP. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $85.00 $24.95
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3933592 WEIRD FLORIDA: Your Travel Guide to Florida’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets. By Charlie Carlson. Tracks down tales that had just enough truth in them to create the same uneasiness that a gator sighting would, including the Skunk Ape, the Devil’s Chair of Cassadaga, the She-Man of the Caloosahatchee River, and a haunted schoolhouse. Well illust., in color. 240 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3933121 ARCHITECTS OF DEATH: The Family Who Engineered the Holocaust. By Karen Bartlett. Explaining exactly how and why the name ofTopf and Sons became synonymous with Nazi inhumanity, Bartlett examines the nature and behavior of the men responsible for the company’s enduring infamy and reveals the story of the Topf descendant who sought to uncover and alone for the crimes committed by his family. Photos. 297 pages. Biteback. $6.95

3926036 TOUCHED BY THE SUN: My Friendship with Jackie. By Carly Simon. A chance encounter at a party on Martha’s Vineyard blossomed into an improbable but enduring friendship. In loving detail, Simon gives an intimate, vulnerable, and insightful portrait of the bond that developed between two iconic and starkly different American women, and the friendship she and Jackie Kennedy shared. 238 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95
NEW NON-FICTION

3929082 NO GREATER CALLING: A Chronological Record of Sacrifice and Heroism During the Western Indian Wars, 1865-1886. Compiled by Eric S. Johnson. In May of 1865, the United States celebrated the end of the American Civil War, but violence continued in the West for the rest of the century. By 1886, the end of the Civil War and the turn of the century, 1,200 men of the U.S. Army were called to service on the Western frontier. These men, their service, and their sacrifice are recognized in this comprehensive work. 16 pages of photos. 408 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

3929713 JUNKERS Ju 87 B: TopDrawings 54. By Maciej Noszczak. Junkers--components of the famous WWII dive bomber. This publication is a visual study of the production of the plane with scale drawings and color profiles of 5 planes. Kagero. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

3928527 THE BATTLESHIP USS MASSACHUSETTS: TopDrawings 46. By Witold Koszela. The American battleship USS Massachusetts is one of the best known units of its class during World War II. Take an intricate look at this historic and mighty battleship with the included detailed line drawings and color photos. Kagero. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

3928289 SD.KFZ. 171 PANZER V "PANTHER": TopDrawings 43. By D. Mironov & L. Gladysiak. Intricately detailed schematics in a variety of scales and stunningly detailed artwork offer a unique look at the operation and detail of this historic weapon in Germany’s WWII arsenal. Also includes fold-out plans. Kagero. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

3933881 STALIN: Waiting for Hitler, 1929-1941. By Stephen Kotkin. A history of the world during the build-up to its most fateful hour, from the high point of Stalin's power when long obsessed. An engaging read that will intrigue any lover of scientific or military history and will remind readers why Operation Argus remains frighteningly relevant nearly sixty years later. 16 pages of photos. 1154 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

3930097 THIS LIFE I LIVE: One Man’s Extraordinary, Ordinary Life and the Woman Who Changed It Forever. By Rory Feek. By inviting so many into the final months of Joey’s life as she battled cancer, Joey and Rory Feek captured hearts around the country by sharing their love and more. This is the story of their inner circle and two hearts that found each other and touched millions along the way. 252 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95


3931277 KJV HOLY BIBLE, JOURNAL EDITION. No more sticky notes. No more crumpled pages. Featuring a Red Letter edition of the Holy Bible provides the perfect way for you to keep a journal of your spiritual life right inside the Bible you read and study each day. 1390 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $39.99 $16.95

3921424 HARPER’S BAZAAR: Models. By Derek Blasberg. Takes an exclusive look at the top models that have graced the magazine for the last sixty years. Features such as Lara Stone, Hilary Rhoda, and Lily Donaldson. Fully illus., many in color. 320 pages. Abrams. 9½x13¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $16.95

3931145 COMPLETE CAKE MIX MAGIC: 300 Easy Desserts Good as Homemade. By Jill Snere. Snere shows how to transform a basic cake mix into a mouthwatering dessert simply by adding tasty and readily available ingredients. The more than 300 recipes here provide results that taste homemade in less than half the time. Some tasty treats include Fruit Topper Cheesecakes, Chocolate Popcorn Pecan Cookies; and of course glorious cakes! Color photos, 288 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

3920593 THE WESTERN FRONT, 1917-1918: From Vimy Ridge to Amiens and the Armistice. By Andrew West. Detailed guide to the background and conduct of the war on the Western Front during the final years of WWII. Describes the German retreat, the arrival of the first American troops, and the Allied victories of the last months of the war. Fully illus., some in color. 224 pages. Amber Books. 8½x11¾. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

3928568 THE DAY ROMMEL WAS STOPPED: The Battle of Ruweisal Ridge, 2 July 1942. By Mark Milward & Maj. Gen. Chester W. Wthington. The second battle of El Alamein is often described as a decisive battle of WWII, yet the far less known first battle of Alamein, or Ruweisal Ridge, in July 1942, is the more pivotal of the two encounters. This eyewitness account at last sheds light on the importance of this crucial clash. Illus. 238 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 $6.95

3924998 THE GUNS AT LAST LIGHT: The War in Western Europe, 1944-1945. By Rick Atkinson. The magnificent conclusion to Atkinson’s acclaimed Gettysburg Trilogy about the final triumph in Europe during World War II, told from the perspective of participants at every level, from presidents and generals to war- weary lieutenants and terrified teenage riflemen. 320 pages of photos. 675 pages. Harper. Pub. at $30.00 $14.95

3917789 GREAT HOUSES OF HAVANA. By Hermes Matilla. Celebrates one hundred years of creativity, design, and style that made Havana the “Paris of the Caribbean.” It traces the evolution of the Cuban home from the classic, Spanish colonial courtyard house to the “modernist” villas of the 1950s–houses reflecting international architecture trends while still remaining true to the Cuban tradition. Well illus. 435 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

3923363 THE NEW YORK TIMES KEEP MERRY AND CROSSWORD ON. Ed. by Will Shortz. Celebrate the season with crosswords! Offers up 200 stock-filler puzzles that range from easy to hard, all featuring the fresh, fun wordplay you’ve come to expect from The New York Times. Solutions provided. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $1. at $1. transform a basic cake mix into a mouthwatering dessert simply by adding tasty and readily available ingredients. The more than 300 recipes here provide results that taste homemade in less than half the time. Some tasty treats include Fruit Topper Cheesecakes, Chocolate Popcorn Pecan Cookies; and of course glorious cakes! Color photos, 288 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

3926044 VALLEY FORGE. By D. Drury & T. Clavin. December 1777: The American Revolution appears to be lost. Washington’s military encampment in Valley Forge is desperately short of supplies and morale. But against all odds, Washington and his dedicated soldiers into a professional fighting force that will topple an empire and change the world. Illus. 419 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95


3927288 THE FAMILY TREE GUIDE TO DNA TESTING AND GENETIC GENEALOGY. By Blaine T. Soper. This guide_gray includes a plain-English guide, you’ll discover what DNA tests are available; the pros and cons of the three major testing companies; and advice on choosing the right test to answer your specific questions. Once you’ve taken the test, it will return a results; and once the results are in, you’ll be able to help with analysis. Color illus. 240 pages. Family Tree Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

3917274 1,000 UNFORGETTABLE SENIOR MOMENTS, SECOND EDITION. By Tom Friedman. If you think you’re beginning to experience those occasional moments you are not alone. The President who boasted about campaigning in all 58 states; the rocker who no longer remembers 1975; the actress who couldn’t recall that she had a brother or a sister; and many more humorous anecdotes. Photos. 180 pages. Workman. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95
NEW NON-FICTION

3923967 WOODSTOCK: The 1969 Rock & Roll Revolution. By Ernesto Assanie. Presents those unforgettable days through exclusive interviews and photos that take us to Bethel, New York, to relive and give thanks to the extraordinary figures who made Woodstock a legendary event that still echoes today. 224 pages. Becker & Mayer. 9½x11¼. Paperback. At $34.99 $7.95

392713X THE ART OF DRAWING PEOPLE. Packed with practical advice, helpful tips, and fundamental drawing techniques, this comprehensive guide is an essential resource for artists for all skill levels. You’ll find information on anatomy, depicting different ethnicities and ages, and drawing figures in a variety of poses. 143 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11¼. Paperback. At $19.95 $6.95

3920569 SMALL ARMS: From 1860 to the Present Day. By Martin J. Dougherty. Profiles over 200 small arms from 1860 to the present day. Includes comprehensive specifications and design and development history of guns like the Colt M1911, the AK-47 assault rifle, the Uzi machine pistol, and the Colt M1911. 224 pages. Ill. $34.95 $9.95

3917568 ENCOUNTERS WITH NATURE: 53 of the World’s Most-Sue Destinations. Ed. by Gianni Morelli. This lavishly illustrated volume will guide you through the discovery of astonishingly beautiful localities, where you can feel the enduring emotion of direct contact with nature, and where the sensation of this embrace is made real through unique and unforgettable experiences. 272 pages. Ill. $29.95 $9.95

392707X GIRL ALONE. By Cathy Glass. A foster caregiver, Glass, shares another story of a child in care. When her sister came to live with her, she was angry, upset and confused. Four years after finding her father’s lifeless body, she was smoking, drinking, stealing, in trouble with the police and at school. Time was running out and Glass was her last chance. 316 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. At $9.95 $3.95

392115 THE LEIBSTANDARTE IN GREECE: The 1st Battalion LSAH During Operation Marita, 1941 from Battalion Archives. Ed. by B. Radovic & M. Stiles. This large format volume contains over 300 previously unpublished photographs in superb high-quality reproduction. Originally photographed by an SS-Kameradschaft, they depict notable personalities as well as clear images of uniforms, vehicles, and equipment, all fully captioned. 239 pages. Ill. $29.95 $9.95

3928712 JUNKERS Ju 88, VOLUME III: Monographs 64. By M. Murer & J. Müller. Monographs 64 is the definitive history of the Ju 88. This version Ju 88 A-1 two subsequent versions, based on the same airframe were developed. This publication is a visual study of the production of the plane with scale drawings and color profiles, 140 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. At $29.95 $7.95

3927490 STAN LEE’S HOW TO DRAW COMICS. Packed with practical advice, helpful tips, and fundamental drawing techniques, this comprehensive guide is an essential resource for artists for all skill levels. Includes specification of what design and development objectives you need to know to render any subject quickly and accurately. Discover speed sketching, blocking in ways to blend, with detailed explanations. Well ill., some color, 64 color pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. Paperback. At $9.95 $3.95

3925409 SHORTCUTS & ARTISTS’ SECRETS: Drawing Made Easy. By Diane Cadaci. Expert guides you through simple steps and techniques you need to know to render any subject quickly and accurately. Discover speed sketching, blocking in ways to blend, with detailed explanations. Well ill., some color, 64 color pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. Paperback. At $9.95 $3.95

3923515 SEASCAPES & SUNSETS: Watercolor Made Easy. By Thomas Needham. Combines the drama of beautiful sunsets with the splendor of oceanscapes, making a perfect guide for any aspiring landscape artist. Accomplished watercolorist Thomas Needham offers basic techniques and tips as well as step by step projects that guide artists from initial sketches to impressive, colorful work. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6¼x9¾. Paperback. At $9.95 $3.95

3925500 THE MATHEMATICS BIBLE: The Definitive Guide to Mathematics. Ed. by Robert Lee Brewer. Features listings for contact and submission information to help writers get their work published beyond the listings you’ll find in this material devoted to the business and promotion of writing. The secrets to ten-minute marketing; how to make money covering live events; and ways to double your writing income. 192 pages. Kyle Books. At $24.99 $7.95

3932395 THE WIT & WISDOM OF MARK TWAIN. Includes over 500 quotations and witticisms about the enigmas of life, importance of education, delights of travel, absurdity of politics, double standards of society, joys of love, ludicrousness of aging and much more. 192 pages. Chartwell. At $9.95 $3.95

3928683 THE ITALIAN BATTLESHIP LITTORIO: Super Drawings in 3D. By Carlo Cestra. Filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D illustrations that showcase the components of this Italian battleship. Meticulously detailed with fold-out scale drawings this volume offers a more extensive portrayal of its design. 95 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. At $12.95 $7.95

3927180 THE CAESAR OF PARIS: Napoleon Bonaparte, Rome, and the Artistic Obsession That Shaped an Empire. By Susan Jaques. The author reveals how Napoleon’s fascination with ancient Roman art influenced his ceremonial “new Rome” through architectural and artistic commissions around the city. His aggressive pursuit of ancient treasures from Italy gave Paris much of the classical beauty we know today. This account brings Napoleon to life as never before. 32 pages of photographs. 576 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

3933911 TRANSIT MAPS OF THE WORLD. By Mark Ovenden. Presents the first, and by far, the most comprehensive collection of every rapid-transit system map on earth. Using glorious graphics, the author traces the history of mass transit in the world, including maps, diagrams, and photographs, some available for the first time since their original publication. 176 pages. Penguin. 10¼x8½. Paperback. At $35.00 $7.95

3928225 PALLET STYLE: 20 Creative Home Projects Using Recycled Wooden Pallets. By Gregory Paolini. Create your own stylish furniture and home accessories using pallets and reclaimed materials for a modern look. With the author’s expert guidance, you’ll learn how to deconstruct pallets and transform them into everything from coffee tables to sofas to a homemade bar. Each project has step by step instructions and illustrations. 160 pages. Kyle Books. At $24.99 $7.95

3927083 2019 WRITER’S MARKET, 98TH ANNUAL EDITION. Ed. by Robert Lee Brewer. Features listings for contact and submission information to help writers get their work published beyond the listings you’ll find in this material devoted to the business and promotion of writing; the secrets to ten-minute marketing; how to make money covering live events; and ways to double your writing income. 192 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. At $29.99 $7.95

3932516 SEASCAPES & SUNSETS: Watercolor Made Easy. By Thomas Needham. Combines the drama of beautiful sunsets with the splendor of oceanscapes, making a perfect guide for any aspiring landscape artist. Accomplished watercolorist Thomas Needham offers basic techniques and tips as well as step by step projects that guide artists from initial sketches to impressive, colorful work. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6¼x9¾. Paperback. At $9.95 $3.95

3932229 BEST IN SHOW: The World of Show Dogs and Dog Shows. By Bo Bengston. Explores every facet of dog shows, from judging to handling to breeding. Whether you attend dog shows regularly or simply watch them on TV, you will discover a lifetime’s education in dogs and find hours of fascinating reading in this unique volume dedicated to man’s companion. Includes specifications of the dog, ill., some color, 656 pages. Kennel Club. At $34.95 $9.95

3923990 THE WIT & WISDOM OF MARK TWAIN. Includes over 500 quotations and witticisms about the enigmas of life, importance of education, delights of travel, absurdity of politics, double standards of society, joys of love, ludicrousness of aging and much more. 192 pages. Chartwell. At $9.95 $3.95

3927822 CLASSIC ENGINES, MODERN FUEL: The Problems, the Solutions. By Paul Ireland. Investigates how classic engines respond to modern petrol/gasoline. Ireland’s years of experience and no-nonsense scientific approach will give you the best from your classic car–so you will be able to experience the pleasure of driving instead of worrying about breaking down. Color illus. 152 pages. Velocette, Norton-Suixall. 8¼x10½. Paperback. At $19.95 $9.95

3921786 THE PIONEERS: The Heroic Story of the Settlers Who Brought the American Ideal West. By David McCullough. A Massachusetts minister named Manassah Cutler was instrumental in opening the vast Northwest Territory. Based on the research he conducted during the Treaty of Paris, to veterans of the Revolutionary War and their families for settlement–with three remarkable conditions: freedom of religion, free universal education, and protection of slavery. 32 pages, many in color. 331 pages. S&S. Paperback. At $18.00 $12.95

3931223 THE MATHMATICS BIBLE: The Definitive Guide to the Last 4,000 Years of Theories. By Colin Beveridge. Accessible, informative and fully-illustrated, this little guide shows perfectly just how varied and fascinating mathematics is, bringing the subject to life in an engaging way. 400 pages. Firefly. Paperback. At $19.95 $6.95
and analysis has a strong focus on the people involved in the campaign:

most in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $45.00

SERIOUSLY GOOD FREEZER MEALS: 150 Easy Recipes to Save Your Time, Money & Sanity. By Karrie Truman. These freezer meals have seriously changed my life. This book about freezer cooking. Truman’s recipes include Morning Energy Bars; Empanada Hand Pies; Coconut Cashew Basil Curry Soup; Smoky Grilled Louisiana Turkey Legs, along with tons of vegetarian, gluten-free and vegan options too. Includes all the information you need to become a freezer-meal genius. Fully illus. in color. 368 pages. Robert Rose. Paperback. $24.95

ANDY GOLDWSORTHY: Projects. Presents more than forty of the artist’s large scale sculptural works from around the world. Using local materials including stone, clay, and wood, Goldsworthy’s projects result from a rigorous interaction with the materials and conditions that he encounters. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Abrams. 11¾x14¼. Paper. $85.00

HENSCHEL HS 123: TopDrawings 42. By Marianuz Tuukaekis. Offers a brief history of the Henschel Hs 123, featuring models A-0, A-1, and B-1. Includes detailed line drawings and color photos for each model. Kagero. 8⅛x11⅝. Paper. $24.95

AIRBORNE IN 1943: The Daring Allied Air Campaign over the North Sea. By Kevin Wilson. The year 1943 saw the beginning of an unprecedented bombing campaign against Germany. Over the next twelve months, tens of thousands of aircrews flew across the North Sea to drop bombs on the German-held North Sea islands. From the angle of the heroism of these crews, this account brings these remarkable men and women to life. 160 pages of photos. 479 pages. Pegasus. Paper. $29.95

SOUTHERN STORM: The Tragedy of Flight 232. By Samme Chittum. The gripping true story of a devastating plane crash that happened on April 25, 1972. This work offers a fascinating inside look at the disaster, its high stakes investigation, and the systemic failings that followed. This is the suspense filled account of a disaster that forever changed aviation history. 216 pages. Smithsonisan. Paper. $24.95

A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO THE END: Practical Advice for Living Life and Facing Death. By BJ Miller & S. Berger. This guide begins well before a diagnosis and ends well after the memorials. What if you can be a patient at Walmart? That curation isn’t the greenest option? That your “When I Die” file should include not only your medical history as well as a full color tour of the ship. 68 pages. Kagero. 8½x11¼. Paper. $36.95

THE RUSSIAN BATTLESHIP MALVINA: Super Drawings in 3D. By O. Pomoshnikov & J. Radziemski. In the interwar period the battleship Malva was considered a symbol of the naval power of the Soviet Union. In her 40 year service she survived four wars, but at the end of the Cold War she fell victim to the destructive power of German dive bombers. This volume gives her history as well as a full color tour of the ship. 68 pages. Kagero. 8½x11¼. Paper. $36.95

THE BLACK PRINCE AND THE CAPTURE OF A KING, PORTERS 1356. By L. Marriott. Based on a day description of the campaign of July-September 1356, climaxing with a detailed description of the battle of Poitiers itself. This detailed account and analysis has a strong focus on the people involved in the campaign: ordinary men at arms and non combatants as well as princes and nobles. Illus. 216 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95

THE ARDENNES BATTLEFIELDS: December 1944-January 1945. By L. Marriott & S. Forty. Uses a mixture of media to provide an overview of the campaign: maps and new highlight what survived and what hasn’t, then and now photos allow fascinating companions with the images taken at the time; and aerial photos give another angle to the story. Includes details on what can be seen today, museums, memorials and cemeteries. 192 pages. Cassemate. 8½x12. Pub. at $29.95


SHADOW NETWORK: Media, Money, and the Secret Hub of the Radical Right. By Anne Nelson. Chronicles the astonishing history and illuminates the Council for National Policy’s key figures and their strategies. Nelson reveals how the group has collaborated with the Koch brothers to outfit radical right organizations with state of the art apps and a new portal of captured voter data, 479 pages. Paper. $29.00

THE LIBERATION OF EUROPE 1944-1945: The Photographers Who Captured History from D-Day to Berlin. By Mark Barnes. Containing nearly 400 images, this stunning photo history not only gives a succinct and gripping overview of the liberation of Europe, but also presents world history on a grand scale, and is essential reading for everyone interested in World War II and the history of photography. 479 pages. Paper. $29.95

CHILLINGWORTH: The Military History of Winston Churchill’s Finest Hours. By Brian Lavery. Written in insightful and anecdotal style, a grand narrative unfolds which begins with Marlborough toy soldiers and army class at Eton, leads us through Churchill’s military and journalistic experiences, moves on to the trials and lessons of the Great War, and culminates in the ultimate triumph of WWII, 16 pages of photos, 368 pages. Casemate. Paper. $23.99

MANHUNTERS: How We Took Down Pablo Escobar. By S. Murphy & J.F. Pena. Presents the authors’ history in law enforcement, from their rigorous physical training and their early DEA assignments in Miami and Austin to the high mountain Medellín–living far from home and serving as front-line soldiers in the never-ending war on drugs that continues to devastate America, 16 pages of color photos. 345 pages. St. Martin’s. Paper. $29.95

EQUALITY: An American Dilemma, 1866-1896. By Charles Postel. Deeply researched and illuminating, Postel explores the roots of the social fissures that appeared in the wake of the Civil War and speaks urgently for the need to make expansive strides toward an inclusive definition of equality which with can we meet our contemporary crisis. 390 pages. FSG. Paper. $30.00

ENICHED AAD COOKBOOK. By Sylvia Casares with Griffin. From the heart of great Tex-Mex cooking, this enticing collection is filled with tips and simple techniques to turn any dish from ordinary to amazing. With her 14 sauces you’ll make delicious foods including, Cheese Enchiladas; Carnitas with Salsa; Shrimp with Salsa Veracruzana and much more. There’s also recipes for appetizers, sides, breakfasts, and desserts. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Paper. $27.99


THE BLACK P RINCE AND THE CAPTURE OF A KING, PORTERS 1356. By L. Marriott & S. Forty. Uses a mixture of media to provide an overview of the campaign: maps and new highlights what survived and what hasn’t, then and now photos allow fascinating companions with the images taken at the time; and aerial photos give another angle to the story. Includes details on what can be seen today, museums, memorials and cemeteries. 192 pages. Casemate. 8½x12. Pub. at $29.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

**391798 BAKING WITH THE CAKE BOSS: 100 of Buddy's Best Recipes and Decorating Secrets.** By Buddy Valastro. With over 100 of his most tried and true recipes, this book will make you a master cake artist. Includes step-by-step instructions and photographs to guide you through each process.

**3927172 CBD OIL: Everyday Secrets.** By Gretchen Lidicker. A non-therapeutic compound found in cannabis, CBD is gaining popularity with its many benefits for both body and mind. Learn the science behind it for its suspected anti-inflammatory and anti-anxiety properties—and you won’t get high. This guide covers all the ins and outs of CBD oil and 30 recipes for snacks, smoothies, and tonics. Color photos. 192 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

**3939561 LIVING IN THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE: England Identity, 13th to 20th Centuries.** Ed. by C. Isom-Verhaaren & K. F. Schull. A fascinating volume offers the Western reader an incomparable insight into the culture of the Ottoman Empire and identity over the long span of the empire’s existence. Illus. 367 pages. InUP. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $5.95

**3933776 NEXT LEVEL THINKING: 10 Powerful Thoughts for a Successful and Abundant Life.** By John Osteen. The good news? People determine our destiny—God does. Osteen writes that we weren’t created to go through life weighed down by the past, God has destined us to rise higher—to the next level. Learn how when we leave behind the negative mind-sets, we’ll experience the life of victory, favor, and abundance that was meant for us all along. 212 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

**3928799 PANZER OPERATIONS: Germany’s Panzer 3 During the Invasion of Russia 1941.** By Hermann Hoth. In this work, originally published in 1956, Hoth discusses his exact command decisions during operation Barbarossa, the largest continental offensive ever undertaken to this day. The writings reveal new insights into how Germany could, and should, have succeeded in the campaign. Maps & photos. 215 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

**3928330 TONG SING: The Chinese Book of Wisdom.** By Charles Windridge. Inspired by the centuries-old work, The Tong Sing, which means “Know Everything Book.” Windridge has compiled a volume that will answer every question the reader might ask about the Chinese way of life. This fascinating volume offers the Western reader an incomparable insight into Asian philosophy, astrology, folklore, medicine and food. Illus., some in color. 268 pages. Kyle Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

**3928340 ELIZABETH: The Forgotten Years.** By John Guy. Illuminating the often overlooked quarter-century during which Elizabeth struggled, and 30 recipes for snacks, smoothies, and tonics. Color photos. 215 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

**3928381 175 BEST MULTIFUNCTION ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER RECIPES.** By Valerie Waughs. With your multi-function pressure cooker and the recipes in this collection, you’ll get scrumptious meals on the table fast. So step away from the oven and embrace the flexibility of your pressure cooker and try Beef, Tomato and Orzo Soup or Maple Mustard Brisket and end your meal with a Chocolatine, Peanut Butter and Marshmallow Brownie. 16 pages of photos. Robert Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

**392320 TRAIN LIKE A FIGHTER: Get MMA Fit Without Taking a Hit.** By Cat Zingano. Find out why you should train like a fighter, learn common fighter moves, and discover the equipment and nutrition that can help you meet your fitness goals. Includes 42 step by step exercises, 20 workouts that combine exercises into 3 circuits, and three monthly programs that combine routines into plans to enhance your strength, power, and stability. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $5.95

**392322 STRENGTHEN YOUR BACK.** Ed. by Jill Hamilton. An essential self-help guide to a stronger back and better posture. Packed with step by step exercises, it will help you build a stronger back and neck to lessen pain and weakness and reduce the risk of future injury. Fully illus. 128 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

**3931129 THE CBD OIL MIRACLE.** By Laura Lagano. Discover all the ways in which cannabidiol, a natural remedy from the cannabis plant, can change your life. The healing properties of this potent organic compound can bond with the body’s own pain, calm inflammation, improve heart health, strengthen bones, promote brain health, and much more. Lagano guides you through the science behind CBD oil. 264 pages. Castle Point. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

**3929591 THE SCIENCE OF RICK AND MORTY: The Unofficial Guide to Earth’s Stupidest Show.** By Matt Brady. Rick and Morty may seem like the most idiotic show on TV, but many of its crazy adventures are actually based on real-life scientific theories and cutting-edge academic research. Explore the real science behind cartoon network TV phenomenon. 328 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $5.95
3927032 THE VARIORUM EDITION OF THE POETRY OF JOHN DONNE, VOLUME 3: The Satyres. Ed. by Donald R. Dickson. Presents newly edited critical texts of the five canonical satires and "Metempsychosis," the latter of which is accompanied by a thorough prose discussion. 1050 pages. In UP. Pub. at $40.00

9\x9f11¼, Pub. at $35.00

392842X THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY TOWNS OF PROVENCE. By Helena Attlee, photos by A. Ramsay. Magnificently illustrated survey displays the outstanding beauty and distinction of the small towns of Provence, from the hills and mountains of the Alps to the rich vine-growing region of Var and delightful coastal resorts. Even includes information for those inspired to visit. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10\x9f12", Pub. at $40.00

392680X DEEP SOUTH: New Southern Cooking. By Brad McDonald. Showcasing new Southern cooking from the Delta and beyond, this collection of recipes includes Sautéed Flounder with Sauce Pontchartrain, Whole Hog Roast, Roasted Pork Neck with Peaches and Nasturtium Sauce, and Glazed Sorghum Ham. Color photos. 356 pages. Quadrille. 9\x9f10½, Pub. at $35.00


3926877 THE FEMINIST REVOLUTION: The Struggle for Women’s Liberation 1966-1988. By J.B. Morris & M.D. Withers. A timely and brilliant tribute to the daring and humor, the passion, and the audacious spirit of women’s liberation movements, offering renewed inspiration for the future. Fully illus., many in color. 224 pages. Virago. 10\x9f11¼, Pub. at $9.95

3928212 THE DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE FOR GARDENERS. By Michael Allaby. This must-have reference will help you navigate the complex world of science. It defines more than 6,000 words from the 16 branches of science that are of particular interest to gardeners, from abscission (a plant’s rejection of an organ) to zoology (the dispersal of seeds by animals). Allus. 554 pages. Timber. Pub. at $59.95

3923266 THE MIGHTY EIGHTH: The Air War against Naziaces, bombiing raids on Berlin and many other cities, chronicled with 80 striking and co lorful infographs, the impact immor tal thoroughbreds. The story is rising. Illus. 352 pages. Block, Bun. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

3923436 THE PLANET FACTORY: Exoplanets and the Search for a Second Earth. By Elizabeth Tasker. Twenty years ago, the search for planets outside the Solar System was a job restricted to science-fiction writers. Now it’s one of the fastest-growing fields in astronomy with thousands of exoplanets discovered to date, and the number is rising. Illus. 128 pages. We, 10, Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3929201 THE SUPER COOL PUZZLE AND ACTIVITY BOOK. By Lisa Regan. Packed full of puzzles, games, and doodling activities to help banish boredom! Solve the complex puzzles, draw a city you’d love to explore, and help the superhero climb the skyscraper maze. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Arcturus. 9\x9f11, Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

3931080 BRAIN BENDERS FOR EINSTEINS. Ed. by Stanley Newman. Wrap your mind around this: we’ve filled this collection with all kinds of brain-bending challenges and delightful diversions from crosswords, logic puzzles, mazes, sudoku, word games, and a variety of brain teasers. Solutions provided. 224 pages. Puzzlwright. 8\x9f10, Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


3923584 ULTIMATE LARGE PRINT WORD SEARCH. By Mark Danna. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Changing and absorbing, these puzzles are easy to read in large-size print. But–instead of a jumble of letters shaped like a ho-hum square–these grids form distinctive picture outlines that are directly related to the puzzle’s themes. Solutions provided. 320 pages. Puzzlwright. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3917525 EASY CROSSWORD OMNIBUS: More Than 250 Fun Puzzles. By Patrick Blindauer et al. Each page provides another reason why you’re going to love all the amazing puzzles in this colossal collection. What’s more, there are a variety of great themes that provide a satisfying “aha!” on every page. Solutions provided. 320 pages. Puzzlwright. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3931390 THE ESCAPE ARTISTS: A Band of Daredavril Pilots and the Greatest Prison Break of the Great War. By Neal Bascomb. The spellbinding story of the Allied airmen who masterminded the courageous and ingenious breakout from Germany’s most secure POW camp. Drawing on never-seen memoirs and letters, Bascomb brings this narrative to cinematic life, amidst the darkest hours of the fight against Germany, 16 pages of photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

3928497 AMPHIBIUS WARFARE: Battle on the Beaches. By D. O. Kilgore & R.V. Ciampare. One of the most complex types of warfare to master, landing on a hostile beach, requires scrupulous coordination between the forces in the air, sea, and land. This short history explores amphibious warfare by assessing the strategy, equipment and unit tactics used in landings throughout history. Photos. 160 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

3927184 101 WIRE EARRINGS: Step-by-Step Projects & Techniques. By Denise Peck. Discover how to make a wide range of fabulous earrings using today’s hottest and most versatile jewelry material: wire. Easy to follow instructions and step by step techniques make creating these designs a cinch. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Interweave. 8\x9f10¼, Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

391769X HAIL TO THE CHIN: Further Confessions of a B Movie Actor. By Bruce Campbell. Campbell’s new sardonic memoir from Campbell, whose roles have been as varied as they are numerous—from Spider-Man movies to his self-referential My Name Is Bruce to the #1 show Burn Notice—he covers the professional and the personal with his usual humor and fascinating stories. Illus. 348 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

3928551 CASTLES: Fortresses of Power. By R. Serdukhle & J. Sadler. In medieval times castles were the ultimate symbol of power, dominating their surrounding landscapes and imposing size. This concise history of medieval castles uses the example of individual castles to explore how and why they were built and what life in a castle was really like. Illus. 160 pages. Castle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
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NEW NON-FICTION

3928535 BIG GUNS: Artillery on the Battlefield. By Angus Konstam. Using gunpowder weapons was initially somewhat of a black art, but over the centuries gunners invented, refined, and perfected it, a dependable method of breaching fortifications, or overcoming an enemy on the battlefield. The story of how the power of gunpowder has been harnessed and altered is illustrated. Illus., 135 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95


3928519 BASTOGNE: Ardennes 1944. By S. Smith & S. Forty. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and battlefield relics with the events they evoke. The siege of Bastogne was the bloodiest battle fought by American forces in WWII, in which units defied a German onslaught of 400,000 men. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

3928780 OMAHA BEACH: Normandy 1944. By S. Marriott & S. Forty. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and battlefield relics with the events they evoke. This title explores the D-Day landings at Omaha Beach in 1944, which resulted in high casualties but succeeded in landing 34,000 troops. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

3928462 1ST AIRBORNE: Market Garden 1944. By S. Smith & S. Forty. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and battlefield relics with the events they evoke. This title covers the 1st Airborne Division and its leading role in Operation Market—the air component of Operation Market Garden. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

3927484 LEIBSTANDARTE: Ardennes 1944. By S. Smith. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and battlefield relics with the events they evoke. The title covers the Leibstandarte Division, the spearhead of the assault on the northern flank of the German Ardennes offensive. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

3928470 6TH AIRBORNE: Normandy 1944. By L. Marriott & S. Forty. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and battlefield relics with the events they evoke. Airborne troops had a fundamental role in Operation Overlord—securing the Allied flanks and preventing enemy counterattacks from reaching the beachhead. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

3928608 THE FAALISE GAP BATTLES: Normandy 1944. By S. Forty & L. Marriott. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and battlefield relics with the events they evoke. This title covers the Falaise Gap Battles and the battles that followed, bringing Allied forces some of their greatest triumphs of WWII. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

3928454 101ST AIRBORNE: Market Garden 1944. By S. Smith & S. Forty. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and battlefield relics with the events they evoke. This title depicts the 101st Airborne Division and its leading role in Operation Market—the air component of Operation Market Garden, an invasion of the Netherlands in 1944. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

3928837 SHARPSHOOTERS: Marksmen Through the Ages. By Gary Yet. Explores the evolution of the military marksman, his weapons and tactics, from the flintlock era through to the present day. Illus. 160 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

3928499 82ND AIRBORNE: Normandy 1944. By S. Forty. Part of a series that reconstructs battles and operations by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and relics with the events they evoke. This entry highlights the operations of the 82nd Airborne Division in No man's land, Normandy’s first airborne division, in North Africa, Sicily, and D-Day. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

3925460 THE REFLEXOLOGY HEALING HANDBOOK. By Denise Whitchello Brown. An authoritative yet accessible guide to the origins and principles of one of the most ancient therapeutic treatments in the world. Featuring step by step introduction to the basic reflexology techniques, it includes treatment of both feet and hands, how to improve the common ailments, and self-treatment. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. New Burlington. Pub. at $13.00. $4.95

39148X VISUAL INTELLIGENCE: Sharpen Your Perception, Change Your Life. By Amy E. Herman. By looking at people how to look at images, Herman helps experts from many fields to perceive and communicate better, to hone their “visual intelligence.”—a set of skills we all possess but few know how to use effectively. Here she’ll teach you how to recognize the talents, opportunities, and problems that surround you every day. Illus., most in color. 316 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95


3922774 THE ART OF WAR. By Sun Tzu. Based on Lionel Giles’s classic 1910 translation, this edition remains a timeless and timely guide to strategy and planning, with applications that range far beyond actual warfare. Discusses profession soldiers use, and not to and race airplanes, and in 1938, one of them would sometimes surprising, often intriguing, and always interested in the world around them. The answers are sometimes surprising, often intriguing, and always interested in the world around them. The answers are curious to know more about a specific technique? Want to know how to repair both by hand and using a sewing machine? This guide will come to your rescue, answering 200 questions on a vast range of alteration topics. Fully illus, in color. 224 pages. Barron’s. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99. $4.95

3928861 TANKS: A Century of Tank Warfare. By O.E. Gilbert & R. Cansiere. Today tanks are synonymous with the modern army; seemingly impregnable high-tech weapons systems. Here the authors explore how tanks have evolved since the first tank lumbered into battle in 1916. Photos. 160 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

3924831 ALTERATIONS & REPAIRS: 200 Q&A. By Nan Ides. Got an alterations problem you can’t solve? Curious to know more about a specific technique? Want to know how to repair both by hand and using a sewing machine? This guide will come to your rescue, answering 200 questions on a vast range of alteration topics. Fully illus, in color. 224 pages. Barron’s. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.99. $4.95

3922274 SERIOUSLY CURIOUS: The Facts & Figures That Turn Our World Upside Down. By Tom Standage. This informative volume provides answers to the kinds of questions, quirky but few know how to use effectively. Here she’ll teach you how to recognize the talents, opportunities, and problems that surround you every day. Illus., most in color. 316 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

3923525 SERIOUSLY CURIOUS: The Facts & Figures That Turn Our World Upside Down. By Tom Standage. This informative volume provides answers to the kinds of questions, quirky but few know how to use effectively. Here she’ll teach you how to recognize the talents, opportunities, and problems that surround you every day. Illus., most in color. 316 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

3934104 FLY GIRLS: How Five Daring Women Defied All Odds and Made Aviation History. By Keith O’Brien. Weaves together the stories of five daring women of aviation: Florence Klingenberg, Ruth Elder, Amelia Earhart, Ruth Nichols, and Louise Thaden. Together, they fought for the chance to fly and race airplanes, and in 1938, one of them would triumph, beating the men in the toughest air race of their lives. 16 pages of photos. 336 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95
NEW NON-FICTION

PHOENIX APACHE - 9781633769727

$8.95

The Apaches of the Phoenix area.

HOPI - 9780803218818

$18.95

Hopi art and culture.

AZTECS - 9780300208642

$35.00

The Aztecs and their civilization.

MAYANS AND AZTECS - 9780300200226

$45.00

A comprehensive guide to the Mayans and Aztecs.

THE MESOAMERICAN WORLD - 9780300198203

$45.00

An overview of the Mesoamerican region.

THE ANCIENT MAYANS - 9780802787218

$29.95

A detailed study of the Mayan civilization.

THE AZTECS AND THE INCAS - 9780300200219

$45.00

Comparison of the Aztec and Inca empires.

THE INCA - 9780802776390

$35.00

An in-depth look at the Inca civilization.

THE OLMEC EMPIRE - 9780300194584

$45.00

The Olmec civilization and its influence.

THE MAYAN EMPIRE - 9780300194577

$45.00

A comprehensive study of the Mayan empire.

THE INCAN EMPIRE - 9780300194591

$45.00

An in-depth look at the Inca empire.

MAYAN ART AND CULTURE - 9780300192106

$45.00

An exploration of Mayan art and culture.

MAYAN AMPHORA - 9780300192113

$45.00

A study of Mayan pottery and amphorae.

AZTEC AMPHORA - 9780300192120

$45.00

An exploration of Aztec pottery and amphorae.

MAYAN AMPHORA - 9780300192137

$45.00

A study of Mayan pottery and amphorae.

AZTEC AMPHORA - 9780300192144

$45.00

An exploration of Aztec pottery and amphorae.

THE AZTECS - 9780300208705

$45.00

An in-depth look at the Aztec civilization.

THE INCANS - 9780300208660

$45.00

An in-depth look at the Inca civilization.

THE AZTECS AND THE INCAS - 9780300208677

$45.00

Comparison of the Aztec and Inca empires.

THE AZTECS AND THE INCAS - 9780300208724

$45.00

Comparison of the Aztec and Inca empires.

THE INCAN EMPIRE - 9780300208731

$45.00

An in-depth look at the Inca empire.

THE AZTECS - 9780300208717

$45.00

An in-depth look at the Aztec civilization.
NEW NON-FICTION

391674X CONTINUOUS COLOR: A Month-by-Month Guide to Shrubs and Small Trees for the Continuous Bloom Garden. By Pam DuHamel. Tells you what you need to know to choose the right plant, with each entry featuring a color photo of the plant, plant type, USDA hardiness zone, height at bloom, foliage and fruit description, problems, care, tipster’s tips, and plants to combine in the garden. 337 pages. Ball Publishing. 9x6/10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $55.00. $7.95

3925218 RECIPES FROM THE WOODS: The Book of Game and Forage. By Jean-Francois Malle. A collection of edible plants made with game and foraged ingredients. From Sautéed Venison with Port and Chestnuts; Wild Mushrooms and Herb Loaf; to Wild Blueberry Muffins, these dishes using the flavor of the woods into your home. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Phaidon. Pub. at $45.00. $6.95

3925371 THE NEW YORK TIMES SPRINGTIME SOLVING CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Do a little spring-clearing and clean the cobwebs from your mind with this charming collection of 75 crossword puzzles. Includes solutions. 92 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95

3920846 BROWN BELT WORD SEARCH PUZZLES. By Samuel A. Donaldson. You’ll find 80 tricky puzzles with challenging twists like partial word lists and answers that turn. If you’re ready to test your mental prowess on tough bogglers, see how you do on these word searches. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. $3.95

3925994 SUPER WORDPLAY CROSSWORDS. A diverse assortment of interesting and innovative puzzles with variants in Main Street Band, Rock Garden, Some Assembly Required, and more featuring icons with eye-popping shapes where the words may twist and turn in all directions. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95. $3.95

3924483 CLAIMING MY PLACE: Coming of Age in the Shadow of the Holocaust. By Pianara Price with H.R. West. Writing in the first person, Price brings the immediacy of Barbara Reichmann’s voice to this true account of a young woman whose unlikely hitches upon the same determination and defiant spirit already evident in the six year old girl we meet as this story begins. 16 pages of photos. 250 pages. P.S. Pub. at $17.99. $7.95


3916758 CREATURES OF THE NIGHT. By Camilla de la Bedoyere. Features more than a dozen extraordinary animals that live in the dark and whose unique physical features help them to survive in the pitch-black darkness of jungles, fields and in the air. Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Firefly. 8x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95


3917630 FIVE-MINUTE BRAINTEASERS. By F. Simpson & M. Danna. Each small puzzle in this collection should take only a few minutes to solve, but you’ll get a fun brain workout in that time. Solutions included. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95. $3.95

3917645 VERY CRANBERRY. By Jennifer Trainer Thompson. Phenomenal flavor made from tiny red fruit, cranberries are a delectable, versatile ingredient. They make delicious Thanksgiving dishes, like Mar ching Bands, Rows Garden, Some Assembly Required, and artists new to the medium. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Firefly. 8x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $3.95

3923452 REALLY IMPORTANT STUFF MY CAT HAS TAUGHT ME. By Cynthia L. Copeland. Cats are the ultimate savants, possessing wisdom, poise, and sass in equal measure. They know when to play it cool and when to pounce; when to fly solo and when to cuddle up. Cats inspire us to explore, to take chances, and live on the edge. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $3.95

3922855 THE OFFICIAL SCRABBLE PLAYERS DICTIONARY, FIFTH EDITION. Features more than 100,000 two- to eight-letter words, including more than 5,000 new entries that are acceptable under the rules. Main entries include a brief definition, a part of speech label, and inflected forms for fast, easy word validation. 728 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperback. Pub. at $8.65. $3.95

3923713 THE NEW YORK TIMES SPRINGTIME SOLVING CROSSWORDS. By Tim Whalley. Do a little spring-clearing and clean the cobwebs from your mind with this charming collection of 75 crossword puzzles. Includes solutions. 92 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95


3917673 GIRL POWER! The Manga Artist’s Coloring Book. Color your way through this exciting collection of manga’s most popular female characters. With more than 40 female characters included against intricate, eye catching backgrounds, you can play with color and character development at the same time. Creative 6. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95


3923371 THE NEW YORK TIMES SPRINGTIME SOLVING CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Do a little spring-clearing and clean the cobwebs from your mind with this charming collection of 75 crossword puzzles. Includes solutions. 92 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95

3925172 DISCONNECTED: The Complete Fabric Artist’s Workshop. By Susan Stein. This compilation of her published books, Fabric Artist, Workshop (2007) and Fabric Art Projects (2009), is a comprehensive source of popular fiber art techniques and unique projects for fiber artists, and artists new to the medium. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. 8x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

3927539 VERY CRANBERRY. By Jennifer Trainer Thompson. Phenomenal flavor made from tiny red fruit, cranberries are a delectable, versatile ingredient. They make delicious Thanksgiving dishes, like Mar ching Bands, Rows Garden, Some Assembly Required, and artists new to the medium. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Firefly. 8x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $3.95

3922577 THE COMPLETE FABRIC ARTIST’S WORKSHOP. By Susan Stein. This compilation of her published books, Fabric Artist, Workshop (2007) and Fabric Art Projects (2009), is a comprehensive source of popular fiber art techniques and unique projects for fiber artists, and artists new to the medium. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Creative Publishing Intl. 8x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95
NEW NON-FICTION

3922790 COLOR BY NUMBERS: Times Tables. By Claire Stamper. Learn multiplication and division in a new, exciting way, with 1,000 fantastic color-by-numbers puzzles. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 95 pages. Arcturus. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95


3923362 HEAVEN IS HERE: An Incredible Story of Hope, Triumph, and Everyday Joy. By Stephanie Nielson with A.F. Hackworth. Presents an inspirational story of Stephanie Nielson—a devoted mother whose life changed when she and her husband were in a terrible plane crash. Both were horribly burned, Stephanie would remain in an induced coma for four months. Here, Stephanie recounts her emotional and physical journey. Ages 10 & up. 228 pages. Hyperion. $9.99

3923229 THE DEAD AND THOSE ABOUT TO DIE: D-Day—The Big Red One at Omaha Beach. By John C. McManus. Drawing on a rich array of new or recently unearthed sources, including interviews with veterans, this is the unforgettable story of the Big Red One’s nineteen hours of hell and their ultimate triumph on D-Day, June 6, 1944. 16 pages of photos. 368 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3932435 MAKING ART FROM MAPS. By Ed Remy. Introduces you to an international array of artists using maps in astonishing ways. In each chapter—decoration, books and boxes, fashion, collage, sculpture, and interiors—Remy will guide you through the how-to steps to creating exciting art of your own. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Rockport. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

3932427 LISTENING IN: The Secret White House Recordings of John F. Kennedy. Ed. by Ted Widmer. In July 1962, in an effort to prevent an imminent potential decision-making in a highly charged atmosphere of conflicting viewpoints, strategies, and tactics, John F. Kennedy installed hidden recording systems in the Oval Office and in the Cabinet Room. Includes 2 CDs with over two hours of audio from inside the Oval Office. Photos. 300 pages. Hyperion. Pub. at $40.00 $3.95

3925250 THE SILVER SPOON QUICK AND EASY ITALIAN RECIPES. Presents more than 100 simple, fast, and delicious recipes to help the busy cook embrace the flavors and spirit of Italian cuisine at home with minimal fuss. Delicious meals include Macaroni Au Gratin; Cream of Carrot Soup; Roman Saltimbocca; and New Vegetarian with Rosemary. Color photos. Phaidon. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

3922610 AFTER LIFE: My Journey from Incarceration to Freedom. By Alice Johnson with N. French. Turning to crime as a way to pay off her debts, Alice Johnson was convicted in 1996 for her involvement in a cocaine trafficking organization. She received life in prison until, in 2018, President Trump commuted her sentence. This is a story of hope, mercy, gratitude, and a portrait that shows the realities of prison life behind bars. 16 pages of photos, mostly in color. 278 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3919396 THE INSPIRED LANDSCAPE: Twenty-One Leading Landscape Architects Explore the Creative Process. By Susan Cohen. Featuring the work of 21 landscape architects from around the world, this volume traces each project from the initial spark of creativity through its stunning completion. Includes original sketches, plans, and photographs and is an invaluable resource for designers. 268 pages. Timber. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 $12.95

392176X HARRY POTTER FILM VAULT, VOLUME 9: Goblins, House-Elves, and Dark Creatures. By Jody Revenson. The Harry Potter films are packed with creatures by turns fascinating and fearsome, from the goblets of Gringotts to the Dementors of Azkaban. With profiles of each creature that include art and behind the scenes photography, this volume gives fans a look at dark creatures as well as house-elves and other working magic. 393 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95

3921751 HARRY POTTER FILM VAULT, VOLUME 10: Wizarding Homes and Villages. By Jody Revenson. Revisit the Harry Potter films and learn all about curio-filled wizarding homes, such as The Burrow and the Livestock house, as well as the snowy village of Hogsmeade. This volume collects stunning illustrations and behind the scenes photography alongside striking insights from the filmmakers that give fans an in-depth look at the development of these magical locations. 64 pages. Insight Editions. 8¼x11. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3921816 TASTE OF HOME MAKE IT! TAKE IT, VOLUME 2. Ed. by Christine Rukavena. Need a great dish to take to a potluck, reunion, or holiday get-together? Here are 365 dishes that hit the road with ease, feed anywhere from 8 to 100 guests, and steal the show at any holiday. Try Carrot & Kale Vegetable Saute; Company Fruit Salad; Bacon-Chicken Crescent Ring, or Makeover Beef & Potato Soup. Color photos. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95


3923789 THE NEW PRISONER: Why America is in Danger of Losing Its Freedom. By Christopher Maselli with P. Lonardo. Maselli draws from his personal knowledge of the criminal justice system based on his experience on both sides of the prison walls as an attorney as well as a former inmate, to take a hard look at our modern prison system that systematically targets the poor and vulnerable of our society in order to fund the prison-industrial complex. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3923788 THE BENEVOLENT DEE: Capture the Bounty of the Hive Through Science, History, Home Remedies, and Craft. By Stephanie Brunneau. Learn simple and delicious ways to incorporate pollen and propolis into your diet; how to easily make your own cinnamon-flavored honey, beeswax-based beauty balm, soothing hand cream, hand-dipped beeswax birthday candles, and more. Includes chapters on all the products of the hive; recipes for health, wellness, nutrition, and craft; and the science and history. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Quarry. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95
NEW NON-FICTION

3918997 CALL DOWN LIGHTNING: What the Welsh Revival of 1904 Reveals About the End Times. By Wallace Henley. Presents a meticulously researched and compelling case that the Welsh Revival and the historical cycle revealed in God’s redemptive interactions with nations, make it highly likely that our contemporary world is ripe for another revelation event. This world event, moves all creation nearer to its sudden glorious rebirth. 236 pages. Emanate Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3918448 ALL MY FRIENDS HAVE ISSUES. By Amanda Anderson. The author gives practical advice and shares personal stories to guide us toward the kinds of friendships God is looking for. Blending faith based insights and psychological truths, this is a liberating guide to finding and becoming an authentic and encouraging friend. 193 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3918554 AROUND THE WORLD ON 50 BUCKS: How I Lived with Nothing and Returned a Rich Man. By Christopher Schacht. Nineteen year old Christopher Schacht decided to embark on a trip around the world with only fifty Euros in his pocket. No credit cards. No savings. No backup plan. Packed full of surprising experiences and unexpected joys, come along for the adventure and discover how Christopher’s story can inspire you in your own journey. Color photos. 224 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95

3918752 BEAUTY IN THE BREAKDOWN: Choosing to Overcome. By Julie Roberts with K. Abraham. Dealing with the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis, country music singer, Julie Roberts, shares her story in overcoming adversity through determination and the way faith can lift you in any circumstance. Knowing what it’s like to be knocked down, Julie discovered that God can use our toughest moments to shape us into who we were meant to be. Color photos. 290 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3919994 NORTHERN LIGHTS: One Woman, Two Teams, and the Football Field That Changed Their Lives. By Cathy Parker with D. Thomas. After learning that the Barrow Whalers, the only high school football team above the Arctic Circle, played on a gravel field limited by four because of permafrost, Cathy Parker led a national movement that raised more than half a million dollars to build an artificial turf stadium for the Barrow Whalers. Color photos. 213 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3920641 THE COMING OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR. By Frederick Taylor. Chronicles the dramatic months from the Munich Agreement to Hitler’s invasion of Poland and the beginning of WWII. The day to day experiences of ordinary citizens as well as those at the height of power in Germany and Britain are highlighted in this rich and vivid narrative of Europe’s slide into the horrors of war. 16 pages of photos. 434 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95


3926125 EAGLES OVER THE SEA. 1943-1945: A History of Luftwaffe Maritime Operations. By Lawrence Paterson. This outstanding history of Luftwaffe maritime units in World War II describes the deployment of German naval aircraft as a whole and their deployment across all the theaters of operation, from Norway to the Mediterranean and from the Eastern Front to the Atlantic, in which they fought. Photos. 382 pages. Seaforth. Pub. at $44.95 $34.95

3927903 ARMS AND ARMOR: Highlights from the Philadelphia Museum of Art. By Dirk H. Breiding. The Philadelphia Museum of Art’s holdings of arms and armor are among the finest of their kind in the world. Presenting nearly 100 masterpieces from the collection, this lavishly illustrated volume includes images of armor and armor elements, swords, firearms, and crosstools, staff weapons, horse equipment, and related accessories. 312 pages. Yale. 9½x11”. Pub at $45.00 $34.95

3931358 NAV ARABIC CONTEMPORARY BIBLE. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Features the full text of the New Arabic Version of the Bible with the Modern Standard Arabic dialect of the Standard Language of Zondervan. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


3917452 THE BRAIN WARRIOR’S WAY COOKBOOK. By Tana & Daniel G. Amen. This is an essential resource for Brain Warriors who want to feed their bodies with foods that improve energy, focus, memory, and quality of life. This collection of recipes is the ultimate tool for winning the fight in the war for your health and includes delicious dishes like Sesame Chicken and Cinnamon Scones. Steam. Color photos. 352 pages. New American Library. 8x10. Pub at $32.00 $6.95

3917320 300 BEST BLENDER RECIPES USING YOUR VITAMIX. By Robin Asbell. A collection of nutritional and innovative recipes that will help you get the most out of your Vitamix, including everything from nutritious breakfasts and sumptuous soups to desserts that will have you reaching for seconds. Try Chicken Liver Mousse; Miso & Sesame; Curried Carrot & Sweet Potato; and Tempah Walnut Burgers. 24 pages of color photos. 320 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub at $24.95 $6.95

3927121 ANTARCTICA’S LOST AVIATOR: The Epic Adventure to Explore the Last Frontier on Earth. By Jeff Maynard. Brings alive one of the strangest episodes in polar history, using previously unpublished diaries and correspondence, to reveal the amazing true story of the first crossing of Antarctica and how, against all odds, it was achieved by the unlikelyest of heroes. 16 pages of photos. 251 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

3924548 THE HERMIT KING: The Dangerous Game of Kim Jong Un. By Chung Min Lee. The fascinating story of the Kim Dynasty with a particular focus on K im Jong Un’s ascension, motivations, and goals as his country comes ever closer to creating a viable nuclear arsenal. The author offers readers a thoughtful and chilling look into the possible futures of North Korea, all which may spell the end of a global humanitarian crisis.

3916960 LATIN FOR BIRD LOVERS: Over 5,000 Bird Names Explained and Explored. By R. Lederer & C. Burr. This absorbing reference uncovers the secrets behind more than 5,000 scientific names. It also delves into every aspect of bird behavior and reveals the discoveries of ornithologists: one debunked the myth that robins sing because they are happy, while another found that bird-song is regionally distinctive. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95
NEW NON-FICTION

3933334 MY MINIATURE WORLD. By Eric T. Rawlins. Readers will discover techniques new and old which, applied to railway modeling, will enhance the thrills and enjoyment in building a miniature railroad world. Color photos. 174 pages. Melrose. Pub. at $18.99 $6.95

3924585 JET GIRL. By Caroline Johnson with H. Williams. Follows the elite group of women fighting to win respect and make rank in one of the most exclusive—and male-dominated—communities in the world. It’s the story of a remarkable team of highly trained fighters, friends, and aviators who find a way to retain their sense of self in and out of the cockpit. 16 pages of color photos. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

392884 RENAISSANCE WOMAN: The Life of Vittoria Colonna. By Ramee Taroff. A fascinating biography of a most remarkable woman of the Italian Renaissance. The first woman to publish a book of poems in Italy, she was personally involved with nearly every major development of this period—through both her marriage and her own talents. Through her story, the Renaissance comes to life. Color illus. 342 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

3927105 THE ACCIDENTAL HOMO SAPIENS: Gender, Free Will, and the Brain. By I. Tattersall & R. DeSalle. In this revelatory new work, the authors show that we humans are not condemned by our past to behave in specific ways. The human mind gives us unparalleled control over the kind of creature we are and will become. They help us better understand how humans came to be the flawed yet dynamic beings we are, and how this biological history can help us shape our future. Illus. 222 pages. Henry Holt. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95


3927199 CHURCHILL’S MENAGERIE: Winston Churchill and the Animal Kingdom. By Piers Brendon. The author looks deep into how animals played an important part of Churchill’s everyday life. This volume shows another side of this great man, showcasing his wise, wisdom, and wayward genius from a different perspective and shedding new and fascinating light on his love of the animal kingdom. Illus. 320 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

3923428 THE PERFECT PREDATOR: A Scientist’s Race to Save Her Husband from a Deadly Superbug. By Stefanie Stratheide et al. An extraordinary pair of one woman’s extraordinary effort to save her husband’s life, finding unlikely allies in the FDA, researchers from Texas A&M, and a clandestine Navy biowarfare lab, all attempting to save her husband’s life with the hope that they would also uncover a powerful new weapon in the global superbug crisis. Color photos. 337 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

3930971 THE TIMOTHY LEARY PROJECT. By Jennifer Ulrich. Offers fresh insights into Leary the highly qualified psychiatrist, working at the frontiers of thinking about the mind and consciousness. His journey from Harvard psychologist to criminal fugitive termed the “most dangerous man in America” by the FBI, is the stuff of Hollywood legend. Well illus. 272 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $27.50 $6.95

3931218 THE DOWNTOWN POP UNDERGROUND. By Kernbeld McLeod. Takes a kaleidoscopic tour of New York City during the 60s & 70s. The first time since the 60s to fully explore the deep interconnections between all the alternative worlds that flourished in the basement theaters, dive bars, concert halls, lofts, and dingy apartments. Illus. 362 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

3931021 THE ALLIES: Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin, and the Unlikely Alliance That Won World War II. By Winston Groom. A best-selling historian tells one of the most monumental stories of the twentieth century: the tale of three different men, joined in a mission to end World War II and restore order. In vivid detail, Groom reconnects legendary wartime leaders together the remarkable three men who fought the largest war in history. 16 pages of photos. 464 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

3931013 AGENT JACK: The True Story of MI5’s Secret Nazi Hunter. By Robert Hutton. In this revealing look at Hitler, Hutton reveals the story of an operation whose existence has only recently come to light with the opening of MI5’s WWII files. Drawing on these newly declassified documents and private family archives, he shatters the comforting notion that Britain could have won the war without Churchill’s leadership. 313 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

3930998 THE WEATHER MACHINE: A Journey Inside the Forecast. By Andrew Blum. Takes readers on a fascinating journey through an everyday miracle. In a quest to understand how the forecasts are made, Blum visits old weather stations and watches new satellites blast off. He discovers that we have quietly entered a golden age of meteorology—our tools allow us to predict the weather more accurately than ever, and never have we learned to trust them. 207 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

3922197 THE CONTEMPORARY ART OF MAMMALS: Mammals, By E. Ashley Rooney. From traditional works to the fantastical, from sporting art to kitsch, the nearly 100 U.S. and international artists included in this volume hope to inspire us to find our own magic with the natural spirit of animals in their work. Includes over 500 pieces in stunning full-color photographs. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $18.95

3920739 MID-ATLANTIC UPSTATE AREA. By Gerard J. Melove. Here, find over 80 true encounters; alien abductions, a mass fleet sighting, advanced extraterrestrial technology, and more, from passionate eyewitness accounts. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

392085X PHILADELPHIA’S HAUNTED HISTORIC WALKING TOUR. By Cynthia Bracelin. Journey through eerie Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to visit 19 of the city’s most haunted locations. With concise background information for each location and stories of both historic and contemporary ghosts, you will view the City of Brotherly Love like never before. Illus. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3921395 TRAIN YOUR BRAIN: Get More Done in Less Time. By Paul Hammerness et al. The key to a less stressed, less stressful life is not in simply organizing your desk, but organizing your mind. Hammerness describes the latest neuroscience research on the brain’s extraordinary built-in system of organization, and shows you how to use the innate organizational power of your brain. 240 pages. Hanover Square Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

3921115 TRAVELOUGE OF HORROR. By Tony Urban. Here is a travelogue for those whose idea of a perfect vacation doesn’t involve cultural center—all it involves is horror and haunted places. This guidebook for fans of horror and the macabre. Ride along with the author to ghoulish destinations where some of the most iconic horror films were made. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11½x8¾. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

3925137 MERYL STREEP: Anatomy of an Actor. By Karina Longworth. A world-famous and established talent, Meryl Streep holds the record for most Academy Award nominations and wins for best actress. In this engaging biography, the authors analyze ten of her most iconic roles and examine why and how she has become one of the most respected and influential actresses of her time. Illus. most pages. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $6.95

3925366 WHAT TO BAKE & HOW TO BAKE IT. By Jane Hornby. Carefully explained and simple to follow, the 50 tempting step by step recipes are photographed at every stage to show you what to look for and how to bake to perfection. Every element of the home baker’s craft is covered, including cakes, breads, pies, cookies, and more. 240 pages. Phaidon. 9x11. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

**392273 BRAIN FUN MAZES.** By Joe Bartos. Find yourself on an exciting adventure in an exotic locale, enjoy some juicy fruits, explore a mysterious cave, or hit the streets of Big City—all of these and more serve as the backdrops for a series of mazes that are designed to challenge your mind while you’re having fun. Solutions provided. 9¾x7¼. Centennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3919617 THE TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE, BOOK FIVE: Buddhist Ethics.** By Jargonz Konklod Tsoye. Explains the complete code of personal liberation as it applies to both monastics and lay persons, the precepts and those aspiring to the life of a bodhisattva, and the pledges for practitioners on the tantric path of pure perception. 564 pages. Snow Lion. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

**39219 SLEEPY SUNDAY CROSSWORDS.** Ed. by Stanley Newman. Why rise and shine when you could solve a crossword puzzle first? Solving a fun Sunday size crossword is a great way to ease into the morning. With 72 clever puzzles in all, the noisland is the perfect place to keep this collection handy. Solutions included. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $10.95 $7.95

**392383 GRIM SHADOWS FALLING: Haunting Tales from Terrifying Places.** By Benjamin S. Siegel. A Journey to 31 daunting, and infinitely unsettling places that are soaked with blood, death, and the horror of unspeakable tragedy. Revel in the horror of The Villicus Av Murder House, Lemp Mansion, Fox Hollow Farm and more. Illus. 192 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**391688X GREAT BEAR WILD: Dispatches from a Northern Rainforest.** By Ian McAllister. Over decades of scrambling through in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**3926276 PRACTICAL MEDITATION: A Simple Step-by-Step Guide.** By Giovanni Dienstmann. Want to improve your concentration, reduce stress, and enhance your emotional well being? Meditation is scientifically proven to do all this, and more. A variety of meditation techniques, so you can find the practices that work for you. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Dotting Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $7.95


**3921905 333 TIPS FOR SAILORS.** Ed. by Fridjof Gunkel. Brings together the best ideas and secrets of master sailors and captains—including simple and cost-effective ways to improve equipment performance—that make life onboard more comfortable and enjoyable, and help sailors feel easier and safer. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**3916721 A COMMON THREAD.** By Swan Marion. Explore a life lived in stitches that witness the aesthetic evolution of a treasured quilting artist and indulge in more than 65 beautiful quilts she has created over five decades. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8¼x10¾. Hardcover. Pub. at $36.99 $7.95

**3922138 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Florida to Virginia.** By Roy Heizer, photos by N. Heizer. Learn the names, lore and ethnobotany of America’s coastal plants from Florida to Virginia. The plants’ botanical names are arranged alphabetically, with common names cross-referenced for easy use. Fully illus. in color. 180 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**3922894 PAPER GARDEN BONSAI: Craft a Model Bonsai for Every Season.** By Amy Spungen. Don’t have a green thumb or infinite patience but still love the intricacy and grace of tiny bonsai trees? This kit includes materials to craft 10 unique bonsai models—one for each of the winter-spring-summer-autumn seasons—with laser cut, heavy duty cardboard. Fully illus. in color. 44 pages. Becker & Mayer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

**3924920 CONTEMPORARY COPPER JEWELRY: Step-by-Step Techniques and Projects.** By Sharilyn Miller. Presents a stunning combination of wire designs from top jeweler. Copper wire offers jewelry makers an inexpensive yet stylish alternative to silver. Learn how to combine gorgeous copper wire with beads, chains, and other metals for unique designs. Includes a DVD. Well illus. 128 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

**3919145 THE “I LOVE MY AIR FRYER” KETO DIET 5-INGREDIENT RECIPE BOOK.** By Sam Dillard. The ketogenic diet is an effective way to lose weight without sacrificing flavor. And with your air fryer, it’s easier than ever to create delicious, satisfying, and nutritious dishes in record time—using just five ingredients! Recipes include Chiptole Aioli Wings; Parmesan-Crusted Pork Chops; and Cheesy Baked Asparagus. Color photos. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**3922154 THE COLORFUL SOBO PUZZETS OF MALL.** By Mary Sue & Paul Peter Rosen. One of the largest published surveys of Mallman Barano and Bozo puppet theater, this volume presents more than 100 traditional puppets and masks with detailed information on their construction. Also offers numerous photos of these beautiful pieces in performance. 160 pages. Schiffer, 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $12.95

**3919099 SAM HOUSTON & THE ALAMO AVENGERS: The Texas Victory That Changed American History.** By Brian Kilmeade. In March 1836, the Mexican army led by General Santa Anna massacred more than two hundred Texians who had been trapped in the Alamo. Kilmeade recaptures this pivotal war that changed America forever, and sheds light on the tightrope all warriors walk, between courage and calculation. 16 pages of illus. 278 pages. Sentinel, 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**3920453 TIME BANDIT: Two Brothers, the Best Cooks of the World’s Deadliest Jobs.** By Andy Hillstrand et al. Natives of the tiny fishing hamlet Homer, Alaska, sons of a hard-fisted, highly successful fisherman, and born with brine in their blood, the Hillstrand boys couldn’t imagine life without a swinging harpoon and a harvest of mighty Alaskan king crabs waiting to be pulled from the ocean floor. This is a chronicle of their adventurous lives, 16 pages of photos, 300 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

**3924343 DOLLS! DOLLS! DOLLS! Deep Inside Valley of the Dolls, the Most Beloved Bad Book and Movie of All Time.** By Stephen Rebello. Here is the unbelievable but true inside story of Jacqueline Susann’s pop culture icon Valley of the Dolls—the landmark novel and publishing phenomenon, the infamous smash hit film, and Dolls’s thriving legacy today. 16 pages of photos, 336 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95
NEW NON-FICTION

392294 THE FIRST WORLD WAR ON CIGARETTE AND TRADE CARDS. By Cyril Mazursky. Utilizing cards from the extensive, remarkably detailed, and mostly contemporaneous issues of cigarette and trade card sets related to the First World War, the author provides a richly illustrated and descriptive take on this great conflict. 190 pages. Schiffer. $14.95

393129 THE INNER LIFE OF CATS: The Science and Secrets of Our Mysterious Feline Companions. By Thomas McNamara. Science is beginning to discover that the cool exterior of cats actually conceals hidden depths of emotion and affection for us and for each other. Cutting edge science with his own tale of adopting a black kitten. McNamara shows us how we can all be better companions to the cats we love. 276 pages. Schiffer. $12.95

392036 NORTH AMERICAN F-88F SABRE: The Birth of a Modern Air Force. By G. Avila & R. Yanez. Offers a detailed look at the Sabre and its use by the Spanish Air Force over its lifetime. Historical photographs, detailed artwork, and fascinating scale drawings bring us up close to this powerful airframe. 238 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

392091 THE PERFECT SAUSAGE: Making and Preparing Homemade Sausage. By Karsten "Ted" Aschenbrandt. From raw ingredients to kitchen garden and to secret tips for better flavor, this guide covers everything you need to know. Includes nearly 30 sausage recipes from around the world and 26 recipes to showcase your sausage, plus grilling techniques from a BBQ master. Color photos. 120 pages. Schiffer. $14.95

392133 THE RUSSIAN BALTIC FLEET IN THE TIME OF WAR AND REVOLUTION 1914-1918. By S.N. Timirev. These memoirs of Rear Admiral Timirev shed a fascinating light on the events of the First World War and the Russian revolution, and offer unique insights into the characters of the significant commanding officers and other key figures whom Timirev met during his years of service. 238 pages. Schiffer. $19.95

392164 JUNKYARD: Behind the Gates at California’s Secretive European-Car Salvage Yard. By Dan Behman & R. Lowisch. One of the most secretive salvage yards on the West Coast holds an amazing stash of classic European cars. The authors were granted a rare visit to document the yard’s amazing treasures. For any enthusiast of classic and collectible European cars, the yard’s holdings are nothing short of amazing. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Motorbooks. $29.95

391924 BOMBSHELL: The Pin-Up Art of John Glideman. The intoxicating nostalgia kissed photography of Glideman, celebrates beautiful girls of all walks of life, blending art and timeless style to render tasteful yet sexy pin-ups that pay amply tribute to the pioneers of pin-up history. Adults only. 143 pages. Schiffer. $19.95

392163 THE RUSSIAN AIRCRAFT OVER ITS LIFETIME. By S.N. Timirev. These memoirs of Rear Admiral Timirev shed a fascinating light on the events of the First World War and the Russian revolution, and offer unique insights into the characters of the significant commanding officers and other key figures whom Timirev met during his years of service. 238 pages. Schiffer. $19.95

392168 JUNKYARD: Behind the Gates at California’s Secretive European-Car Salvage Yard. By D. Behman & R. Lowisch. One of the most secretive salvage yards on the West Coast holds an amazing stash of classic European cars. The authors were granted a rare visit to document the yard’s amazing treasures. For any enthusiast of classic and collectible European cars, the yard’s holdings are nothing short of amazing. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Motorbooks. $29.95

391792 ELEANOR OF AQUITAINE: Queen of France and England, Mother of Empires. By Sara Cockerill. In this biography, Cockerill has captured the woman’s even more remarkable life. 32 pages of color illus. 448 pages. Amherst. $39.95

391885 THE MONGOL CONQUESTS: The Military Operations of Genghis Khan and Sube’eifie. By Cart Fredrik Sverdrup. Offers a detailed narrative of the military operations of these two leaders, based on contemporary Chinese, Near Eastern, and European sources. Detailed maps showing the operations support the text offering a major contribution to our knowledge of the Mongol Empire’s way of warfare. 391 pages. Helion & Company. $29.95

392105 THE TATTOO PROJECT: Body, Art, Image. By Vince Henningson. Works by 11 fine art photographers who shot portraits of 100 heavily tattooed individuals. The event sequestered models and photographers in Vancouver’s Photo Workshop and produced thousands of portraits. This volume features more than 200 images from the event. Adults only. 240 pages. Fox Chapel. $19.95

392178 WHITTLING IN THE WILD: 30+ Fun & Useful Things to Make Out of Wood. By Felix Limm. Go beyond traditional projects and discover a world of exciting possibilities with this guide. Immler provides inventive ideas and clear step by step instructions for 33 whittling projects you won’t find anywhere else like a reed boat, a water gun, a flute, a parabola, a crossbow, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. For Children. $14.95

391786X PRESERVING THE SEASON. By Mary Tregellas. An excellent resource for gardeners and anyone aspiring to stock their shelves with delicious homemade jams and jellies, this is a must-have guide to home preservation. Immler provides inventive ideas and clear step by step instructions for 33 whittling projects you won’t find anywhere else like a reed boat, a water gun, a flute, a parabola, a crossbow, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. $19.99

392175 HOMEMADE YOGURT & KEFIR: 71 Recipes for Making & Using Probiotic-Rich Ferments. By Giancarlo Caldwell. Master the basic yogurt-making process with the help of this guide, and learn how to use your skills to prepare yogurt and dairy ferments in a variety of global styles: from kefir from the Caucasian region to Icelandic skyr and the Russian ryazhenka. Includes recipes for ferments made from plant-based dairy alternatives. Color photos. 192 pages. IMM Lifestyle. $12.95

3933210 ELLIOTT ERWITT’S SCOTLAND. Turning his trained eye on Scotland, Elliott Erwitt reveals a unique culture and national heritage. Set against what is a picturesque, this magnificent collection of black and white photographs candidly reveals both the sum and its parts of the varied landscapes, the characters, and of course the dogs, that are unique to Scotland. 160 pages. Te Neues. $114.95

393327X BIRDS. By Jim Dine. A reconstruction of the artist’s dream called “North” where owls and other birds are viewed. Fully illus. Steidl. 12x1½. Pub. at $50.00

3932830 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF U.S. PRESIDENTS, THIRD EDITION. By Bill Yenne. Rich with photos and short biographies about the social, cultural, and political lives of each of the 45 United States presidents, as well as some of the quirks and oddities from the Oval Office. 64 pages. Crestline. 9½x11. Pub. at $14.95

3933296 LOOKING AT MONET: The Great Impressionist and His Influence on Austrian Art. Ed. by A. Husslein-Arco & S. Köja. Exhibition catalog. The Viennese art scene of the late 19th century was the most influential. This catalog assembles artists active throughout the same period, most illustrated. Most in color. 256 pages. Belvedere. 9x11. Pub. at $55.00

3922858 PRACTICAL HOUSEPLANT BOOK. By F. Bailey & Z. Allaway. Bring the outdoors into your home with the 175 detailed plant profiles and expert care and advice included in this comprehensive volume. Fully illus. color. 224 pages. Ten SPEED. $22.95
NEW NON-FICTION

3928047 AARP MEMORY ACTIVITY BOOK. By Helen Lambert. Physical exercise, mental activities, and social interaction may help maintain your brain healthy and slow the progression of many kinds of dementia, including Alzheimer’s disease. This resource is packed with more than 70 activities to stimulate the brain, from nature walks and exercise to puzzles, crafts, and games. Fully illus., 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8/⅝x11. $9.95 3929017 PAPER EMPIRES: 100 Years of German Paper Soldiers (1845-1945). By Rafael de Francisco Lopez. Displays a collection of vintage paper cut-outs depicting German soldiers, from the Battle of Jena-Auerstedt in 1806 right up to the Maginot Line in 1940. These images of papiersoldaten zum ausschneiden offer a unique tour through the country’s tumultuous military and political history, right up to the horrors of the Third Reich. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8/⅝x11 ¼. $35.00 3933172 TEARS AND TEARS. By David Bailey. Contains a selection of Bailey’s tears, which transform some of his most famous motifs into fascinating abstract pictures through their torn edges and myriad tones. Fully illus. Steidl. 10/⅝x13/½. $50.00 393313X ATLAS OF INFRARED PLATES OF THE UNSEEN. By Edward Thompson. Inspired by the various uses on infrared film throughout history, Thompson has gathered an extensive archive of work using some of the last rolls of Kodak Aerochrome Infrared film ever made. This volume is a swan song to the medium of color infrared film photography, of which this collection forms an admirable part of history. Well illus. in color, 264 pages. Schilt. 7x9 3/4. $9.95 3933245 HOMAGE TO SAVITSKY: Collecting 20th-Century Russian and Uzbek Art. By N. Akhmedova et al. The Karakalpak State Museum, founded by art collector Igor Savitsky, houses a large collection of early twentieth century Russian and Uzbek avant-garde paintings. This volume presents selected works from the museum’s holdings and from private collections in Moscow, shedding new light on some of the artists whose legacy Savitsky preserved. 216 pages. Arnoldsche. 8/⅝x11 ¼. $9.95 3926982 SACRED ART: Catholic Saints and Candide Gods in Modern Brazil. By H. Glassie & P. Shukla. Beginning with Edival Rosas, who carves baroque statues for churches, and John Stich. Covering a range of topics from observation of shape and form, to light and shade, composition and perspective, this is an ideal starting point for absolute beginners, and a resource is packed with more than 70 activities to stimulate the brain, from nature walks and exercise to puzzles, crafts, and games. Fully illus. 160 pages. Quarry. $17.95 3917533 ELDERHOOD: Redefining Aging, Transforming Medicine, Reimagining Life. By Louise Aronson. At the very moment that we’ve made old age into a disease, a condition to be dreaded, denigrated, neglected and denied. Aronson uses stories from her quarter century of caring for patients, and draws from history, science, literature, popular culture and her own life to weave a story about the fullness of age that can be full of hope. 450 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00 3917134 SKETCH YOUR STUFF: 200 Things to Draw and How to Draw Them. By Jon Stich. Covering a range of topics from observation of shape and form, to light and shade, composition and perspective, this is an ideal starting point for absolute beginners, and also useful for more experienced sketchers looking to build on their existing skills. Fully illus. in color, 160 pages. Quarry. $9.95 3927415 THE POLYMER CLAY TECHNIQUES BOOK. By Sue Heater. Contains more than 50 techniques for creating fabulous oven-clay projects, ranging from jewelry to dollhouse miniatures. Begins with such basic directions as rolling, baking, and gluing, and then moves on to marbling effects, how to simulate textiles, making frames, and miniature pots, and creating sculptural stones. Fully illus. in color, 128 pages. North Light. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 3930912 THE SECRET LIFE OF LANGUAGE: Discover the Origins of Global Communication. By Simon Pulley. From Camañes’ Don Quixote to the origin of words, and the invention of Elvish, from articulation to syntax, the history and diversity of human communication are brought to life in this fascinating examination. Well illus. in color, 192 pages. Focal Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 3932249 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CALLIGRAPHY & LETTERING. By Cari Ferraro et al. From choosing the appropriate tools, such as pens, nibs, brushes, ink, and possibly paint, to learning the art of calligraphy and understanding the intricacies of lettering angles, heights, spacing, and strokes—this comprehensive reference introduces the core concepts and techniques that comprise the art which they’ve received from their feline friends. Photos. 179 pages. Sounds True. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 3917590 THE DINOSAUR ARTIST: Earth’s Ultimate Trophy. By Paige Williams. A striking work of narrative journalism about human’s relationship with natural history and a seemingly intractable conflict between science and commerce. A story that stretches from Florida’s Land O’ Lakes to the Gobi Desert, William, Clements, owner of Ladybird’s Bakery in Brooklyn and her team to reveal how bakers make their goods stand out. Required reading for anyone considering this challenging yet rewarding path. 130 pages. S&S. Pub. at $18.00 3917428 BECOMING A BAKER. By Glynis MacNicol. Takes readers to back kitchens and front counters to offer a modern portrait of this ancient profession. Alvis compayre,. New York. December, 2019. 326 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 3932444 RIP GOP: How the New America Is Dooming the Republicans. By Stanley B. Greenberg. Explaining why the republicans will crash in 2020, Greenberg argues that the 2016 election hurried the Republicans. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 3932790 175 BEST SUPERFOOD BLENDER RECIPES: Using Your Nutribullet. By M. Haugen & D. Cook. Explains everything you need to know about the superfoods and then parleys this information into 175 delicious and easy to prepare recipes for smoothies, dips, dressings, soups, sauces and desserts. With these recipes and a Nutribullet, you’ll be well on your way to better health and a better life. Color photos. 224 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 3932270 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CALLIGRAPHY & LETTERING. By Cari Ferraro et al. From choosing the appropriate tools, such as pens, nibs, brushes, ink, and possibly paint, to learning the art of calligraphy and understanding the intricacies of lettering angles, heights, spacing, and strokes—this comprehensive reference introduces the core concepts and techniques that comprise the art which they’ve received from their feline friends. Photos. 179 pages. Sounds True. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 3932249 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CALLIGRAPHY & LETTERING. By Cari Ferraro et al. From choosing the appropriate tools, such as pens, nibs, brushes, ink, and possibly paint, to learning the art of calligraphy and understanding the intricacies of lettering angles, heights, spacing, and strokes—this comprehensive reference introduces the core concepts and techniques that comprise the art which they’ve received from their feline friends. Photos. 179 pages. Sounds True. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 3932249 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CALLIGRAPHY & LETTERING. By Cari Ferraro et al. From choosing the appropriate tools, such as pens, nibs, brushes, ink, and possibly paint, to learning the art of calligraphy and understanding the intricacies of lettering angles, heights, spacing, and strokes—this comprehensive reference introduces the core concepts and techniques that comprise the art which they’ve received from their feline friends. Photos. 179 pages. Sounds True. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 3932249 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CALLIGRAPHY & LETTERING. By Cari Ferraro et al. From choosing the appropriate tools, such as pens, nibs, brushes, ink, and possibly paint, to learning the art of calligraphy and understanding the intricacies of lettering angles, heights, spacing, and strokes—this comprehensive reference introduces the core concepts and techniques that comprise the art which they’ve received from their feline friends. Photos. 179 pages. Sounds True. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
3917681 GRAIN BRAIN, REVISED EDITION: The Surprising Truth About Wheat, Carbs, and Sugar–Your Brain’s Silent Killers. By David Perlmutter with Kathleen Kleiman. With a new research, real-life stories of transformation, and accessible, practical advice, this guide teaches you how to take control of your “smart genes,” regain wellness, and enjoy lifelong health and vitality. Includes a 4-week plan featuring more than 150 meal plans and recipes. 377 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00. $5.95

3932192 BABY KNITS FROM AROUND THE WORLD. Ed. by Kari Cornell. Includes patterns from countries with rich knitting traditions, created by 13 noted knitting designers. Includes patterns for sweaters, hats, mittens, booties, blankets, toys, and a felted tote set. Full-color charts are also included. 143 pages. Creative Publishing Hi-lo 1. 8¼ x 10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

3933318 THE MAGDALENE, VOLUME 2. By Lars Muhl. Mary Magdalene is one of Jesus’ most famous disciples, yet we know very little about her. In this account the author uncovers the true nature of the intimate relationship between Jesus and Mary Magdalene. 244 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $5.95

3933423 THE SEER, VOLUME 1. By Lars Muhl. We live in uncertain times, and in our search for solutions to the problems of the world the author’s insightful and visionary quest offers a new way of thinking and living. 151 pages. Watkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $5.95

3924513 THE FIFTY-YEAR MISSION: The Complete Underground, Unauthorized Oral History of Star Trek. By E. Gross & M.A. Altman. In this volume you’ll hear the entertaining and incredible true stories behind the making of the original series and the first six movies straight from the hundreds of people who made them, so the creators and cast members, writers and programmers, TV and film executives. A must-have reference for Star Trek fans. 560 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $5.95

3927365 THE DEAD STRAIGHT GUIDE TO VELVET UNDERGROUND AND LOU REED. By Peter Hogan. The Velvet Underground were one of the most influential bands in rock. Lou Reed, John Cale, Sterling Morrison and Moe Tucker mixed arty experimentation with primal rock ‘n’ roll. Here are the complete Velvet albums, all the singles, solo albums and reissues, with inside track on the band’s 50 best songs and much, much more. Photos. 295 pages. Red Planet. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

3924657 SHE CAME TO SLAY: The Life and Timetable of Harriet Tubman. By Kate Yang. Dunbar. This lively and informative tribute to one of the most exceptional women in American history is a stunning and powerful mix of pop culture and scholarship and proves that Harriet Tubman is well deserving of her place in our nation’s story. Well illus., most in color. 159 pages. S&S. Pub. at $23.99. $5.95

3923940 WALL ART: Geometric Origami. By Eleanor Kwei. Includes a 48-page booklet with step-by-step instructions to create ten home decor projects using simple origami folds. Also includes 50 colorful sheets of origami paper and the materials to complete two projects. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Becker & Mayer. 10x10. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

3927091 50 THINGS THEY DON’T WANT YOU TO KNOW. By Jerome Hudson. Hudson dives deep to uncover the things Americans are not supposed to realize, covering 50 fascinating facts sure to startle anyone who has brought into the false narrative created for years by the media, social media activists and feckless Washington swamp monsters. 310 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $5.95

3923215 LAUGHING WITH OBAMA: A Photographic Look Back at the Enduring Wit and Spirit of President Barack Obama. Ed. by M. Sweeney. Together with his upholding photographs is a collection of the most humorous one-liners, playful jokes, and good-natured quips to come from the 44th President of the United States. 122 pages. St. Martin’s. 10¼ x 8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95

3925862 HOW TO THINK POLICITALLY. By G. Garrard & J.B. Murphy. Going beyond the surface headlines, the fake news, and the hysteria, this volume explores the timeless question of what is truly at stake in politics, and the answers offered by a diverse group of the 30 greatest political thinkers who have ever lived including Contra, Plato, Augusto Laiz, Nietzsche, and more. London: Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00. $5.95

3931307 THE MAN WHO SOLD AMERICA: Trump and the Unraveling of the American Story. By Joy-Ann Reid. An essential examination of why Trump succeeded in getting the presidency, and what America can do to undo the damage he’s done since. Through interviews with American and international thought leaders and in-depth analysis, Reid situates the Trump era within the context of American history, examining the problems that led us to this point. 294 pages. Morrow. $5.95

3927261 A DREADFUL DECEIT: The Myth of Race from the Colonial Era to Obama’s America. By Jacqueline Jones. Traces the lives of Thomas Jefferson, Simon Owens, and other African Americans to illustrate the strange history of “race” in America. In truth, Jones shows race is not an inherent quality but a human invention used as mere pretexts for the brutalization of the powerless by the powerful. 381 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

3923541 STEAK AND CAKE. By Elizabeth Karmel. In this unique collection Karmel shares more than 100 recipes that scream to be made, baked, grilled, or roasted in the kitchen. From Steak with Whiskey Butter followed by a Whiskey Buttermilk Bundt Cake, to Porterhouse for Two with Steakhouse Spinach and Wild Mushroom Saute followed by My Mother’s Chicken-Grilled Coated Chicken. Color photos. 624 pages. Books. 9 x 10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $22.95. $5.95

3917215 WELCOME HOME COOKBOOK. By Hope Comerford. Each of the 450 recipes in this comprehensive collection include prep time and cooking time, and are collected from home cooks across the country—carefully selected and tested. Chapters include appetizers, breakfast, mains, breads, soups, holiday meals, desserts and more. Color photos. 615 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

3925889 MACMILLAN FIRST DICTIONARY. Ed. by Christopher G. Morris. Designed especially for children ages 5-8, this dictionary is updated with more than 3,000 new words and 1,400 pictures, includes sentence definitions with kid-friendly language. 400 pages. S&S. 8¼ x 11. Pub. at $19.99. $3.95


3917711 A HISTORY OF VIDEO GAMES IN 64 OBJECTS. By World Video Game Hall of Fame. Discover the groundbreaking, rare, and historical material that have had the most influence on the video game industry and popular culture, as shared by expert curators and scholars from the World Video Game Hall of Fame. The Story of Videogame Play. Well illus. in color. 342 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

3923819 CRAYON: Anywhere, Anytime Art. By Monika Forsberg. Allows artists of all skill levels to create beautiful, spontaneous artwork inspired by their surroundings, no matter where they are. Brimming with fun and simple step by step projects that will teach you how to create your own contemporary works using the medium of crayons. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 6 x 9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

3925099 MASTERING FANTASY ART: Drawing Dynamic Characters. By John Stanko. Shows you how to use photo references of models and props to create more accurate, interesting and unique characters and drawings. Follow along with 16 step by step demonstrations as master gaming artist Stanko brings to life wizards, barbarians, elves, vampires, dragons, and more. Fully illus., most in color. 144 pages, approx. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99


3920437 SIGNS & SYMBOLS OF THE WORLD: Over 1,001 Visual Signs Explained. By Dan R. Reich. Full of signs and symbols from around the world, this book shows the forgotten origins, secret meanings, and various ways they have been applied to them throughout the centuries. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Weistell. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

3927418 READER'S DIGEST TRUE CRIME, VOLUME 2: More Tales of Murder & Mayhem. By Anni Ruil et al. A collection of mesmerizing true stories behind unsolved mysteries, dangerous scams and chilling murders. In these spellbinding tales the learner sees the secrets of a black widow killer, a couple attacked by pirates, the two stilt-walking detectives who broke the Ted Bundy serial killer case, among 16 pages of photos, most in color. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Reader's Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

3922456 JUMEAU. By Constance Eileen King. These dolls of the case, and more. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 144 pages. Impact.

3920720 METAL JEWELRY TECHNIQUES: Enameling, Engraving, Setting, Mounting. By Carles Codina. Offers a detailed, visual approach to metal work, showing the most common processes and techniques used in jewelry making today. Includes projects that incorporate ivory palm nut into jewelry, producing a brooch with highly resistant paint; and more. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x12. Pub. at $24.99


3922146 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Maine to Maryland. By Roy Heizer, photos by N. Heizer. Discover and enjoy the flowers, shrubs, and trees of America’s northern coastal region with this guide. Suitable for gardens in Boston, New York City, Philadelphia, and beyond and delight in getting to know the historical, mythological, and original tales behind the plants of each region. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages, most in color. 10½x11½. Pub. at $50.00


3924971 GEORGE CLOONEY: Anatomy of an Actor. By Jeremy Smith. So charismatic and at ease in his own skin, it seemed only a matter of time before George Clooney became a movie star. And yet it wasn’t until 1994, with the premiere of ER that the entertainment industry figured it out. The authors examine ten of his most iconic roles, and analyze why and how he has become one of the most respected actors in the world. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8½x10½. Pub. at $45.00

392517X NICOLE KIDMAN: Anatomy of an Actor. By Alexandre Ilyski. An accomplished Hollywood actress, Nicole Kidman has starred in movies directed by the world’s greatest filmmakers, and received an Academy Award for her brilliant portrayal of Virginia Woolf. The authors analyze ten of her most iconic roles and examine why she has become one of the most respected actors in film today. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8½x10½. Pub. at $45.00

3920221 JOHNNY DEPP: Anatomy of an Actor. By Corinne Vuillaume. Ever since his major film role in John Waters’ Cry-Baby, directors have seen in Johnny Depp the perfect embodiment of atypical characters. The authors analyze ten of his most iconic roles, and examine why he is one of the most versatile actors in film today. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8½x10½. Pub. at $49.95

392498X THE GREAT AMERICAN BURGER BOOK: How to Make Authentic Regional Hamburgers at Home. By George Motz. A collection of unique regional preparations of the hamburger, the icon of American cuisine. After covering the basics, the author then shares regional recipes like: the Fried-Onion Burger of Oklahoma, the Juicy Lucy of Minnesota, the Steamed Cheesburger of Colorado, and more. 240 pages. Stewart, Talicon & Chang. Pub. at $24.95

3925056 LANDSCAPES: Drawing Masterclass. By Margaret Eggletton. Eggletton shares her expertise in this guide. She takes us through each stage, and includes advice on using sketchbooks, line and tone, perspective and more. After exploring various detail elements of drawing landscapes, she offers six beautiful step by step projects. Illus. 96 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


3927814 BILLY F. GIBBONS: Rock + Roll Gearhead. With T. Vickers. Showcases the cars ‘n’ guitars that have helped fuel Gibbons’ creative fire over the last 50 years. In addition to showcasing stopping rods and custom cars like the iconic Eliminator Coupe and CadZilla, he pops the hoods on more recent rides like his Mexican Blackbird. On the plank side fans are treated to the stories behind more than 60 six-string slabs. Slipcased. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Motorbooks. Pub. at $17.95

3925021 TOM CRUISE: Anatomy of an Actor. By Amy Nicholson. Through the analysis of ten of Cruise’s iconic roles, Nicholson identifies the key elements that made the performances exceptional, carefully examining the actor’s craft for both a professional audience and movie fans alike. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8½x10½. Pub. at $49.95


3924631 CHEESEBURG OF CONNECTICUT: The Cookbook & Tales. By Corinne Vuillaume. Since his first book on American cheese, Corinne Vuillaume has mastered the art of assessing the quality of cheese. In this collection of unique regional preparations of the hamburger, the icon of American cuisine. After covering the basics, the author then shares regional recipes like: the Fried-Onion Burger of Oklahoma, the Juicy Lucy of Minnesota, the Steamed Cheesburger of Colorado, and more. 240 pages. Stewart, Talicon & Chang. Pub. at $24.95

3925076 LANDSCAPES: Drawing Masterclass. By Margaret Eggletton. Eggletton shares her expertise in this guide. She takes us through each stage, and includes advice on using sketchbooks, line and tone, perspective and more. After exploring various detail elements of drawing landscapes, she offers six beautiful step by step projects. Illus. 96 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3925076 LANDSCAPES: Drawing Masterclass. By Margaret Eggletton. Eggletton shares her expertise in this guide. She takes us through each stage, and includes advice on using sketchbooks, line and tone, perspective and more. After exploring various detail elements of drawing landscapes, she offers six beautiful step by step projects. Illus. 96 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 3921220 THE MEDICINAL FOREST GARDEN HANDBOOK. By Anne Stoobart. A valuable resource of detailed, practical instruction on growing medicinal plants using medicinal trees and shrubs sustainable in the home garden, for an agroforestry project on the farm, for self-sufficiency, or profit. Well illus. in color. 280 pages. Chelsea Green. 10¼x7½. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $25.95

★ 3919269 FLYING WINGS OF THE HORTEN BROTHERS. By Hans-Peter Dabrowski. This account deals exclusively in detail with the Horten powered aircraft before and during the Second World War. Well illus. 64 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. $12.95

★ 3923002 A HISTORY OF THE SAMURAI: Legendary Warriors of Japan. By Jonathan Lopez-Vera. Tells the complete story of Japan’s legendary warrior class from beginning to end—an epic tale of intrigue, bloodshed and bravery that is central to an understanding of the Japanese character and of Japanese history. 32 pages of illus., many in color. 288 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 3927610 TENNIGNS AT WRIGLEY: The Wildest Ballgame Ever, with Baseball on the Brain. By Kevin Cook. A book that could only have happened at this ballpark, in this era, with this colorful cast of heroes and heels: Cook reveals the human stories behind a contest the New York Times called “the wildest in modern history” and shows how the modern muscle, machines, and modern statistics were about to change baseball forever. Photos. 254 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3920677 THE KILLER ACROSS THE TABLE: Unlocking the Secrets of Serial Killers and Predators with FBI’s Original Mindhunter. By John Douglas & M. Olshaker. Explores the lives and crimes of four of the most disturbing killers Douglas has confronted, explaining in detail how each case expanded his knowledge and study of criminal behavior. He unlocks the ultimate mysteries behind these depraved killers, revealing the psychology that led them into darkness. 340 pages. Dewy. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3918579 THE FEVER MAN A HERO: A Memoir of D-Day, the First Wave at Omaha Beach, and a War at World. By R. Lambert & J. DeFelice. More than seventy-five years ago, he hit Omaha Beach with this first wave. Now Lambert, ninety-nine-year old, delivers one of the most remarkable memoirs of our time, a tour de force of remembrance and history as a record and crime of four of the most disturbing killers Douglas has confronted, explaining in detail how each case expanded his knowledge and study of criminal behavior. He unlocks the ultimate mysteries behind these depraved killers, revealing the psychology that led them into darkness. 340 pages. Dewy. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3921553 ILLNESS AS METAPHOR/AIDS and ITS METAPHORS. By Susan Sontag. First published in the late 1970s, it contains essays as a Metaphor and AIDS and Its Metaphors. Written while she was a cancer patient herself, it shows how the metaphors and myths surrounding certain illnesses and greatly to the way people of AIDS and often inhibit their seeking proper treatment. 183 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

★ 3920481 THE LANGUAGE OF HOUSEPLANTS: Plants for Home and Healing. By Cherayn Darcey. This stunning guideook takes nature 44 of the most popular houseplants, each depicted with a vintage artwork, and additional indoor gardening care guide with some helpful tips to keep your plants healthy. 240 pages. Rockpool. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


★ 3918750 HOW INSECTS WORK: An Illustrated Guide to the Wonder of Form and Function—from Antennae to Wings. By Ken Taylor. Goes beyond the typical field guide to show us not only what insects look like, but why. Insects have evolved a spectacular array of real-life superpowers to help them thrive in virtually every environment. Discover the magical ways insects are even more fascinating than you know—inside and out! Well illus. in color. 224 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 392047X FLU: The Story of the Great Influenza Pandemic of 1918 and the Search for the Virus That Caused It. By Gina Kolata. Unravels the mysteries of the lethal virus. Uncovers its history and previous epidemics, and tracks the race to recover a live pathogen in order to prevent such a disaster from recurring. 338 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95


★ 3919307 THE KETTENKRAD: s. $17.2–Type HK-101. By Friedhelm Abel. Provides a detailed examination of the monstrous German military vehicles to be developed during the Second World War. Well illus. 47 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperback. $12.95

★ 3927998 THE UNIVERSE IS TALKING TO YOU: Tap into Signs & Synchronicity to Reveal Magical Moments Every Day. By Tammy Mastrobote. The universe is always talking to you whether in the form of angels, guides, and signs from loved ones in spirit or with amazing synchronicities. This guide shows you how to decipher the messages the universe is sending you and helps you reaffirm your faith, live with more joy, and experience life as a series of wondrous miracles. 202 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 3927997 WAKE, BAKE & MEDITATE: Take Your Practice to a Higher Plane with Cannabis. By Kerri Connor. A guide to using cannabis to enhance your sense of spirituality. Whether you want to use cannabis to have peak experience, find your bliss, send healing energy into your body, or make contact with the divine, Connor provides easy step by step instructions to show you how. 190 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 3928012 WINTER: Rituals to Thrive in the Dark Cycle of the Saeculum. By Jo Graham. A fascinating exploration of one of the four cycles in the ancient Etruscan system known as the saecula. Winter is the final cycle of endings before the time of renewal and rebirth. With hands-on exercises and rituals Graham invites you to find the spirit of heroism within as you transform your life, and in this challenging era. 212 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 3927911 ARE YOU AN EARTH ANGEL? Understand Your Sensitive & Empathic Nature & Live with Divine Purpose. By Tanya Carroll Richardson. Discover what it means to be a compassionate earth angel—a highly sensitive and empathic person who loves to give to others. This timely guide teaches you to celebrate and maximize your sensitivity to be of greater service to the world. 275 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 3924009 LOST IN MATH: How Beauty Leads Us Astray. By Sabine Hossenfelder. Physicists believe that the best theories are beautiful, simple, and elegant. The author, a physicist, explores how our preoccupation with beauty blinds us from seeing the natural world as it really is. Only by focusing on replacing reality as we know it with science discover the truth. 292 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95


Counterpoint. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 3924010 LOST IN MATH: How Beauty Leads Us Astray. By Sabine Hossenfelder. Physicists believe that the best theories are beautiful, simple, and elegant. The author, a physicist, explores how our preoccupation with beauty blinds us from seeing the natural world as it really is. Only by focusing on replacing reality as we know it with science discover the truth. 292 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

NEW NON-FICTION

★ 3924025 THE PLAZA: The Secret Life of America's Most Famous Hotel. By Juliet Satlow. The captivating, shocking, and extraordinary history of one of New York's oldest addresses that has become synonymous with wealth and scandal, opportunity and tragedy. Full of stories of glamour and strife, it is the tale of how one hotel became a mirror reflecting New York society and the city’s cultural narrative for over a century. 16 pages of photos! in color. 358 pages. Twelve. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 3927861 DO-IT-YOURSELF COFFINS: For Pets and People. By Dale Power with J.B. Snyder. Presents all the tools and techniques in clear, concise language and demonstrates every step in the construction of three pet and three human-sized coffins with detailed patterns for each box, and ideas for finishes, moldings and applies to make these coffins. Fully illus. in color. 68 pages. Schiffer. 8/x11. Paperbound. $12.95

★ 3926281 SUPERNAVIGATORS: Exploring the Wonders of How Animals Find Their Way. By David Barrie. Animals plainly know where they’re going, but how they know has remained a stubborn mystery until now. The author consults animal behaviorists and scientists to catch us up on the cutting edge of animal intelligence, putting this phenomenon in a whole new light. 306 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 3921264 THE WORLD OF TOLKIEN. By David Day. This specially designed volume bound with leather-like embossed covers. Day presents four decades of research and writing on the lands and inhabitants of Middle-earth. A must-have guide to the Tolkien world, this collection provides an A to Z dictionary of the vernacular, an atlas, histories of battles, fames, and the Hobbits that started it all. 1,504 pages in six volumes, boxed. 200 illus., some in color. 3921824

★ 3921573 JANUARY MOON: The Northern Cheyenne Breakout from Fort Robinson, 1878-1879. By Jerome A. Greene. Draws from extensive research and fieldwork to explore a signal event in American history: the desperate flight of Chief Dull Knife's Northern Cheyenne Indians from imprisonment at Fort Robinson, Nebraska. Carrying the story to the present day, the author depicts Cheyenne tribal members' 20th anniversary celebrations and repatriation events commemorating the breakout. 24 pages of photos. 333 pages. UOOP. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

★ 3920348 BEFORE CHAPPAQUIDDICK: The Untold Story of Mary Jo Kopechne & the Kennedy Scandals. By William C. Kashatus. This biography of Mary Jo Kopechne illuminates the life of a politically committed young woman who embodied the best ideals of the sixties, and is the untold, and long overdue, story of a promising life cut short. Kashatus tells the human side of one of the most memorable scandals of the 1960s. 16 pages of photos. 206 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

★ 3920292 A LEGAL GUIDE FOR LESBIAN & GAY COUPLES, 20TH EDITION. By F. Hertz & L. Quinlivan. This English guide shows how to have and raise children through adoption, donors, surrogacy, or foster parenting; jointly buy a house or other property, make a will or living trust, make medical decisions for each other, and deal with the end of a relationship. 426 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

★ 3921874 THE YEAR OF PERIL: America in 1942. By Tracy Campbell. The Second World War exists in the American historical imagination as a time of unity and optimism. In 1942, however, after a series of defeats in the Pacific and the struggle to establish a beachhead on the European continent, it seemed to be an inevitable end of defeat and was beginning to splinter from within, and in this provocative volume Campbell explores this precarious moment. 16 pages of photos. 384 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95


★ 3920712 MCDONNELL DOUGLAS HARRIER I/AV-8B/BPLUS. By Luis Diaz-Bedía Aslor. Offers a concise, illustrated history of the famous Harrier I/AV-8B and B/PLUS. Covered are its technical developments, markings, and use by the Royal Australian Air Force, Israeli Navy, and others around the globe. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★ 3922169 ANNE BRIGMAN: The Photographer of Enchantment. By Kathleen Py. The groundbreaking photograph of photographer’s life (1869-1950) from Hawaii to the Sierra and elsewhere in California, revealing how her photographs emerged from her experience of local place and cultural politics. Will illus. 231 pages. Yale. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

★ 3918890 THEY FLEW HURRICANES. By Adrian Stewart. Superbly researched and narrated by an expert aviation historian, this account covers the full war service of the famous Hawker Hurricane, and concludes gripping human personal accounts by pilots of this legendary fighter aircraft. 16 pages of photos. 186 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

★ 3926168 SPIDERS OF THE WORLD: A Natural History. Ed. by Norman Platnick & et al. A captivating look at these wondrously adaptable and endearing mythic creatures. Covering a breathtaking array of spider species from around the globe describing their behaviors, characteristics, and remarkable evolutionary adaptations. This is an indispensable volume for anyone who wants to learn more about these marvelous creatures. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

★ 3921557 ATTACK AT CHOSIN: The Chinese Second Offensive in Korea. By Xiaobing Li. Uncovers this battle from the Chinese perspective, describing the advance General Douglas MacArthur to reorient his strategy, which not only marked a turning point in the Korean War but impacted events in Asia in ways that still resonate today. Maps & photos. 263 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

★ 3923169 MCDONNELL DOUGLAS HARRIER I/AV-8B/BPLUS. By Luis Diaz-Bedía Aslor. Offers a concise, illustrated history of the famous Harrier I/AV-8B and B/PLUS. Covered are its technical developments, markings, and use by the Royal Australian Air Force, Israeli Navy, and others around the globe. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★ 3920712 MCDONNELL DOUGLAS HARRIER I/AV-8B/BPLUS. By Luis Diaz-Bedía Aslor. Offers a concise, illustrated history of the famous Harrier I/AV-8B and B/PLUS. Covered are its technical developments, markings, and use by the Royal Australian Air Force, Israeli Navy, and others around the globe. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95
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The Iconic: My 3,000-Mile Journey Around Wild Alaska, the Last Great American Frontier. By Mark Adams. Recounts Adams’s entertaining adventures through America’s most sublime wilderness, the breathtaking landscape of astonishing beauty that draws more than a million tourists annually on cruise ships alone. Along the way, Adams shows why, more than a hundred years after Edward H. Harriman set sail on his voyage to the wilds of Alaska, it is still a trip of a lifetime. Photos. 321 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

Sheet Pan Suppers Meatless: 100 Surprising Vegetarian Meals Straight from the Oven. By Raquel Pelzel. The sheet pan uses three techniques—roasting, baking, and broiling—that intensify flavors. This is pure satisfaction, without the meat. Recipes include Sheet Pan Chili, No-Ball Mac and Cheese, Spicy Thai Green Curry Potpie, not to mention grain bowls and koshni, nootlo, tacos, chilaquiles, and savory slab pies. Breakfast, dinner, and more. 250 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

Selected Poems. By W.B. Yeats. This selection of Yeats’ poetry, traces the development of his verse, encompassing the poet’s personalities behind the politics and the voters who elected each. His cautionary tale reminds us whether for good or ill, the choice is Americans’ to make. 258 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.50.

How Did We Get Here? From Theodore Roosevelt to Donald Trump. By B. Davis & L. Well. The story of a romance gone bad. Uniquely positioned to report the dramatic narrative, Davis and Wei have conducted hundreds of interviews with government and business officials in both national and international policy areas. 234 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

Openings: A Year of Keeping Bees. By Helen Jukes. An inspiring, up-close portrait of tending to a honeybee hive—a year of living dangerously—watching and capturing the wondrous, complex universe of honeybees and learning an altogether different way to see the world. Illus. 234 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.95.


Egypt: Visual Explorer Guide. By Trevor Naylor. From the beaches of the Red Sea to cruising on the Nile, from the bustling markets in Cairo to some of the most enduring monuments on Earth, Egypt is spectacular. Featuring more than 163 outstanding photographs, this is a fascinating exploration of both an ancient and modern land. 224 pages. Amster Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

Ireland: Visual Explorer Guide. By Claudia Martin. From royal palaces and ruined castles to wildlife in the Highlands and breathtaking mountainous scenery, Ireland’s rich landscape, history, folklore and culture draw people from all over the globe. With more than 200 outstanding photographs, this is a photographer’s most evocative guide to Ireland. 224 pages. Amster Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

Scotland: Visual Explorer Guide. By Claudia Martin. From royal palaces and ruined castles to wildlife in the Highlands and breathtaking mountainous scenery, Scotland’s landscape and culture make it stand out as one of the most enchanting places on Earth. With more than 200 photographs, this is a celebration of this beautiful and varied country. 224 pages. Amster Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 3926370 NORWAY: Visual Explorer Guide. By Claus Martin. Norway, the land of the midnight sun, is famous for its natural beauty, fjords, mountains and the extraordinary display of the Northern Lights. Its magnificent scenery and cultural history have inspired tourists and to the country. Featuring more than 180 outstanding photographs, this is a stunning visual journey through this beautiful country. 224 pages. Amber Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3921863 TRICK YOURSELF TO SLEEP: 222 Ways to Fail and Stay Asleep from the Science of Slumber. By Kim Jones. Even a healthy person can wreck havoc on your waking life. But when you’re staring at the ceiling, counting sheep, worried that sleep may never come what can you do? Here are 222 simple strategies and creative tips all scientifically backed to help, like cover up the clocks, eat two kiwis, slick out your tongue, try a weighted blanket, make a list, 228 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3921808 EVERYDAY SURVIVAL HACKS: Quick Fixes to Save Time and Money and Avoid Daily Disasters. Keep your house clean, your food healthy, and your life enjoyable with these 500 clever tips and tricks that can be easily added to your routine. Includes everything you need to know to take the hassle out of daily living. Illus. 250 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3927938 HERBAL REMEDIES FOR BEGINNERS: Natural Ways to Treat Ailments. By Sandra Kynes. Contains 200 recipes for herbal remedies that aren’t routine, even if you’ve never worked with herbs. Kynes shows how herbal remedies can treat everything from the flu to kidney stones and can be made from ingredients commonly stocked in the kitchen. 144 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 3921611 BIRDS OF NEW ENGLAND, 2ND EDITION. By Todd Telander. A field guide to 300 of the most common and sought after species in the region. Anatomically correct illustrations and descriptions about each bird’s prominent physical attributes make it easy to identify birds in your backyard. 182 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

★ 3927741 AMELIA EARHART: Beyond the Grave. By W.C. Jameson. Carefully dissects what we know and what we don’t know about Earhart’s final flight, and presents an array of facts and theories relative to her so-called disappearance. By extracting common threads and the positions of prominent political and military figures as WWI loomed, Jameson sets forth an eye-opening theory as to Earhart’s disappearance. 247 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95


★ 3921654 ROCKS, GEMS, AND MINERALS, 3RD EDITION. By Garry Romaine. A field guide to more than 100 of the most common and sought-after rocks, gems, and minerals hidden throughout North America. An essential resource when you’re out in the field. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3926354 LONDON: Visual Explorer Guide, by Alistair Horne. From world famous landmarks, hotels and restaurants to bustling markets, shopping streets and its jam-packed railway and underground systems, there are so many intriguing sides to London. Featuring more than 200 stunning photographs, this is an outstanding collection of images of one of the world’s most iconic cities. 224 pages. Amber Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3926311 CANADA: Visual Explorer Guide. By Norah Myers. From city life in Toronto to whale watching and on to ice roads in the far north, a fascinating exploration of the world’s largest country is presented. Packed with more than 200 photographs and with captions explaining each entry, this is a celebration of the landscape, culture and history of Canada. 224 pages. Amber Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3929078 THE WOMAN SUFFRAGE COOKBOOK: The 1866 Classic. By Hattie A. Burr. The republication of the second edition of The Woman Suffrage Cookbook, Containing Thoroughly Tested and Reliable Recipes for Cooking, Directions for the Care of the Sick, and Practical Suggestions Contributed Especially for This Work in 1866. This historic volume is re-issued for the changing roles of women of this era. 156 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3926400 THE SENSATIONAL HOUDINI PUZZLE SAFE. By Tim Dedopulos. Houdini was the greatest escapist of his time, and his European Union, France, Germany, Apostolic Nunciature of the Holy See, Italy, South Korea, the Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

★ 3926362 THE NIKOLA TESLA ELECTRICITY PUZZLE BOOK. By Tim Dedopulos. You’ll enter the enigmatic world of Nikola Tesla as you attempt to solve the conundrums found in this collection. With riddles, logic puzzles, and diabolical thinking problems, memory tests and more, you will need to use every aspect of your intellect to discover the correct answers. Solutions included. Well illus. 144 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $13.35 $9.95

★ 3911889 BASIC CARPENTRY & INTERIOR DESIGN PROJECTS FOR THE HOME AND GARDEN. By Anna & Anders Jeppsson. Presents a series of practical DIY projects that any-at-home handyman can create for the home or garden. Includes schematics and photos and step by step instruction for building a Window Shelf, Cutting Boards, a Bed Frame, Garage Doors, a Playhouse, and more. 156 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 3921972 AMERICAN TOILE: Four Centuries of Sensational Scenic Fabrics and Wallpaper. By Michele Palmer. American toile is scenic fabric and wallpaper that brings the story of America to life. The delightful prints beautifully illustrated here depict both historic events and everyday moments, beginning with colonial times and moving right on up to the present, from the Civil War to the streets of Times Square. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

★ 392443X INK & STEEL: The Body Modification Photography of Efrain John Gonzalez. With Judson Rosebush. In this colorful volume, Gonzalez captures both the spirit of the many individuals and the rich uniqueness of their fantastic tattoos, piercings, brandings, cuttings, subdermal implants, and radical transformations in stunning photos. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 3922030 BUTTER PRINTS AND MOLDS. By Paul E. Kindig. A comprehensive and analytical treatment of these wooden butter shapers, the result of careful research compiled by hundreds of excellent photographs. Many of these patterns can be seen as the American counterparts of coats of arms. 248 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼/. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95

★ 3922423 DIPLOMATIC GARDENS OF WASHINGTON. Text bt G. Kelly, photos by A. Stevens. Take an exclusive look behind the embassy walls of Washington, D.C. Learn the history of the ambassadorial residences and how it has influenced each of their gardens. Included are the residences at the embassies of Australia, Great Britain, Denmark, the European Union, France, Germany, Apostolic Nunciature of the Holy See, Italy, South Korea, The Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x¾. Pub. at $34.95 $23.95

★ 3920788 NEW ENGLAND’S NATURAL WONDERS: An Explorer’s Guide. By John S. Burk. Introduces readers to more than 100 of New England’s natural wonders. Each entry includes a written site description details why the area is unique, how it was formed, historical anecdotes, and information on recommended trails and auto roads. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Seller. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95
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4325005  HOLIDAY WITH MATTHEW MEAD. The style guru makes the holidays simple and spectacular with creative ideas for handmade gifts, unique gifts, elegant decorations, and scrumptious edibles. Fully illus. in color, 144 pages. Time Home Entertainment. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

4325129  MATTHEW MEAD’S MONSTER BOOK OF HOLIDAY. A treasury of party ideas, craft and decoration instructions, and costume patterns. Mead explains how to transform shopping mall basics easily, using no-sew tobo lagasna for Yummy Mummy Meatloaf to decorating a pumpkin with yarn and push-pins. Fully illus. in color, 256 pages. Oxmoor. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95


4324815  125 WACKY ROADSIDE ATTRACTIONS. By Kristin Baird Rattini et al. Buckle your seat belt and get ready to ride around the globe, featuring everything from kooky collections to radical replicas. These totally awesome destinations are paired with incredible color photos and lots of fun facts. 112 pages. National Geographic. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95


4322081  CARVING CARICATURE BOOKMARKS: A Beginner’s Step-by-Step Guide. By Chris Morgan. With over 200 color images, and step by step instructions, this guide will provide carvers of all skill levels with the practical skills and techniques needed to carve it. Clearly explains the elements of classical design, and includes a selection of projects that utilize all the methods in the carving process. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

4322006  THE ENGLAND COAST PATH: 1,068 Mini Adventures Around the World’s Longest Coastal Path. By Stephen Neale. Explore ancient castles, visit clifftop lighthouses, swim in wild places, and much more with this treasure map to the English coastline you know—and the English coastline you only think you know. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

432114X  WINDJAMMERS OF THE PACIFIC RIM. By Jim Gibbs. This is the story of the sturdy little ships that sailed the oceans of the Northwest. Through many old photographs and firsthand accounts, Gibbs expresses his appreciation for the schooners, barkentines and other wind vessels and their crews is constructed to bring this golden age of wind ships to life. 232 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

4322324  GELEE: A Pictorial Study. By Tricia Veasey. Presents over a hundred full color photographs of the common Canada goose, the Cackling goose, Richardson’s goose and the Brant in natural habitats and in a wide variety of classic and modern positions. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

4321662  HOLE INTO THE RISING SUN: The Dangerous Missions of a U.S. Navy Bomber Squadron in World War II. By Ed Kitrell. Some bomber squadrons flew a different kind of mission in WWII than the usual, and this was the case for VPB-117–the Blue Raiders–unique not only because its B-24 Liberators flew for the U.S. Navy, and not the Army, but because most of the Raiders’ missions entailed venturing out over the Pacific alone. 32 pages of photos. 239 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


4323142  CARVING ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL IN WOOD: The Classical Tradition. By Frederick Wilbur. Offers a thorough primer for woodcarvers in the style of classical ornament, along with the practical skills and techniques needed to carve it. Clearly explains the elements of classical design, and includes a selection of projects that utilize all the methods in the carving process. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

4329520  RETNO WATCHES: The Modern Collector's Guide. By J. Sims & M. Beenblatt. This comprehensive guide features over 100 easily affordable curiosities and brilliantly designed but forgotten classics, spanning the late 50s, 60s and 70s, with a generous range of avant-garde watch-making and experimentation. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4326389  RAIL JOURNEYS. By David Ross. With more than 200 photographs, this is a celebration of railways from every continent, with examples from Rocky Mountain valleys to intercity services and the desolate salt flats of Bolivia. This volume provides glimpses of bygone pleasures as well as offering a promising route to a sustainable future. 224 pages. Ember Books. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4320231  TRUMPICALYPSE: Restoring American Democracy. By David Frum. Looks at the causes of our tragic national fragmentation and lays out a plan to restore a democracy at home, and to renew American leadership abroad. More technologically advanced this time around. But if we recognize how neo-feudalism is developing, we will be able to deal with it in more than the usual, and this was the case for VPB-117–the Blue Raiders–unique not only because its B-24 Liberators flew for the U.S. Navy, and not the Army, but because most of the Raiders’ missions entailed venturing out over the Pacific alone. 32 pages of photos. 239 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4321433  THE COMING OF NEO-FEUDALISM: A Warning to the Global Middle Class. By Joel Kotkin. Argues that new feudalism is emerging in the postindustrial world, but more technologically advanced this time around. But if we recognize how neo-feudalism is developing, we can push back against it with an upheaval that would destroy this modern democracy itself. 274 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4321484  PRECISION RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP: The Fundamentals. By Frank Galli. The author breaks down the pursuit of precision marksmanship in simple terms, following a logical order of instruction that will fit the Pursuit shooter the same way he teaches students on the firing line. He explains the techniques that, when practiced, make the difference between good shooting and great shooting. Well illus. 272 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

4326120  TRUMPOLYPSE: Restoring American Democracy. By David Frum. Looks at the causes of our tragic national fragmentation and lays out a plan to restore a democracy at home, and to renew American leadership abroad. More technologically advanced this time around. But if we recognize how neo-feudalism is developing, we will be able to deal with it in more than the usual, and this was the case for VPB-117–the Blue Raiders–unique not only because its B-24 Liberators flew for the U.S. Navy, and not the Army, but because most of the Raiders’ missions entailed venturing out over the Pacific alone. 32 pages of photos. 239 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


4323142  CARVING ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL IN WOOD: The Classical Tradition. By Frederick Wilbur. Offers a thorough primer for woodcarvers in the style of classical ornament, along with the practical skills and techniques needed to carve it. Clearly explains the elements of classical design, and includes a selection of projects that utilize all the methods in the carving process. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

4329520  RETNO WATCHES: The Modern Collector's Guide. By J. Sims & M. Beenblatt. This comprehensive guide features over 100 easily affordable curiosities and brilliantly designed but forgotten classics, spanning the late 50s, 60s and 70s, with a generous range of avant-garde watch-making and experimentation. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4326389  RAIL JOURNEYS. By David Ross. With more than 200 photographs, this is a celebration of railways from every continent, with examples from Rocky Mountain valleys to intercity services and the desolate salt flats of Bolivia. This volume provides glimpses of bygone pleasures as well as offering a promising route to a sustainable future. 224 pages. Ember Books. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4321433  THE COMING OF NEO-FEUDALISM: A Warning to the Global Middle Class. By Joel Kotkin. Argues that new feudalism is emerging in the postindustrial world, but more technologically advanced this time around. But if we recognize how neo-feudalism is developing, we can push back against it with an upheaval that would destroy this modern democracy itself. 274 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4321484  PRECISION RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP: The Fundamentals. By Frank Galli. The author breaks down the pursuit of precision marksmanship in simple terms, following a logical order of instruction that will fit the Pursuit shooter the same way he teaches students on the firing line. He explains the techniques that, when practiced, make the difference between good shooting and great shooting. Well illus. 272 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95
3916812 EVERYONE CAN DRAW DINOSAURS. By Peter Gray. Introduces basic techniques for drawing dinosaurs and provides step by step instructions for drawing such creatures as Tyrannosaurus rex, a cartoon Brachiosaurus and much more. Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Windmill. 9x11¼/. Pub at $29.50 $4.95

3917193 TREASURE HUNTERS. By Philip Steele. Uncover the lives of the treasure hunters as you go on a treasure-seeking quest around the world. Discover facts about these privateers, mad marauders, and corsairs and unlock the secret drawer hidden in the volume to find even more private treasure. Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. 62 pages. Silver Dolphin. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3933415 A ROUNDBOARD MANNER. By William Makepeace Thackeray. This anthology covers all of Thackeray’s versatile genius: his sketches, journalism, essays, cartoons, and fiction. Thackeray used his gifts as a satirist to highlight the injustice of his time, pushing for social reform and abolishing capital punishment. 112 pages. Notting Hill Editions. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

391656 ARTS & CRAFTS INSPIRATIONS. By Robert & Bob Belke. If you enjoy the Arts & Crafts style of furniture design, the inspired adaptations collected here will bring style and comfort into your home. In an illustrated step by step presentation, this collection offers 21 designs for every room in your house including seating, storage, tables, and more. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Popular Woodworking. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

391865 CHAMPION DISC DOG! Ultimate Guide to Getting Your Dog Airborne in 18 Days. By Melissa Heeter. Whether you’re a canine agility enthusiast preparing for competition, or simply looking to train your dog in basic retrieve, this guide from the world’s top disc dog trainer includes an instructional training DVD. Fully illus. 222 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3920820 A TO Z GREAT FILM DIRECTORS. Text by M. Glasby, illus. by A. Tuohy. An accessible A to Z guide to 52 key film directors, providing the ultimate introduction to the world’s greatest. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Cassell. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3922332 GHOST AND SHAMANIC TALES OF TRUE HAUNTINGS. By Betty Comierford. Experience twelve interesting and frightening ghost hunts to find out why ghosts exist and what they do on earth, how some people are more likely to be haunted than others, and what to do if you become a haunted person. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

3924866 ARTS & CRAFTS INSPIRATIONS: CRAFTS, BOOKS, AND LET’S MAKE! Ultimate Guide to Getting Y our Dog Airborne. By Kevin Pettman. Want to create awesome apps and games, but don’t know where to begin? This guide makes coding easy for you to learn at the same time! Ages 9 & up. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

3932361 A PRINTMAKER’S DOCUMENT. By Jim Dine. Fifty years as a printmaker, Jim Dine, shares his works in the medium of etching, lithography, woodcut, screenprint, and monoprint. Includes 16 pages of photos, some in color. 224 pages. Steidl. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

3928233 PARSON GRAY TRADE QUILTS: 20 Rough-Hewn Projects. By David Butler. With graphically striking designs, clear step by step instructions, and dozens of diagrams and full-size photographs, this collection is full of ideas and how-to for sewing blankets and quilts that will become heirlooms. 166 pages. Chronicle. 8x10. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

3922170 COMPLETE WATERFOWL STUDIES, VOLUME III: Geese and Swans. By Bruce Burk. Covers our goose and swan species of North America, plus the nene goose of Hawaii, the barnacle goose of Europe, white-fronted geese of Europe and Asia, and the mute swan which is a native of Europe. Fully illus., some in color. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼/. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

3936842 ERIC HOBBSBAWM: A Life in History. By Richard J. Evans. Tells the story of Hobbsbawm as an historian and as a witness to history itself. He not only wrote and spoke about history, he also wrote letters, articles, and essays, and was a great teacher. 785 pages. Little, Brown. $9.95

3930882 RELEASE YOUR CREATIVITY: Discover Your Inner Artist with 15 Simple Painting Projects. By Rebecca Schweiger. The author demonstrates 15 step by step painting and craft-media projects that are sure to get anyone’s creative juices flowing—whether you’re a beginner or an advanced artist. 140 pages. Get Creative. 6.8x11/. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3916855 FAST PIECE APPLIQUE: Easy, Artful Quilts by Machine. By Rose Hughes. Create enchanting three-panel quilt designs with spectacular results using Rose’s easy Fast Piece Applique techniques—a trend in making quilts that are sure to become a breeze to sew. Includes 10 step by step instructions and tips & techniques. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

3925153 THE MOSAIC ARTIST’S HANDBOOK. Ed. by Viv Foster. This essential guide includes practical hints and tips, covering all aspects of creating these beautiful pieces, including style, subject, color composition, and materials. Features step by step demonstrations of both traditional and experimental techniques showing how to achieve a wide variety of effects. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Barron’s. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95

3920674 MAKING GOURD BOWLS WITH THE FAIRY GODMOTHER. By Sammie Crawford. Create bowls for holding candy, knick-knacks, or just to add a bit of color to any room. This guide is complete with patterns, color pages, and instructions for preparing the gourd, along with step by step directions for each project. A photo gallery of bowls will inspire your own creative ideas. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

3933431 TABLE-TALK & RECOLLECTIONS. By Samuel Rogers. Banker, poet and friend to greatness, Samuel Rogers was a brilliant recorder of the conversation of his notable contemporaries. Excelling at hearing what was said, he set it down, and arranged them according to the characters who provided them: from Edmund Burke to Talleyrand, from Charles James Fox to the Duke of Wellington. Hill Editions. 158 pages. Notting Hill Editions.

3917347 55, UNDEREMployED, AND FAKING NORMAL: Your Guide to a Better Life. By Elizabeth White. Here’s a practical plan for the millions of people in their fifties and sixties who find themselves out of work or underemployed and financially incapable of retiring. This resource guides you through the entire process of where you’ve landed and offers practical advice and options. 263 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00

3928179 GREAT MINDS DON’T THINK ALIKE: Discover the Method & Madness of 56 Creative Geniuses. By Emily Gosling. Surveys some of the most brilliant minds in history. Discover the methods and rituals they used to forge their creative pathways from the downright peculiar to the reassuringly pedestrian. Well illus. 128 pages. ILEX. Pub. at $14.99

3923401 NO ASHES IN THE FIRE: Coming of Age Black & Free in America. By Daniel L. Mosenee. A young Navajo was torn between two homes: his neighborhood tried to set him on fire because he was black, and his family tried to make him fit in by forcing him to dress like a white man. He had millions in jewels and art and treasures and yet, who ironically stammered when she spoke, and who had millions in jewels and art and treasures and yet, who ironically stammered when she spoke, and who had millions in jewels and art and treasures and yet, who ironically stammered when she spoke, and who had millions in jewels and art and treasures and yet, who ironically stammered when she spoke, and who had millions in jewels and art and treasures and yet, who ironically stammered when she spoke, and who had millions in jewels and art and treasures and yet, who ironically stammered when she spoke.

3916839 EXPLORING THE WORLD OF HUMMINGBIRDS. By Tracy C. Read. Offers young readers a fascinating and colorfully illustrated introduction to this unique bird and its lifestyle. Includes a section detailing the hummingbird’s features, a look at their parenting habits, and more. Age 6–8. 96 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $6.95


3922273 CREATIVe FOLk ARt AND BEYOND. Features the whimsical and colorful folk-art style of Scandinavia and beyond. This step by step guide includes creative prompts and easy exercises, so no matter what your skill level, you can learn how to draw and paint beautiful, colorful art. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3924807 101 TOP TIPS FOR FANTASY PAINTERS. By Kevin Crossley. Lively illustrated with both pencil sketches and full-color paintings that detail the process involved in creating detailed fantasy art. Starting with preparation, materials, and inspiration, Crossley offers instruction in techniques, composition, color, and both traditional and digital art media. 176 pages. Barron’s. 8¼x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99


3917045 MIND TRICKS: Magic Handbook. By Joe Fullman. Pull some magic out of your hat with this guide to the best mind tricks around. Amaze your friends by defying gravity and moving a ring without touching it. Use some magic tricks to make things, and much more. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. Firefly. 9x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95


3916790 DISCOVER YOUR PSYCHIC POWERS. By Tara Ward. Have you ever felt you possessed a sixth sense or intuition which you’ve found difficult to explain? This guide takes you into the realms of greater awareness and understanding through step by step how to uncover your true potential, using both meditative and physical exercises. Illus. 383 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

3917185 TILING: Planning, Layout and Installation. By Peter Fullman. Gives you the technical expertise you must have to plan, layout and install tile throughout a residence: from simple to elaborate, it covers a huge range of tile projects. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

3922308 FRATERNALLY YOURS: Identify Fraternal Groups and Their Emblems. By Peter Swift Selbert. A look at the rich and diverse heritage of American fraternal societies from the 1800s through to the present time. Focusing on larger organizations of the Golden Age, this guide covers groups as diverse as the Freemasons, Odd Fellows, Redmen, Knights of Columbus, Eks, Knights of Pythias, and more. Color photos. 128 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.99

3921131 WAX ON CRAFTS HOLIDAY PROJECTS. By Miriam Joy. From colorful Christmas ornaments, jewelry, and snowflakes to gingerbread houses and pumpkins, this guide includes over 400 step by step instructions of how to use a box of crayons and a few simple tools to make a wonderful Christmas heirloom out of an antique sled, or turn that old saw into a harvest piece to set above the fireplace. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

3928985 CUT & ASSEMBLE THE MAYFLOWER. By A.G. Smith. Now you can commemorate the 400th anniversary of the Pilgrims’ historic voyage by creating your own authentic model of the recommissioned ship that is visited by thousands each year in Plymouth, Massachusetts. Includes step by step instructions, easy to follow diagrams, and parts for making a 1½” model. Dover. 9x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
NEW NON-FICTION

392286 FIGURAL DESIGNS IN ZUNI JEWELRY. By Tosithi Sei. Collects 65 biographies of Zuni jewelry-making individuals and families, with interesting facts about their extraordinary backgrounds and explanations of their design styles and methods. Nearly 300 color photos display subtle variations that indicate a particular master’s work. 152 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x6¼. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

208366 MAINE MEMORIES: A Vintage Picture Postcard Tour. By J. Brunkowski & M. Closen. A collection of over 350 vintage picture postcards takes readers on a fascinating illustrated tour of the Pine Tree State. Chapter topics include regions such as Acadia National Park, harbor towns, ships and boats, bridges and buildings, camping and RVing, lakes and forest, and more. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

392103 CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS PERSPECTIVES. By John S. Bark. The Valley region of western and central Massachusetts is home to myriad natural areas, picturesque countryside, abundant wildlife, and historic sites connected by the watersheds of New England’s most scenic rivers. Venture through these little-known rural regions and their unique history here. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10¾x14. Pub. at $125.00

392639 NORTH CAUCASUS DOLMENS: IN Search of Wonders. By Boris Litsa. Dolmens are mysterious stone structures, scattered about incautious parts of Russia. Built by an ancient megalithic culture, very little is known about these stone creations. Join the author as he travels to Russia to uncover and explore dolmens first hand and unravels the theories and explanations around them. Well illus., some in color. 251 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x14¼. Pub. at $125.00 $94.95

392633 JAPANESE DRESS IN DETAIL. By Josephine Rout. Bringing together more than 100 items of clothing, this stunning volume reveals the intricacies of Japanese dress from the 18th century to the present. Including garments for women, men and children, the book contains detailed sewing patterns for those interested in the wearer’s identity, be it age, status or taste. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

392182 LARTIGUE: The Boy and the Belle Epoque. By Louise Baring. This evocative volume captures the exuberance of family life, the Parisian beau monde, early aviation and motor races, and much more. With period photographs and excerpts from Lartigue’s boyhood diaries and albums, it vividly portrays the “fin de siecle” world of the boy who would become one of the twentieth century’s most celebrated photographers. 192 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7½x9¾. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95


392408 ROCKET AGE: The Race to the Moon and What It Took to Get There. By George D. Morgan. traces the history of spaceflight innovation from Robert Goddard’s early experiments, through World War II and the work of Wernher von Braun and his German engineers, on to the postwar improvements made by Sergei Korolov and his team and culminating with the historical Moon walk made by Braun and his German engineers, on to the postwar improvements made by Sergei Korolov and his team and culminating with the historical Moon walk made by Apollo 11’s Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 227 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

391785 BASKET ESSENTIALS: Rib Basket Weaving. By Lora S. Irish. A comprehensive guide that focuses on one specific style of basket, rib baskets. Learn everything you need to know with detailed step by step instructions and coordinating color photography. After you learn from the three beginner-friendly projects, there are 12 additional ones that range from easy to challenging for you to try. 200 pages. Fox Chapel. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

392015 CARVING CREATIVE WALKING STICKS AND CANES: 13 Projects to Carve in Wood. By Paul Purnell. Features 13 “one of a kind” projects that range in difficulty, for both intermediate and advanced wood carvers. Purnell provides insightful information on tools and materials as well as tips on selecting, storing, seasoning, and caring for your wood. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

392762 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO PRESERVING VEGETABLES. By Angi Schneider. Guides you through the basics of each preservation method, then shares a A to Z guide to preserving garden vegetables from asparagus to zucchini and everything in between. Whether you want to become a more self-sufficient household, or make the most of the fresh produce in your garden, you’ll see how easy and fun it is to fill your pantry with preserved foods. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

392185 CIRCUS EMBROIDERY. By Susie Johns. Relive the childhood excitement of a traveling circus arriving in town with this beautifully stitched celebration of traditional performers and their awe-inspiring acts. Packed with projects influenced by circuses of the past, you won’t be able to resist getting into the carnival mood and picking your favorite to stitch. Includes tips, techniques, templates. Fully illus., most in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

391804 WARRIOR OF GOD: Jan Zizka and the Hussite Revolution. By Victor Verney. In this original and engrossing study, Verney combines an authoritative analysis with colorful anecdotes to reveal the incredible exploits of this forgotten military genius and the theories and explanations around them. Well illus. with projects influenced by circuses of the past, you won’t be able to resist getting into the carnival mood and picking your favorite to stitch. Includes tips, techniques, templates. Fully illus., most in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95


392194 NEW NON-FICTION

94.95
NEW NON-FICTION

3926214 BODY & BRAIN YOGA TAI CHI: A Beginner’s Guide to Holistic Wellness. Ed. by Michela Mangiaracina et al. Offers an easy step-by-step introduction to the meridian stretching, breathing exercises, energy work, and meditation techniques that lead to holistic wellness. It also provides an introduction to the energy therapy principles that underlie the practice, cultivating a feeling of total well-being

164 pages. BEST Life Media. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95


3927768 NEW ENGLAND’S HIDDEN PAST: 360 Overlooked, Underappreciated and Misunderstood Landmarks. By Dan & Leslie Landrigan. Presents the region’s history in an engaging new way: through sixty lists of historic places and things hidden in plain sight in each of the six New England states. Each unique, interesting location or object in one state has a counterpart in the other five New England states. 320 pages. Down East. Pub. at $24.95

392162Z GEORGIA DISCOVERED: Exploring the Best of the Peach State. By Chris Greer. From the mountains to the coast, city streets to expansive farmland, modern skyscrapers to charming antebellum homes, Greer has explored the vibrant state of Georgia to give you the very best locations. Well illus. in color. 206 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

3923150 ONE-PLANK WOODWORKING PROJECTS. By Hal Whitehouse. A collection of made-to-order projects that can be created using just a single plank of wood. With helpful step by step instructions and detailed photographs of the finished items—including bookends, toolbox, and a toy rocking chair—this guide provides practical advice for both amateur and experienced woodworkers. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

3919080 THE REBELS’ APOTHECARY: A Practical Guide to Brewing Magic of Cannabis, CBD, and Mushrooms. By Jenny Sansouci. Whether you are CBD curious or ready to go beyond the basics with cannabis and medicinal mushrooms, this science-based and supportive resource gives the best hands-on user’s guide to these powerful healing plants and fungi. Illus. 358 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00


3918009 FOOT REFLEXOLOGY & ACCUPRESSURE: A Natural Way to Health Through Traditional Chinese Medicine. By Zha Wei. Provides a basic understanding of the principles of shiatsu and acupuncture philosophy and an overview of a systematic approach to keeping the human body at its optimum level of health. Includes a step by step guide with clear instructions for you to address health problems and maintain your health by foot reflexology and acupuncture in the comfort of your own home. Well illus. in color. 168 pages. Shanghai Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


3930858 KILLED IN BRAZIL? The Mysterious Death of Arturo “Thunder” Gatti. By Jimmy Tobin. Arturo “Thunder” Gatti hung up his gloves in 2007, closing the book on a boxing career that promised to make him a legend in the sport. Two years later this 36-year-old great heavyweight was found dead in a hotel in Brazil under mysterious circumstances. The author recounts the dramatic events surrounding Gatti’s death and shines a light on what may have happened. 16 pages of photos. Parkway. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

3917401 BARISTA SECRETS: Creative Coffee at Home. By R. Soeder & K. Matsuno. From the coolest coffee hubs to the hippest brew houses, you can’t go into a specialty coffee shop without a barista performing some milk chemistry while you wait. As well as showing you how-to, this guide curates the work of some of the greatest latte-artists on the planet, showcasing froth sculptures, etching, free pouring and more. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Manual. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3918041 THE OFFICIAL POCKET GUIDE TO DIABETIC FOOD CHOICES, 5TH EDITION. By American Diabetes Association. This powerful little guide to diabetic food choices will help you take your diabetes management skills to the next level. Filled with perfect balance of nutrients to manage your diabetes and take the guesswork out of healthy eating. 84 pages. American Diabetes Assoc. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

3918020 AMERICA ARE WE: American Dreams, American Nightmares. By M N. Namdev Shahani. In this heartfelt memoir of the immigrant experience, Shahani’s narrative is both a coming of age story, and a love letter from an outspoken modern daughter to her soft-spoken Old World father. 246 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99

3918820 THE EXPLORER’S GARDEN: Rare and Unusual Perennials. By Daniel J. Hinkley. Offers useful advice on the assets each unusual perennial plant brings to the garden and on how it is best cultivated and propagated, along with a list of sources for plant material. Well illus. in color. 380 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

393344X ULTIMATE FOLLY: The Rises and Falls of Whitaker Wright, the World’s Most Shameless Swindler. By Henry Macrory. Swindler Wright followed in Whitaker Wright’s footsteps, but none have surpassed him on daring and shamelessness. Drawing on family papers and archives from around the world, this compelling account of Wright’s life reads like a thriller and offers an insight into the mind of the ultimate con man. 322 pages. Biteback. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

3923480 GHOSTS OF DELAWARE. By M. Sarro & G.J. Medvec. Frightening, sometimes amusing, always entertaining, this collection spotlights haunted tales from around the First State. Discover the haunts of Cape Henlopen, Sussex, Kent, and New Castle counties; Newark, Wilmington, Delaware City, Dover, Smyrna, and more. Urban legends are also explored. Illus. 174 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

3920388 SIMPLY SPIRIT-FILLED: Experiencing God in the Presence and Power of the Holy Spirit. By Andrew K. Gabriel. If you want to experience all the Holy Spirit has to offer, you must become more aware of the Spirit, and learn how it is already quietly at work in and around you. The author brings clarity to this biblically rooted and well informed introduction to some of the basics of the charismatic tradition. 187 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

392345X NEDERLAND : The 23rd Waffens-SS Volkssturm Panzerdivision. By Massimiliano Afiero. A detailed history of the 23rd Waffen-SS Division “Nederland,” the Dutch volunteer SS combat formation. The “Nederland” formation participated in many of the most crucial defensive battles on the northeastern front. This complete treatment fills a large gap in Waffen-SS history. Provides operational history, details on members, and uniforms and insignia. Fully illus. 144 pages. Schiffer. 9x¼x11¼. Paperback. $33.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**


**3919285 JG 7: The World’s First Jet Fighter Unit 1944/1945.** By Manfred Boehme. History of the Jagdschiwetz 7, equipped with the revolutionary Me 262 jet fighter, the fastest aircraft at the time. Provides a detailed look at the development of the plane, early combat victories, and the use of the plane as a “blitzbomber.” Photos, 230 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

**391920X LANGEMARCK: The 27th Waffen-SS Volunteer Grenadier Division.** By Massimiliano Afiero. A detailed history of the 27th Waffen-SS Division “Langemarck,” the Fascist volunteer SS combat formation, employed chiefly on the eastern front. This complete treatment fills a large gap in Waffen-SS history. Provides operational history, details on members, and uniforms and insignia. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

**3918440 PRESIDENT WITHOUT A PARTY: The Life of John Tyler.** By Christopher J. Leach. In this first full-scale biography of Tyler in more than fifty years and the first new academic study of him in eight decades, Leach explores the life of the tenth chief executive of the United States. Drawing from a wealth of primary sources, Leach provides a nuanced portrayal of a president who favored middle of the road, bipartisan approach to the nation’s problems. Fully illus. 491 pages. LSUUP. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**3920488 HELLO, WATERCOLOR! Creative Techniques and Inspiring Projects for the Beginning Artist.** By Jeanne Dickson. Guides you step by step through the entire process of learning to paint with watercolors, and shows you the skills needed to create beautiful artwork. Includes 35 projects and 80 color illustrations, and tells you the essential tools you’ll need to get started. A reference you’ll turn to again and again for guidance and inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Get Creative 6. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


**3924234 MODERN KOGIN: Simple & Stylish Sashiko Embroidery Projects.** By Boutique-Sha. Discover the art of Kogin, a style of traditional Japanese sashiko embroidery with modern appeal. You’ll find an assortment of pretty projects, and tips on selecting and using Kogin thread. Includes instructions and tips and techniques. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Boutique-Sha. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

**391697X HOW TO DRAW BUTTERFLIES AND OTHER INSECTS.** By Peter Gray. Introduces basic techniques for drawing butterflies and provides step by step instructions for drawing such insects as lady bugs, flies, grasshoppers, and much more. Ages 8-11. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Windmill. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $29.50 $24.95

**3916982 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO KETO: The Never Hungry Diet.** By Michael Grieger. A guide to keto, fully keto-curious or wondering where to begin. This guide book is packed with the information you need to get started, while you learn the scientific research behind the keto diet. Includes shopping lists, food swaps, and delicious recipes like Avocado Eggs Benedict, Hollandaise, and Beets and Pork Meatballs over Butternut Noodles. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Centennial. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3916989 DON'T KILL THE GRANDPARENTS.** By Divine Offspring. It’s a way of life where parents are present and grandparents are around. This is the story of how one family learned to live and love despite their circumstances. Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. Charis. Pub. at $18.95 $16.95

**3916901 EXPERIMENT.** By Martin Black. A new way of thinking and learning that will give you the knowledge and skills you need to succeed in school. A reference you’ll turn to again and again for guidance and inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Lanto. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**3916909 THE STALE BREAD: The World's Most Scrumptious Desserts and Savor Y Breakfasts.** By J. Wang & S. Garner. On summer nights in Queens, New York, moonlighting scents from Molotov to Mexico fill the air. Welcome to Queens Night Market, where thousands of visitors have come to feast on amazing international foods. With every recipe included here, comes a small piece of the American story, though each is unique, they all celebrate the fact that food brings people together. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3916987 THE FUN ON THE FARM JOKE BOOK: Laugh Out Loud!** By Sean Connolly. This egg-celent collection of 140 farmyard jokes will tickle your funny bone with its collection of colorful chickens and more. Ages 5-11. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Windmill. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $29.50 $24.95

**3916995 THE JOLLY JUMBO JOKES BOOK: Laugh Out Loud!** By S. Connolly & K. Barnham. The animal kingdom is full of humor and this uproarious resource uses puns and plays on words to create wonderful jokes that children will love. Ages 4-11. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Windmill. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $29.50 $24.95

**3916904 TO Z GREAT MODERN ARTISTS.** By A. & T. Tuohy. An accessible A to Z guide to 52 key global artists of the modern age, providing the ultimate introduction to the world of Modern Art. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Cassell. 9½x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**3916972 THE WORLD EATS HERE: Amazing Food and the Inspiring People Who Make It at New York’s Queens Night Market.** By J. Wang & S. Gamer. On summer nights in Queens, New York, moonlighting scents from Molotov to Mexico fill the air. Welcome to Queens Night Market, where thousands of visitors have come to feast on amazing international foods. With every recipe included here, comes a small piece of the American story, though each is unique, they all celebrate the fact that food brings people together. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3916980 THE STA LE BREAD: The World’s Most Scrumptious Desserts and Savor Y Breakfasts.** By J. Wang & S. Garner. On summer nights in Queens, New York, moonlighting scents from Molotov to Mexico fill the air. Welcome to Queens Night Market, where thousands of visitors have come to feast on amazing international foods. With every recipe included here, comes a small piece of the American story, though each is unique, they all celebrate the fact that food brings people together. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

**3922316** FREE-FORM PATCHWORK TECHNIQUES: Strip Piecing, Log Cabin Pattern, Carpet Pattern. By Tina Mad. After an introduction to the techniques of strip piecing and the various scopes of design for free-form strip piecing, the log cabin pattern, and the carpet pattern. Without adhering to strict rules, you can quickly achieve success with these techniques. Well illustrated. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11 1/4". Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$6.95**

**3926699** HUMAN HEALTH AND ITS MAINTENANCE WITH THE AID OF MEDICINAL PLANTS. By Julian Barker. Based on forty years of clinical practice, Barker formulates a number of interlocking ideas that integrate circadian physiology with the transformations that constitute human life. Acknowledging the differences and details of various disciplines, he presents an integrative model of health, linking circadian biology with the psychosocial human being, 561 pages. Aeon. Pub. at $60.00. **$44.95**

**3918327** THE FREEDOM SHIELD: The 1911 Assault Helicopter of the Company in Vietnam. By John D. Falcon. Brings together the collective stories of the veterans of the 1911. The narrative that emerges is the definition of a breed of soldier newly minted in Vietnam: the combat assault-helicopter crewman. The 1911 pilots, crews, and support personnel vividly share the visceral details of what it’s like to be at war and to survive. Photos. 348 pages. Cassemat. Pub. at $34.95. **$26.95**

**3919339** SUMMONED TO GLORY: The Audacious Life of Admiral Richard Striner. Offers a stunningly original perspective that will shed significant light on one of the most studied figures in American history, Striner’s insights into Lincoln’s life and antebellum America, and the military and political culture of the South, make this work indispensable for armchair historians and seasoned students of Lincoln and the Civil War alike. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $35.00. **$26.95**

**3918888** CROCHETED HATS & SCARVES: 35 Stylish and Colorful Crochet Patterns. By Nicole Trench. Collects a wide range of contemporary projects using a variety of stitches and fashionable colors so you’ll really stand out from the crowd. All the stitches are explained and there are infinite possibilities to match your accessories to your outfit. Includes a chart with images and techniques for new crocheters. Fully illustrated. 112 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2". Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**3922024** THE BOY WHO FOLLOWED HIS FATHER INTO AUSCHWITZ. By Jeremy Dronfield. In 1939 Gustav Kleinmann, a Jewish upholsterer from Innsbruck, Austria, and his sixteen year old son Fritz are arrested by the Gestapo and sent to Germany. Imprisoned in the Buchenwald concentration camp, Gustav is then sent to Auschwitz, and Fritz insists on going too. This is Gustav and Fritz’s story–an extraordinary account of courage, love, and survival. 433 pages. Harper. Pub. at $17.99. **$12.95**

**3919277** GUNS AND GUNMAKING TOOLS OF SOUTHERN APPALACHIA, SECOND EDITION: The Story of the Kentucky Rifle. By John P. Rice Irwin. The people of Appalachian tell how they make and use the Kentucky and related firearms and the supplies that go with them, both in the past and as the tradition continues today. Includes useful tips on gun care and maintenance. 176 pages. Schiffer. 11x8 1/4". Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$12.95**

**3921473** FITNESS HACKS FOR OVER 50: 300 Easy Ways to Incorporate Exercise into Your Life. By K. Alexis Fellets. Getting fit and staying fit is as easy as following the quick and fun hacks in this guide. Most of these hacks don’t take much time, often as little as 30 seconds. When you discover how to make fitness mesh seamlessly with your regular schedule at a pace that fits your style and lifestyle, that’s when true health happens. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**3919331** WWII GHOSTS: Artifacts Can Talk. By Richard J. Kimmel. The ghosts of WWII are talking. Join a study of paranormal archeology and latent energy that features 52 wartime artifacts, such as a Third Reich Ring, a military dog tag, a war mask remnant, and a bloodstained certificate. Join forces with psychic Jane Doherty as she attempts to make these items talk. Photos. 192 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. **$12.95**

**3919168** WHO YOU WERE BEFORE TRAUMA SURVIVORS: The Healing Power of Imagination. By Luise Reddemann. Dr. Reddemann presents her groundbreaking method to help trauma survivors heal from trauma and PTSD, along with positive therapeutic strategi es, for therapists and patients alike. This descriptive trauma resource provides a new three-phase process of PIT (Psychodynamic Imaginative Trauma Therapy), which incorporates imagination work at every stage. 16 pages of color illus. 230 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**391805X** DESPERATE VOYAGE. By John Caldwell. In May 1945, John Caldwell set out to sail from Panama to Sydney to reunite with his wife, whom he hadn’t seen for more than a year. Eager to reach his destination and unable to secure any other form of transport, he resorted to single-handed seamanship. A compelling trip for a man motivated by love and then ultimately by his own fierce determination to survive. 324 pages. Sheridan House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**3927673** CROCHETED HATS & SCARVES: 35 Stylish and Colorful Crochet Patterns. By Tina Mast. After an introduction to crocheting, Mast introduces you to various scopes of design for free-form strip piecing, and other auspicious creatures, each pattern comes with a clear set of step by step instructions and vibrant illustrations to allow learners of any level to create these designs. 112 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. **$12.95**

**3927954** PSYCHIC YOGA: Ignite Your Intuition with Chakra and Energy Work. By Shannon Yrizarry. Presents a powerful fusion of intuition, yoga, and chakra work that makes it easy to improve your psychic abilities and raise your frequency, and overcome your biggest challenges. Featuring over fifty yoga pose illustrations, this is an essential tool for developing your psychic strengths and aligning your frequency. 278 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**391850X** PAPER QUILLING ADORABLE ANIMALS CHINESE STYLE. By Z. Liqun & Y. Xiaoyan. Offers you a number of patterns, from the most basic creatures to more challenging images. Representing the animals of the Chinese zodiac and other auspicious creatures, each pattern comes with a clear set of step by step instructions and vibrant illustrations to allow learners of any level to create these designs. 112 pages. Shanghai Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**392629X** WHEN THE WORLD FEELS LIKE A SCARY PLACE: Essential Conversations for Anxious Parents & Worried Kids. By Abigail Gerwitz. Shows parents how to use conversation to give children real help in dealing with their fears, and offers practical advice for managing the feelings and emotions caused by the problems in the world. Listening and talking are essential for nurturing resilient, confident, compassionate children, offering a path of wisdom and hope for one in three children. 296 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

NEW NON-FICTION

★ 3918017 IN THE VALLEYS OF THE NIBLE BEYOND: In Search of the Sasquatch. By John Zada. For centuries people on the central and north coast of British Columbia have reported encounters with the Sasquatch—a species of hairy bipedal man-apes said to inhabit the deepest recesses of this pristine wilderness. Zada decides to seek out these inhabitants of this rugged coast, where nearly everyone has a story to tell. 300 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

★ 3923037 NO RULES: A Memoir. By Sharon Duette. In this colorful memoir, Duette reflects upon the changes that reshaped her during the 1970s women’s movement and how they have transformed society’s expectations for girls and women today. Sharing moments of triumph, she truly joy, love, and awakening all along the way. 315 pages. She Writes Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 3927086 WRITING TO PERSUADE: How to Bring People over to Your Side. By Trish Hall. Whether you want to compose a convincing cover letter, pitch a story for publication, or win over a college admissions officer, this is an infinitely accessible primer on effectively communicating above the digital noise of the twenty-first century. 208 pages. Liveright. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


★ 3921867 THE BOOK OF HUMANS: A Brief History of Culture, Sex, and the Evolution of Us. By Adam Rutherford. In this new evolutionary history, Rutherford explores the profound paradox of how we truly are extraordinary. Illus. 240 pages. Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 3917940 EMBRACE YOUR PSYCHIC GIFTS: The Guide to Spiritual Awakening. By Deborah Sudarsky. Addresses those things that frighten you about how you see, feel, and hear things that others might not. Sudarsky works with thousands of people, both privately and in school. She understands the difference between having natural gifts and being crazy and offers techniques to incorporate your special skills into everyday life. 134 pages. Difference. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $11.95

★ 3923983 3000 COLOR MIXING RECIPES: Watercolor. By Julie Collins. This practical and inspirational guide to mixing colors in watercolor is a go-to source for 3000 color mixes in watercolor. Use as a handy reference when you want to know how to mix a specific color, or as a catalog of inspiration when seeking ideas to try in your work. Get color mixing and get creative! 144 pages. David & Charles. 6½x8½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 3923988 BRICK HISTORY: Amazing Historical Scenes to Build from LEGO. By Warren Elsmore. Take an epic journey into the most pivotal moments in history and beyond. From these fully functionally recreated scenes using LEGO bricks! World history fans and LEGO lovers alike will be thrilled by this exciting Odyssey into the past and around the globe. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

★ 3925611 GALAXIES: Inside the Universe’s Star Cities. By David J. Eicher. Journey to the edges of our galaxy and beyond with one of the most widely recognized astrophotographs. Explore the fascinating history into the story of stargazing and space observation. Learn how black holes power galaxies, and understand the classification of the different galaxies with this illuminating resource. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8½x10¾. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

NEW FICTION

★ 3921506 TOMOKO FUSE’S ORIGAMI ART: Works by a Modern Master. Text by David Brill. After discovering the art of folding paper at the age of seven, Fuse has taken part in countless events at home and abroad throughout her thirty-year career. This stunning volume showcases her work, and also includes instructions and methods for folding paper art. Full color. Illus. in color. 192 pages. $24.95 $19.95

★ 392076X THE NATURE OF BASKETRY. By Ed Rossbach. Extensive look at the art of basket making, including examples of contemporary baskets, simply folded-over leaves to a water carrier to intricately woven wickerwork and raffia, includes discussions on patterns, structures, and textiles. Fully illus., many in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.45

★ 3918432 AROUND THE WORLD ON A BICYCLE. By Fred A. Birchmore. This classic travelogue recalls one of the very first around the world bicycle treks. Filled with rarely matched feats of endurance and determination, this narrative tells of traveling across the world’s ever-changing and fascinating worldview as he ventures through forty countries on the eve of WWII. Photos. 356 pages. UGAP. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $18.95

★ 3921204 JUST PAINT: How to Paint Your World. By Arden Del. Bearing a Watery World. Describes painting models of armored weapons, showing various simple painting and weathering techniques that allow the reader to create a spectacular model. A guide for both beginners and accomplished modelers. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. MMP Books. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

★ 3927726 GREAT CAMPS OF THE ADIRONDACKS, REVISED SECOND EDITION. By Harvey Stackhouse. This guide to the historic camps within the spectacular six million acre forest preserve of Adirondack Park. See the history of the region unique to Americans, from the mid 1870s to the late 1930s, including the very wealthiest Americans, sought out the wilderness. Whatever the history of each camp, they speak to us now as homes built to serve as beautiful complements to the land itself. Fully illus., many in color. 280 pages. Godine. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

★ 3924629 SEA OF GREED. By C. Cussler & G. Brown. After an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico deflates an oil rig trying to tap a source of natural gas, a dying field, Kurt Austin and the NUMA Special Projects team are tapped by the President of the United States to find out what’s gone wrong. 402 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $18.95

★ 3921875 I’LL KEEP YOU SAFE. By Peter May. When the prime suspect in her lover’s death becomes convinced that what looked like a terrorist attack on her lover might be something more personal by far. 386 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $18.95

★ 3933628 THE COMPLETE Sookie STACKHOUSE STORIES. By Charlaine Harris. For the first time ever, all seven volumes of the complete short story collection starring Louisiana’s favorite telepathic waitress, Sookie Stackhouse. Return to Bon Temps with ten tales that will make you wish Sookie never left. 368 pages. Ace. Pub. at $24.00 $16.95

★ 3933679 EVERY BREATH. By Nicholas Sparks. When two strangers cross paths, their connection is as electric as it is unexplainable. But in the immediate days that follow, their feelings for each other will give way to choices that pit family duty against personal happiness in devastating ways. 306 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95
**NEW FICTION**

**3918610 ROBERT R. PARKER’S GRUDGE MATCH.** By Mike Lupica. When Sunny Randall’s longtime gangster associate Tony Marcus comes to her for help—Sunny is surprised since their relationship is on rocky ground—but the way Tony Figure it out to Sunny owns him, and Sunny’s willing to consider his case if it will clean the slate. 309 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**3925781 THE BURNING WIRE.** By Jeffrey Deaver. The weapon is invisible and omnipresent. It is a modern socialite’s ace in the hole. It is electricity—the killer harnesses and steers huge arc flashes with voltage so high and heat so soaring that steel melts and his victims are set afire. Lincoln Rhyme is immediately tapped for the investigation. 460 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

**3928394 DISNEY MASTERS MICKEY MOUSE: The Ice Sword Saga Book 2.** By Massimo De Vita. In this final volume of the Ice Sword Saga, Mickey and Goofy join the wizard Bort to battle their old foe when “The Prince of Mist Strikes Back.” But it doesn’t end there! To save the world from a sinister sickness, our heroes must first rescue “The Sleeping Beauty in the Stars.” 186 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**392419X HIDEAWAY.** By Nora Roberts. Cathlyn Sullivan came from a long line of Hollywood royalty, stretching back to her Irish immigrant great-grandfather. At the family ranch in northern California, the mountains are home...while playing a game of hide and seek with her cousins. She managed to escape her abductors, but Cat’s ordeal was far from over. 454 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

**392424M MARVEL SUPER HEROES SECRET WARS: By Alex Irvine. Earth’s mightiest heroes face their greatest challenge! When the mysterious and unbelievably powerful Beyonder draws them across the galaxy, the Avengers, Spider-Man, the Fantastic Four and the X-Men are set against their deadliest foes on the mysterious planet known as Battleworld. 327 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**3924378 THE GRIM READER.** By Kate Carlisle. Brooklyn and her new hunky husband, Derek, are excited to be guests at Dharma’s first annual Book Festival and are hoping for a fun, relaxing weekend. But when one of the committee members is brutally murdered and the money for the festival vanishes, Brooklyn and Derek go into attack mode to catch a killer. 319 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**3928101 DC COMICS BOMBSHELLS, VOLUME 6: War Stories.** By Marguerite Bennett. The Bombshells unite as the theater of war hits home in this action-packed and hilarious conclusion, as the reimagined DC Comics heroines battle for their lives in an alternate history World War II. Collects DC COMICS: BOMBSHELLS #25 and #30-33. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

**3925149 MURDER BEYOND THE GRAVE.** By James Patterson et al. Novellas. In Murder Beyond the Grave, Stephen Small has it all, but the only thing he needs right now is enough air to breathe. In Murder in Paradise, developers Jim and Bonnie Hood excitedly tour Camp Nelson Lodge. After a gritty shooting, everyone is discovering just how you can make a real estate pattern delivers two stories based on real crimes. 279 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**3933873 SMOKESCREEN.** By Iris Johansen. At the behest of a journalist, Eve Duncan travels to a small African village to use her skills as a forensic sculptor to identify the loved ones who have been murdered, and get closure so the village can heal. But when Eve arrives, she begins to suspect that the journalist’s plea may have been a cover story for a deep-voiced thug. 422 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95


**3919900 CHOSEN PEOPLE.** By Robert Whitlow. When a woman is killed during a terrorist attack in Jerusalem, a Christian Arab Israeli lawyer teams up with an Arab investigator to pursue a lawsuit on behalf of the woman’s family under the U.S. Anti-terrorism laws. 435 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**3924599 A MRS. MIRACLE CHRISTMAS.** By Debbie Macomber. The holiday season is beginning and Laurel and her husband, Zach, could use a miracle. As they pray for a baby, care for Helen, Laurel’s beloved grandmother, Mrs. Miracle appears at the door revealing herself to be nothing short of a godsend. As Christmas approaches, Laurel, Zach, and Helen experience a holiday of heavenly proportions. 256 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95

**3928128 DC COMICS: A VISUAL HISTORY.** By Alan Cowssill et al. Embark on an amazing adventure through more than 75 years of DC Comics history. This vibrant, visually stunning volume chronicles the history of DC Comics from the 1930s through today from the first time Superman donned his cape to the latest and most thrilling moments in DC Comics History. 368 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**393070X WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 25.** In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hallowed-by-hyperfans strips from 1941 to 1944 are presented in a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 200 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $59.99 $11.95

**3917843 WINTER SOLSTICE.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Through the years, the Quinn family has called the Winter Street Inn home. It’s been long since all the Quinns gathered under the same roof. But as the snow falls, the Quinns are thankful to be together as they prepare for a special Nantucket reunion full of surprises, intrigue and upheaval. 299 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

**3916804 DRAGONS: Mythological Adventures.** By Megan Roth. Be transported to a world of fire-breathing and incredible dragons with this box kit which provides a comprehensive introduction to the reptile-like creatures. Includes a 40 page book, seven piece diorama, 5 plastic dragons, three model, 25 reusable stickers, and twenty fact cards. Ages 5 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. SMALL PARTS. Not for children under 3. Fully illus. in color. Dolphin. 10¼x13. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

**3927040 WIZARD WOLVERINE: MASTERPIECE EDITION, VOLUME 1.** By Chris Claremont. Wolverine hunts a mystical monster that feasts on human flesh; while in Japan his ex-wife is wedding to his beloved Mariko, the X-Men fall prey to betrayal; Wolverine squares off against a rampaging Hulk; and allied with Captain America back in WWII, Wolverine must defeat the infamous Baron Strucker. Collects Uncanny X-Men #139-140, #172-173, #268; Incredible Hulk #340; and Wolverine #150-153. 272 pages. Wizard. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

**3924475 CITY OF ENDLESS NIGHT.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Lieutenant CDS Vincent D’Agostina and FBI Special Agent A.L.X. Pendergast quickly take the lead in the investigation when the body of Grace Oztanian, the beautiful daughter of a wealthy tech billionaire, is discovered in an abandoned warehouse in Queens, the head nowhere to be found. 359 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

**3917622 THE FIFTH COLUMN.** By Andrew Gross. New York, 1941. Charles Mossman’s ex-wife and six year old daughter live in a quiet brownstone in the German speaking New York City neighborhood of Yorkville, where support for Hitler is open. Charles, just out of prison for assault on a Nazi sympathizer, struggles to put his life back together. When Pearl Harbor is attacked, Charles sees his dead threat resurface against his wife and daughter. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

**392744X SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE MISKATONIC MONSTROSTITIES: The Chuluu Casebooks.** By James Lovegrove. The team of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson is called to the infamous Bedlam lunatic asylum, where they find an inmate speaking in R’lyehian, the language of the Old Ones. Moreover, the man is horribly scarred and has no memory of who he is. 460 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95
NO NEW FICTION
THE REVENANT. By Jeffery Deaver. In the wilderness of Washington State, expert tracker Colter Shaw has located two young men accused of a terrible hate crime. But when his life takes a shocking and tragic turn, Shaw becomes desperate to discover what went so horribly wrong and if he was to blame. 416 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

THE GOOSE MAN. By Jeffery Deaver. In 1896, when one of his four-year-old daughters goes missing, Andrew Kyler價格 looks to the locals for help. But when her hideous body is found, the locals think Kyler is guilty. The investigators who come to help him are convinced that he is innocent, but Kyler knows that his daughter did not die alone. 320 pages. Charleworth. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


THE HAUNTED HOUSE. By Charles Dickens et al. Unaunted by the warnings of the locals, the narrator moves into an abandoned haunted house. He invites his friends for a party on Twelfth Night he and his guests gather to relate their supernatural experiences. The resulting ghost stories thrill, shock and erase by turns. 140 pages. Alma. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

THERE IS NO PLACE LIKE HOME. By Laura Griffin. In this story, the characters take a look at all sides of the 1920s, when the last emperor reigned and Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


THE GIRL WITH THE DEEP BLUE EYES. By Karin Slaughter. After an unspeakable act destroys a wedding party. A huge manhunt ensues. The culprit is captured. The story is over—except it isn’t. As Kira’s hunt for clues becomes more and more perilous, she realizes that she alone may hold the key to finding a vicious murderer. 354 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

THE SLEEPING IN THE GROUND. By Peter Robinson. An unspeakable act destroys a wedding party. A huge manhunt ensues. The culprit is captured. The story is over—except it isn’t. As Kira’s hunt for clues becomes more and more perilous, she realizes that she alone may hold the key to finding a vicious murderer. 354 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

THE HAUNTED HOUSE. By Charles Dickens et al. Unaunted by the warnings of the locals, the narrator moves into an abandoned haunted house. He invites his friends for a party on Twelfth Night he and his guests gather to relate their supernatural experiences. The resulting ghost stories thrill, shock and erase by turns. 140 pages. Alma. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

THE TENDER LAND. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

THE WILD AND TWISTED WORLD OF THE SIGNED HOUSE. By Laura Griffin. This story looks at all sides of the twelfth-century practice of the supernatural. With “you are there” immediacy, Griffin opens up the mysteries of just how Japan could launch one of history’s most devastating surprise attacks. 502 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95
NEW FICTION

393382  THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2019. Ed. by Jonathan Lethem. This collection of twenty stories has its full share of surprises. Crime, guilt, and redemption. The twists and bad decisions pile up when a thief picks the wrong target or a simple scavenger hunt takes a terrible turn—or what happens when you bet yourdefeat in a tournament. 318 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

391471  THE STRANGER DIARIES. By Elly Griffiths. Clare Cassidy, specializes in the gothic writer R.M. Holland, is no stranger to murder. But when one of Clare’s colleagues is found dead, with a line from one of Holland’s iconic stories left by her body, Clare turns to her diary, her only outlet for her suspicions and fears, until she discovers writing that isn’t hers in her diary. 348 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

391726  SENSE AND SENSIBILITY. By Sarah Price. In this Amish re-telling of Jane Austen’s classic, after the Detweiler women move to a nearby cottage, the spirited Mary Ann catches the eye of an older bachelor but is openly infatuated with a younger man. It is these lines that target his victims. When one of them unwittingly makes a date with the killer, it starts the clock on what will ultimately become a race to save her life. 356 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95

392268  THE SKIN COLLECTOR. By Jeffery Deaver. In his classic thriller, The Bone Collector, Deaver introduced readers to Lincoln Rhyme. Now, a new killer is on the loose—a criminal inspired by the Bone Collector—and Rhyme must untangle a twisted web of clues before the killer targets more victims, or Rhyme himself. 434 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95

392258  THE LAST ORDER. By Steve Berry. With news about the uncovered treasure has caused a stir, the Knights is far more complicated than he ever imagined. 493 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

393822  THE PARIS ORPHAN. By Natasha Lester. 1942. When American model Jessica May arrives in Europe to cover the war as a 3933822 American model Jessica May arrives in Europe to cover the war as a


3924017  THE PERSUASION. By Iris Johansen. When Eve Duncan’s daughter knows that she’s been keeping a secret from them, and with each item pulled from the family hope chest, they come ever closer to exposing it. But Mattle isn’t ready to open those old wounds— or to face the inevitable. 324 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $3.95

3930734  WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 17. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Like so many other Americans during WWII, Will Eisner joined the fight, passing his series to a who’s who of assistants: Lou Fine, Jack Cole and more. These classic strips (July 2 to December 31, 1944) are the result. 204 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95  $9.95

3932214  THE BELOVED HOPE CHEST. By Alice Clippston. Mattie Fisher’s daughters know that she’s been keeping a secret from them, and with each item pulled from the family hope chest, they come ever closer to exposing it. But Mattle isn’t ready to open those old wounds— or to face the inevitable. 324 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $3.95

3930718  WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 28. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (1952 to 2005) are presented for a new generation, capturing a

3928070  THE SWEET SMELL OF MAGNOLIAS AND MEMORIES. By Celeste Fletcher McHale. Waiting for help as Mississippi floodwaters surrounded them, Jacey knew Colin was the love of her life—until her rescue. When she was accepted into design school, she tried her best not to look back at the four siblings she was abandoning. Years later, Kendra found her faith in God again, and returned home to those she left behind. 288 pages. Galaxy. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $11.95

3932183  THE TRUSTWORTHY ONE. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Kendra always knew she would never get over. But then, she met the one. After their first meeting, she was abandoned. Years later, Kendra found their faith in God again, and returned home to those she left behind. 288 pages. Galaxy. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $11.95

3930734  WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 17. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. This deluxe hardcover revises vintage Spirit adventures (July 4 to October 26, 1944) for a new generation, capturing a

3928306  STAR WARS CHARACTER ENCYCLOPEDIA. By S. Becroft & F. Hidalgo. Go on a journey through the Star Wars galaxy and learn all about its brave heroes and deadly villains. Updated to include The Force Awakens, this reference profiles more than 220 characters both popular and obscure, from Admiral Ackbar to Yoda. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $16.99  $6.95

392070  THE SWEET SMELL OF MAGNOLIAS AND MEMORIES. By Celeste Fletcher McHale. Waiting for help as Mississippi floodwaters surrounded them, Jacey knew Colin was the love of her life—until her rescue. When she was accepted into design school, she tried her best not to look back at the four siblings she was abandoning. Years later, Kendra found their faith in God again, and returned home to those she left behind. 288 pages. Galaxy. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $11.95

3922898  THERE WILL BE STARS. By Billy Collett. Upon his untimely death, Bobby’s final thought is a curious one—there will be stars. Yet it is not death that greet him beyond the veil. Instead, he finds that beyond the veil he has joined the stars and lives in a place

3922411  THE SCENT OF MURDER. By Kylie Logan. The way Jazz Ramsey figures it, life is pretty good. She owns her own home. She likes her job as

3920899  THERE WILL BE STARS. By Billy Collett. Upon his untimely death, Bobby’s final thought is a curious one—there will be stars. Yet it is not death that greet him beyond the veil. Instead, he finds that beyond the veil he has joined the stars and lives in a place

3938365  THE SECRET DAUGHTER. By Kelly Harms. “You were adopted.” These words and Sabina’s life fractures. Pregnant with her own child, Sabina can’t understand how a mother could abandon her daughter, or why her parents have kept the past a secret. Determined to find the woman who gave her away, Sabina begins a discovery that will change everything. 304 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

3928030  STAR WARS CHARACTER ENCYCLOPEDIA. By S. Becroft & F. Hidalgo. Go on a journey through the Star Wars galaxy and learn all about its brave heroes and deadly villains. Updated to include The Force Awakens, this reference profiles more than 220 characters both popular and obscure, from Admiral Ackbar to Yoda. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $16.99  $6.95
NEW FICTION

392002X A ROYAL CHRISTMAS WEDDING. By Rachel Hauck. Avery. It's never seen her former flame, Prince Colin of Brightton Kingdom, since he supposedly died years ago. Now, he's back in Brightton just in time for the Christmas season. Can she dare to hope for happily ever after, or is a fairy tale ending beyond reach, as two broken hearts seek the love they once knew, 264 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3918862 THE AUSTEN ESCAPE. By Katherine Reay. When Mary’s childhood friend, Isabel, offers her a two week stay in a gorgeous manor house in England, reluctantly agrees in the hopes that it will shake up her quiet life. But she gets more than she bargained for when Isabel loses her memory and truly believes she lives in Jane Austen’s Bath. 305 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3920556 SUPERMAN ARCHIVES, VOLUME 5. By Jerry Siegel. Revisit the Golden Age of comics with a might mix of early Man of Steel adventures. The Superman we know and love begins to take shape in these 1940s comics, featuring appearances by Lex Luther, The Snake, Funtime, and more! Collects Superman #17-20, 220 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95 $11.95

39245X2 THE GOOD LORD BIRD. By James McBride. Henry Shackleford is a young slave living in Maryland in the 1850's, when abolitionist John Brown arrives. Henry is forced to leave town along with Brown, who believes Henry to be a girl. Henry conceals his true identity to stay alive and is eventually swept into the historic raid on Harpers Ferry. In 1859, 438 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3920947 THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD. By John le Carré. In the shadow of the newly erected Berlin Wall, Alec Leamas watches as his last agent is shot dead by East German spies. Accused of an MI5 cover-up, ex-agent, Leamas is set up to trap Mundt, the deputy director of the East German Intelligence Service–with himself as bait. 225 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3927474 SO MANY DOORS. By Oakley Hall. It begins on Deathrow, with a condemned man requesting the services of the lawyer assigned to defend him. It begins with a beautiful woman dead, murdered–Vassilia Caroline Baird, known to all simply as V. But the story actually begins years earlier on a struggling farm in the shadow of the Great Depression. 518 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95


3905064 ARCHIE 3000I By Rex Lindsey et al. Travel to the 31st Century with Archie and friends! In 2000, Riverdale is home to intergalactic travel, alien life and everyone’s favorite space case, Archie! Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $3.95

3923509 THE SECOND HALF. By Lauraine Snelling. Mona and Kenneth are approaching the best years of their lives, but a survey of the Kings Family Ranch finds the peaceful little town of Painters Mill is shattered when an abandoned farm, and her seven year old granddaughter is gone. Chief of Police Kate Burkholder soon realizes the victim’s family is keeping secrets. As time to find the missing girl runs out, Kate faces a harrowing choice. 355 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

3923281 DECEPTION ON SABLE HILL. By Shelley Gray. It’s mid-September 1893 and Eloisa Carstairs is the reigning debuteante of Gilded Age Chicago society. Appearing to have it all, Eloisa is living with a dark secret. Fearing the loss of her reputation, she confided in only one friend. That is, until she meets Detective Sean Ryan at a hotel ball. 264 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

3928438 QUARRY’S EX. By Max Allan Collins. Even the enigmatic hit man called Quarry had to start somewhere. And for him, that was the day he returned from Nam to find his young wife cheating. He’d killed plenty of people for her love, but killing her lover was no big deal. 224 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

3917827 THE STOLEN ANGEL. By Sara Blaedel. When the deathly ill granddaughter of a wealthy family is kidnapped, Louise’s skills as a trained negotiator are put to the test. The kidnappers want to exchange the girl for the now infamous stained glass panel that’s worth millions. But there’s a problem, the panel was recently stolen from the family’s home. 354 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3932486 PRODIGIES. By Angelica Gorodischer. Explores the story of the poet Novalski’s birthplace in the German town of Weissenfels after it is converted into a boarding house. The author fills the house with the women who lived there throughout the nineteenth century and depicts the flow of history constructs the secret drama of their destinies. 161 pages. Small Beer Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $3.95

3925943 ROSES & ROT. By Kat Howard. A prestigious artists' retreat holds the key for art or love is within grasp for Imogen and for her sister, Marin—but at a terrible price. 307 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

3933946 WICKED AUTUMN. By G.M. Malliet. Max Tudor, a former MI5 agent, has adapted well to his post as vicar of St. Edward’s in the idyllic village of Nether Monkisp. But his newfound serenity is soon shattered by a high-profile voice in the Women’s Institute turns up dead at the Harvest Fayre. 297 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

3933768 MY KIND OF WONDERFUL. By Jill Shalvis. Bailey is finally getting to live on her own terms after a fierce battle with cancer. But she quickly discovers that following her No Regrets List isn’t easy, and her list didn’t include falling for the swoon worthy head of the ski patrol in Cedar Ridge. When her past comes calling, she’ll have to summon her courage to live the life she truly wants. 337 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

3930696 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 24. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this definitive edition, the harried hero of Yostville, the wonderful world of Bizarro, and more! Collects Action Comics #248-254 and Superman #127-131. 236 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $3.95

3930637 SUPERMAN: The Man of Tomorrow Archives, Volume 2. By Bill Finger et al. Pulled from the pages of the Silver Age of comics, here are timeless Superman adventures featuring battles with the King Kong-like Titano, the mad scientist known as Kryptonite Man, the wonderful world of Bizarro, and more! Collects Action Comics #248-254 and Superman #127-131. 236 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $3.95

3924223 SHAMED. By Linda Castillo. The Pennsylvania Dutch are known as strong and virtuous. Until Amish grandmother is brutally murdered on an abandoned farm, and her seven year old granddaughter is gone. Chief of Police Kate Burkholder soon realizes the victim’s family is hiding secrets. Carefully planning. But life changes in an instant when they get the call from their son, a special forces officer set up to trap Mundt, the deputy director of the East German Intelligence Service–with himself as bait. 225 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95


Ace: War in Heaven #1-2, 352 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. NEW FICTION

3925537 DEMOLITION ANGEL. By Robert Crais. When a seemingly innocuous bomb call explodes into a charred murder scene, ex-bomb squad technician, Carol Starkey, catches the case with the help of former LA detective Joe Cribbs. As they dig into the local police on their trail, the case catches the attention of the criminal syndicate that’s had a stranglehold on Tibbehah for years. 528 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3918491 CONTRABAND. By Stuart Woods. When Stone Barrington is caught in the web of a national smuggling operation, he realizes that answers—and enemies—are often hidden in plain sight. 338 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3911414 THE SHAMELESS. By Ace Atkins. Two New Orleans police officers must race to prevent a prison break in Mississippi, asking about a twenty-year old suspicious death. But Sheriff Quinn Colson, who was just a kid himself at the time, has more on his plate than this cold case to worry about—like shutting down the criminal syndicate that’s had a stranglehold on Tibbehah for years. 542 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3922618 L.A. REQUEM. By Robert Crais. The day starts like any other in L.A. The sun burns hot as the winds blow ash from mountain fires to the cities. But Joe Cribbs has never been the same again—his ex-lover Karen is dead, brutally murdered with a gunshot to the head. 542 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3918602 RED METAL. By M. Greaney & H.R. Rawlings. IV. The Russian bear has awakened. Its tanks race across Poland, crushing all opposition on a headlong dash for Berlin. It’s all part of a master plan to confuse and defeat America and her allies. Pulled out of his cushy job at the Pentagon, a Marine lieutenant colonel and former special forces captain and his intelligence operative father are thrown into the fray. 893 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $7.95

3921522 EVERY BREATH. By Nicholas Sparks. When two strangers cross paths, their connection is as electric as it is intractable. But in the immersive days that follow, their feelings for each other will give way to choices that will define their lives. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $16.95

3923711 THE PRESIDENT IS MISSING. By James Patterson & Bill Clinton. It’s a threat so huge it jeopardizes not just Pennsylvania Ave. and Wall Street but all of America. The ramifications could affect the entire world. Uncertainty and fear grip the nation. There are whispers of cyberterror, espionage, and a traitor in the cabinet. Even the president himself becomes a suspect—until he disappears from public view. 563 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3920283 THE NEW GIRL. By Daniel Silva. Khadriv, the terrorist leader of the Saudi Arabia, and chief of Israeli intelligence Gabriel Allon, will become unlikely allies in a deadly secret war for control of the Middle East. The life of a child and the throne of Saudi Arabia hang in the balance. Both men have made their share of enemies—and both have everything to lose. 493 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3922588 HOSTAGE. By Robert Crais. In a sleepy suburb north of Los Angeles, a convenience store robbery turns violent. With the police on their trail, three criminals flee the scene and invade a home in an exclusive gated community taking hostages. This is the beginning of the high-pressure world of negotiations that he desperately tried to leave behind. 482 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95


3924335 DC GOES TO WAR. By Jon L. Blummer et al. Stories from some of comics’ greatest talents this volume collects for the first time. Military Commandos #1; Our Army at War #67, #69, #233, #235; Our Fighting Forces #49, #102; Star Spangled War Stories #87, #183; G.I. Combat #87; Showcase #57; World War Tales #3. The Losers Special #1; Sgt. Rock Special #2 and Enemy Ace: War in Heaven #1-2. 352 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99. $29.95

3939041 THE SILVER AGE TEEN TITANS ARCHIVES, VOLUME 2. By Bob Haney. This volume contains 16 full-length adventures from the original band of super-teens, spanning the greatest years of one of comics’ most exciting and acclaimed titles. Collects Teen Titans #6-20 and The Brave and the Bold #63. 396 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00. $14.95

3927059 WIZARD X-MEN MASTERPIECE EDITION, VOLUME 1. By C. Claremont & J. Byrne. The team of new X-Men travel to Scotland to learn the secrets of the mysterious “Mutant.” As the future, the mutant-hunting Sentinels have executed nearly every superhuman in the Marvel Universe; and alone on Christmas Eve, Kitty Pryde comes face to face with a dangerous creature. Collects Uncanny X-Men #126-128. #126. $150. 256 pages. Wizard. Paperbound. $9.95

391986X THE LONG JOURNEY TO JAKE PALMER. By James L. Rubart. Corporate trainer Jake Palmer, hears the legend about a lost corridor that leads to a place where one’s deepest longings will be fulfilled. Jake is determined to find himself, and fix his crumbling life. But with every step he takes, the journey will become more treacherous. 392 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $14.95

3920011 THE PAGES OF HER LIFE. By James L. Rubart. Barely making it and struggling with her life, Allison Moore is given a journal. Mounting pressures in her life, make Allison pour her fears and heartaches into the journal. As her words in the journal begin to disappear and new words fill in, Allison is forced to look at everything she knows about herself in a new light. 372 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $14.95

3920127 WHERE HOPE BEGINS. By Catherine West. Savannah Barrington runs to her parents’ lake house in the Berkshires when her husband of twenty years leaves her. Though her world is shaken, and the future uncertain, she finds hope through an old woman’s wisdom, a little girl’s laughter, and a man who helps her find her own heart. Savannah that she is worthy of love. 353 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $14.95

3922164 A WEEK AT THE SHORE. By Barbara Delinski. In just seven days after returning to her Rhode Island family home, Mallory will test the bonds of friendship and family, and discover the role that love plays in defining their lives. 406 pages. E.C. Tugend. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. $21.95

3917487 CHARLES DICKEN’S A CHRISTMAS CAROL: A Book-to-Table Classic. Giada De Laurentiis et al. A literary experience bringing together the joy of creative cooksthat. The classic tale comes alive with clever artwork and design to evoke the spirit of the holidays. Includes twelve classic holiday recipes from chefs such as Giada De Laurentiis, Ina Garten, Martha Stewart and Trisha Yearwood. 164 pages. Trisha Yearwood. Pub. at $25.00. $19.95

3923657 THE WORLD THAT WE KNEW. By Alice Hoffman. At the time when the world changed, Hanri knows she must send her daughter away to save her from the Nazi regime. She finds her way to a rabbi’s daughter, Elie, who creates a magical mystery involving no noted author Arthur Conan Doyle and the fabulous, rabbit-loving Minky Woodcock. The magic web turns out to contain an ancient secret giving ordinary people the power to do impossible things, such as levitate cars or make themselves invisible. The American government officials panic. They tap Bambi and Thumper (1963) #269-267. $150.00. 390 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. $19.95


3919590 THE HANGOVER. By New York Times bestselling author Jeff Kinney. This collection of all the Hangover strips from the first four books, Book Special #7 and Never
the terror means digging deep into the past. Hidden beneath the body count rises, Detective Chris McCrae realizes that stopping...

**NEW FICTION**

**3919943 HURRICANE SEASON.** By Lauren K. Denton. Having long since buried their desire of children of their own, Betsy and Ty Franklin learn to navigate the world of foster care. When Betsy’s free spirited sister, Jenna, drops off her two young daughters. Now with an impending hurricane looming, Jenna, Betsy and Ty must make decisions that will affect their futures. 434 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

**393009 FRANKENSTEIN, AGENT OF S.H.A.D.E., VOLUME 1: War of the Monsters.** By Jeff Lemire. For decades, S.H.A.D.E. (the Super Human Advanced Defense Executive) has defended Earth against threats too elitist and terrible to reveal to the public at large. And one man—one monster—has been their secret weapon: Frankenstein! Collects issues #1-7. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**393029 FEAR ITSELF: Hulk/Dracula.** By Jeff Parker. When the Serpent possesses the Serpent, he becomes a hammer-wielding force of destruction leading the armies of fear in conquest of Manhattan--with only the Red Hulk to oppose him. Or is there a glimmer of hope that the Hulk sets out to exterminate the world’s vampires. Collects Hulk #37-41 and Fear Itself: Hulk vs. Dracula #1-3. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

**393028 DEATH OF WOLVERINE.** By Charles Soule. Logan is no stranger to death. He’s killed thousands. He’s watched teammates, friends and lovers die. Now, stripped of his healing factor, the X-Man and Avenger faces his own date with the reaper. But when Logan discovers that the only way for him to stay alive, he must fight off the offensive. Collects issues #1-4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

**3921247 HOUSE OF EARTH AND BLOOD.** By Sarah J. Maas. As Bryce Quinlan and Fallen Angel Hunt Athalar dig deep into Crescent City’s underworld, they discover a dark power that threatens everything and everybody they hold dear. And they find in each other a blazing passion—one that could set them both free, if they’d only let it. 803 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**392615X ART YOUNG’S INFERNO: Original Art Edition.** The celebrated political cartoonist Art Young conjured a vision of Hell that in its greed, inequity, and misery reflected the state of America in a way that stands as a searing indictment of capitalism. This re-issue of the classic 1934 illustrated novel presents Young’s drawings as facsimiles of his original pages. 162 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**3919048 THE JOKER: 80 Years of the Clown Prince of Crime.** By Bill Finger et al. A never-before collection of stories featuring the Clown Prince of Crime’s notorious escapades as he faces Batman, works with Harley Quinn, and wreaks havoc in Gotham City. Collects Batman #1, #37, #159, #163, #251, #321, #429, #451, #614, #17, #37; The Batman #8; The Man From U.N.C.L.E. #1; Batman: Harley Quinn #1; Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight #50; and more. 344 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


**3927709 THE SUMMER COUNTRY.** By Lauren Willig. Barbados, 1854. Emily Dawson has always been the poor cousin in a prosperous English merchant clan–merely a vicar’s daughter, and an educated one at that. But when her grandfather dies, Emily receives an unexpected inheritance: Peverills, a sugar plantation in Barbados, and she and her cousin Adam travel there to investigate. 464 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**3917883 WARRIOR OF WODEN.** By Matthew Harffy. AD 642. Oswald has reigned over Northumbria for twenty years. But Beobrand has led the kingdom to greater victories. Rewarded for his featly and prowess in battle, Beobrand is now a wealthy warlord with a sizable warband. When Penda of Mercia, the great killing of kings, invades Northumbria, Beobrand’s once mighty reaction to defend the kingdom, 464 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

**3920275 MET HER MATCH.** By Jude Deveraux. As Nate starts to hear rumors about Terri, he’s confused. Knowing how smart, beautiful and sensible she is, he’s determined to discover the source of the gossip. Terri doesn’t want to revisit the past, but Nate won’t stop until he discovers the truth—even if the truth might be more than either of them can handle. 316 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3922960 THE SUMMER DEAL.** By Jill Shalvis. Brynn Turner desperately wishes she had it together, but her personal life is like a ping-pong match. Then there’s Kinsey Davis, Brynn’s frenemy, who’s tired of hoping for anything. In this easygoing, funny and sexy as hell. As the long summer days wind down, the three of them must discover if forgiveness is enough to allow them to grasp the love in front of them. 349 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.99

**3922073 KENTUCKY: Campfire Tales.** By Roberta Simpson Brown. Just try to ignore the chill down your back as you read these campfire tales handed down through the generations in Kentucky. Photos. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**3922065 GREAT LAKES: Campfire Tales.** By Christopher S. Larsen. Enjoy eleven spooky campfire tales based on legends, are the real events in and around the Great Lakes region. Photos. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**3925191 THE PERFECT STRANGER.** By Megan Miranda. Shamed Boston reporter Leah Stevens seeks a new start by relocating with her old college roommate, Emmy Grey. But soon after her arrival, a woman who looks just like Leah is left for dead and Emmy goes inexplicably missing. As Leah searches for answers in the house they share, she starts to wonder if her new friend ever existed at all. 335 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $14.95

**3931447 MR. BONES: Twenty Stories.** By Paul Theroux. A family watches their patriarch transform into a singing, wisecracking lead of a minstrel show. An art collector destroys his most valuable pieces. Two boys stand by as their father wages war on the raccoons living under their house. In this collection of 20 short stories by acclaimed author Paul Theroux. 359 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**3923207 LAST ONES LEFT ALIVE.** By Sarah Davis-Goff. Orpen has met only two people in her fifteen years: her mam and Mam’s partner, Maev. Raised in isolation on a small island off the coast of a pagan, crypto-celtic Ireland, Orpen has spent her life training to ward off a threat she’s never seen. More and more she feels the call of the mainland, and the prospect of finding other survivors. 280 pages. Flatiron. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $14.95

**3932023 DC GOES APE, VOL. 1.** By Otto Binder et al. Humans beware, you have not known to the Simian race, and we will have our revenge. Your one extra chromosome will not save you from our superior strength. Collects Superman #70, Superman #139; The #16. Wonder Woman #170; Strange Adventures #201; Shazam! #9; Detective Comics #482; Super Friends #30; and Flash #151. 168 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**3923630 WOMAN 99.** By Greer Macallister. When Charlotte’s wealthy parents commit her beloved sister, Phoebe, to the infamous Goldengrove asylum, Charlotte knows there’s more to the story than madness. She risks everything and follows her sister inside–discovering many of the women there are not insane, they’re merely inconvenient. Her search for the truth digs up secrets powerful people want kept hidden. 356 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**391741X BEAUTIFUL BAD.** By Annie Ward. Maddie and Ian’s love story began with a chance encounter at a party overseas: he was serving in the British army and she was a travel writer. Now almost ten years later they are living across the pond in an idyllic suburban life. But sixteen years of love and fear, adventure and suspicion culminate in the day of the killing, when a frantic 911 call summons the police to the scene of a shocking crime. 356 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
NEW FICTION

3925353 THE STARTER WIFE. By Nina Larain. After searching the internet for police stories about her husband’s first wife Colleen, Clare is annoyed. Do they really just disappear, or do they die and she’s dead? There’s a big difference! Then the phone rings, jarring her away from her thoughts. But a wave of panic spreads under her skin like ice water when she hears the police—it’s Colleen. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $ 4.95

392517 THE SECRETARY. By Renee Knight. Day after day, year after year, Mina Appleton’s assistant Christine has been invisible—watching, listening, absorbing all the secrets floating around her. She is keeping them safe. But there is a dangerous line between loyalty and obsession, and it would be a mistake to underestimate Christine—especially if she is pushed to her limit. 340 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

3923495 SECOND CHANCE SUMMER. By Jill Shalvis. A new job at her hometown’s hottest resort is just the fresh start Lily has been looking for—until she discovers the resort is owned by the Kincaid family. How can she possibly see Aidan Kincaid every day without feeling as if she had betrayed her dead sister who loved him, and who Lily shared an unforgetable kiss with? 356 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $ 4.95

3925773 THE BUCKET LIST. By Georgia Clark. After receiving the bad news she has the breast cancer gene, 25 year old Lacey Whitman creates a bucket list with her friends: everything she wants to do with her remaining days. 336 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $ 4.95

3927196 THE AU PAIR. By Emma Roux.7 The au pair, Seraphine, is going through her deceased father’s belongings and uncovers a family photograph that raises dangerous questions. 360 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $ 4.95

3917444 BETHLEHEM. By Karen Kelly. A young woman arrives at the grand ancestral home of her husband’s family, hoping to fortify her emotional and exhilarating year of her life. 343 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $ 4.95

3923290 MONTAUK. By Nicola Harrison. Montauk, Cong Island, 1938. For three months, this humdrum fishing village will serve as the playground for New York City’s wealthy elite. Beatrice is looking forward to a summer of reigniting the passion between her and her husband, but he will be pursuing other interests in the city. Desperate to experience moments of happiness, Beatrice soon discovers that such moments may be all she has. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $ 4.95

3917385 CHILDREN OF THE SIEGE. By Catherine Louisa Pinks. A republication of the work originally published in 1894. Meet the indomitable and feisty detective Lovendy Brooke: able to assume a multitude of disguises and possessed of analytical powers rivaling those of the great Sherlock Holmes, she masters every baffling situation and outwits each complexing crime. 213 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $ 11.95

3918726 STAR TREK THE UNSETTLING STARS. By Alan Dean Foster. Captain James T. Kirk and an inexperienced crew command a repaired U.S.S. Enterprise out of space dock for a simple shakedown cruise. When the Enterprise must slip into a large colony ship of alien refugees, Kirk and the crew find that the situation with the peaceable aliens is far more complicated than they bargained for. 292 pages. S & S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $ 9.95

3930181 CHALLENGERS OF THE UNKNOWN ARCHIVES, VOLUME 1. By Dave Wood et al. From the Silver Age of Comics comes six complete issues of DC’s adventurous foursome as they take on creatures of the deep, powerful giant robots, meek middle-class aliens and more. Collects Showcase #6-7 and #11-12; plus Challengers of the Unknown #1-2. 161 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99 $ 9.95

3930343 GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY, VOL. 1. By D. Abnett & A. Lanning. Who should answer the call of the galaxy in general when a walking tree and a gun-toting raccoon? Rocket Raccoon, Drax the Destroyer, Groot, Gamora, Adam Warlock, Mantis, the all-new Quasar, Cosmo the telepathic space dog and many more in the galaxy’s most dangerous line. Collects Guardians of the Galaxy (2008) #1-12. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $ 7.95

3923260 DC SAVAGE: THE SENTRY. By Dennis O’Neil. The greatest hero of the 1970s, a brilliant scientist, and an unparalleled adventurer, the Man of Bronze lives on in these tales, originally published in the 1980s. Joined by his most venerable companions, Savage leads an assault on a Nazi stronghold, only to find a calamitous doomsday weapon. Collects DC Savage #1-4. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $ 5.95

3923103 KILL ZONE. By K.J. Anderson & D. Beason. Deep within a mountain near Albuquerque, New Mexico, a Cold War-era nuclear weapons storage facility is being used to receive nuclear waste from across the U.S. But Hydra Mountain was never meant to secure hold this high-level nuclear material, and when a plane crashes at a nearby military base, it sets off a lockdown—and a possible disaster. 319 pages.Forge. Pub. at $27.99 $ 5.95

3925503 THE FERROUS RIFLE. By Louis Untermeyer. A handful of tribesmen and an Irish girl whose father was killed after telling her a few vague landmarks, are searching for the lost treasure buried by an army officer who discovered the Montezuma treasure in Mexico. But they are not alone. Even friends will kill for gold. 245 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $ 3.95


3930602 SUPERMAN: Secret Identity. By Kurt Busiek. Despite his name, Clark Kent from Kansas is just a normal kid—until the day he can fly, see through walls, and shrug off speeding bullets. Follow Clark across the decades as this man with powers tries to prove he can make the world a safer place. Collects issues #1-4. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $ 6.95
NEW FICTION

3930211 DAMIAN, SON OF BATMAN: The Deluxe Edition. By Andy Kubert. Batman is dead, fallen at the hands of a mysterious enemy. It's up to Robin, Damian Wayne, son of Bruce Wayne and Talia al Ghul, to take up the search for Batman's killer. Damien knows that Gotham City must always have a Batman. Collects Damian: Son of Batman #1-4 and Batman #666 and #700. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95


3930645 TEEN TITANS: Year One. By Art Baltazar. Grown-ups can come to the Teen Titans and be heroes, but what about the kids? Does anyone care about the big questions of America begin behaving worse than villains, can these young trainees set things right? DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

3930733 ODIN, DOG HERO OF THE FIRES. By Emma Blundell Smith, illus. by C. Salazar. In October 2017, the Turbo Fire raged across northern California, forcing thousands of people to evacuate their homes in search of safety. This is the true story of how a dog named Odin and his herd of goals miraculously survived the fire. Ages 6-12. Fully illus. in color. 74 pages. 8 x 10 1/2 x 1/4. $14.95

3930904 LOIS LANE: A Celebration of 75 Years. By Jerry Siegel et al. Fearless, tenacious and unshakably principled, Lois Lane is far more than just Superman’s girlfriend. This special anniversary collection features more than 20 of the gutsy Daily Planet reporter’s greatest stories, from her no-nonsense 1930s debut and zany Silver Age schemes to modern adventures as a dauntless working woman. 369 pages. MORRIS. $17.95

3929758 THE GHOSTS OF SHERWOOD. By Carrie Vaughn. Novella. Robin of Locksley and his one true love, Marian, are married. It has been close on two decades since they beat the Sheriff of Nottingham with the help of a diverse band of talented friends. There is a string of seemingly never ending string of get rich quick schemes out of the Fort Baxter motor pool and under the nose of his beleaguered superiors. Once Robin and Marian are going to need the help of a few dozen rules, their partners strike up a deep friendship and flirt with an unexpected attraction of their own. 104 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

3929448 SHOWCASE PRESENTS THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER VOLUME TWO. By Bill Finger, Martin Nodell, Martin Nodell, Barry Winiker, and Michelelin et al. When an average GI’s face is irreparably damaged by a grenade blast during WWII he takes on a new identity, the ultimate covert operative. The Unknown Soldier. Collects Showcase #189-204 and The Unknown Soldier #205-226. In B&W & 552 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

3928291 NOTHING COMPARES TO THE DUKE. By Christy Carlyle. Bella has never forgiven Robin of Locksley and his one true love, Marian, are married. It has been close on two decades since they beat the Sheriff of Nottingham with the help of a diverse band of talented friends. There is a string of seemingly never ending string of get rich quick schemes out of the Fort Baxter motor pool and under the nose of his beleaguered superiors. Once Robin and Marian are going to need the help of a few dozen rules, their partners strike up a deep friendship and flirt with an unexpected attraction of their own. 104 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

3929758 THE GHOSTS OF SHERWOOD. By Carrie Vaughn. Novella. Robin of Locksley and his one true love, Marian, are married. It has been close on two decades since they beat the Sheriff of Nottingham with the help of a diverse band of talented friends. There is a string of seemingly never ending string of get rich quick schemes out of the Fort Baxter motor pool and under the nose of his beleaguered superiors. Once Robin and Marian are going to need the help of a few dozen rules, their partners strike up a deep friendship and flirt with an unexpected attraction of their own. 104 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

NEW DVDs

DVD 3933105 JOHN WAYNE’S SUSPENSE COLLECTION. Collects four films: Man in the Vault; Ring of Fire; Track of the Cat; and Plunder of the Sun. All films were produced by John Wayne’s personal company, Batjac Productions. Although Wayne himself doesn’t star in these films, plenty of other popular stars do, including Robert Mitchum, Mickey Spillane, and Glenn Ford. Not rated. In Color and B&W. CC. Over 5 hours. DVD. $7.95

DVD 3925580 VIKINGS: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. Journey to a thrilling ancient world in this epic series about history’s bravest and most brutally fearsome warriors. With shocking betrayals, action-packed fights and temptations beyond the imagination, it will keep you on the edge of your seat! Collects all 19 episodes from Seasons One and two. In B&W & SD. 13 hours. MGM. Four DVDs. $19.95

DVD 3929922 BONANZA: The Official First Season, Volume 1. Fullscreen. Welcome to the Ponderosa! The story of rancher Ben Cartwright (Lorne Greene), his sons Adam (Pernell Roberts), Hoss (Dan Blocker) and Little Joe (Michael Landon), and their sprawling 1,000-square-mile spread. This set collects the first 16 episodes from Season One. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 3929973 MANKIND: The First Season. Fullscreen. Cool, no-nonsense private detective Joel MacKinnonick is a tough talker who works within the large detective agency Interact. He has street smart and class, but he constantly fights with his boss who leans on the company’s profits, while MacKinnonick has to get his gun ever closer to the edge. Collects all 24 Season One episodes. Over 20 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 3929949 GENTLE BEN: Season One. Fullscreen. He’s a lovable 650-pound American black bear—and a member of the Weddell family. He’s Gentle Ben, and together with his human friends he takes the everyday dangers of real nature that thrive in the beautiful but unforgiving wilderness of the Florida Everglades. Collects all 28 Season One episodes. SD. 11 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 3929906 THE 4400: The Complete Series. Widescreen. When a comet hurtles toward Earth, what the world thinks will be the end of civilization turns into the beginning of an incredible conspiracy. In one instant, 4400 missing people reappear in a flash of light and Homeland Security’s new mission is to uncover how and why. Stars Joel Gretsch and Mahesheta Ali. Over 32 hours on fourteen DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

DVD 3929898 ST. BILGI AND THE PHIL SILVERS SHOW: THE THIRD SEASON. Fullscreen. The crazy and lovable St. Biklo works a seemingly never ending string of get rich quick schemes out of the Fort Baxter motor pool and under the nose of his beleaguered superiors. Once Robin and Marian are going to need the help of a few dozen rules, their partners strike up a deep friendship and flirt with an unexpected attraction of their own. 104 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

DVD 3929307 FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS, Widescreen. Academy Award winner Meryl Streep delivers a hilarious and touching performance as a New York socialite who dreams of becoming a great opera singer. While the voice she hears in her head is beautiful, to everyone else it is hilariously awful. Also stars Hugh Grant. CC. 110 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

DVD 3930041 PETTICOAT JUNCTION: The Official First Season. Fullscreen. It’s time to hitch a ride on the Hooterville Commonwealth. Shady Rest Hotel owner Kate Bradley (Bea Benaderet) works hard to keep her guests happy; she has to work even harder to keep her Uncle Joe (Edgar Buchanan in line). But it’s Kate’s three beautiful daughters who are the hotel’s main attraction. Collects all 38 Season One episodes. In B&W. Sixteen hours on 5 DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98 $5.95

DVD 3929779 CSI–MIAMI: The Complete First Season. This CSI team, headed by lead criminalist Horatio Caine (David Caruso), tackles the fascinating, compelling approach to crime known as forensic science. The burned out streets of Miami lurk a captivating, 25-episode premiere season of spellbinding mysteries and baffling clues. Over 18 hours on seven DVDs. Alliance. Pub. at $22.99. $4.95

DVD 3929876 THE TUDORS: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. This delicious and dramatic series reveals the early years of history’s most beloved monarch and forever changed the course of history. Passionate, vibrant and scandalous–this is definitely not the Henry VIII you’ve read about in your history books. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Stars Jonathan Rhys Meyers and Catriona Balfe. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 3929957 HAWAII FIVE-O: Seasons 5–8. Fullscreen. Jack Lord, James MacArthur, and Kam Fong star as the police squad who clean up the dirtiest crimes in paradise. Don’t miss the show’s most thrilling episodes in this one of a kind collection. Includes 95 unforgettable episodes. Over eighty hours on 24 DVDs. Paramount. $7.95
NEW DVDS


DVD 3929930 CHARMED: Seasons Five-Eight. Fullscreen. The Charmed Ones—Phoebe (Alyssa Milano), Piper (Holly Marie Combs) and Paige (Rose McGowan)—are simply bewitching and they’re here to stay. The thrilling supernatural siblings battle the forces of evil in this intense and adventurous series. Collects all 90 episodes from Seasons Five through Eight. Over 63 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Paramount. **$7.95**

DVD 3925404 THE APARTMENT. Widescreen. Winner of five Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this film is legendary director Billy Wilder at his most scathing and satirical best. Stars Jack Lemmon, Fred MacMurray, Shirley MacLaine and Ray Walston. Not Rated. In B&W. CC. 125 minutes. MGM. **$9.95**

DVD 3919471 BLADE OF HONOR (TRIPLE PACK). Widescreen. The Last Warrior sets off on a perilous journey to save his family in this dark ages action-filled flick. In I am Dragon princess Miroslava is kidnapped by a dragon and held captive on a remote island where she meets a mysterious young man. The Gaelic King is set in the dark ages and follows a young warrior seeking vengeance for his family’s murder. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Russian. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Digital Media. **$5.95**

DVD 3933016 MOTHER. Widescreen. Academy Award winners Jennifer Lawrence and Javier Bardem deliver unforgettable performances in Academy Award-nominated Darren Aronofsky’s film which shattered audiences and critics around the world. Experience the visually arresting psychological thriller that will leave your heart pounding and your mind blown. Rated R. CC. 121 minutes. Paramount. **$5.95**

DVD 3929787 CRIMINAL MINDS: Season 5. Widescreen. Now is the time to get inside the minds of the FBI’s most brilliant agents with these 23 amazing Season Five episodes. The team members—Hotch, Rossi, Garcia, Prentiss, Reid, Morgan and Jareau—are handling their most challenging cases to date. Stars Thomas Gibson, Joe Mantegna and Paget Brewster. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. **$4.95**

DVD 3930033 PENNY DREADFUL: The Final Season. Widescreen. Confronting new horrors in new lands, Ethan Chandler, Dr. Frankenstein, Dorian Gray, Dracula and the Creature are racing to exterminate a deadly Lily must face each- and- embrace- their- own- most- truly- monstrous selves. Welcome to the most thrilling season yet! Collects all nine episodes from the Third and Final Season. Over eight hours on three DVDs. Paramount. **$5.95**

DVD 3930017 PENNY DREADFUL: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. A new evil steps from the shadows to haunt Victorian London in all 10 episodes of the terrifying Second Season. Stars Reeve Carney, Timothy Dalton, and Josh Hartnett. CC. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. **$5.95**

DVD 3930009 PENNY DREADFUL: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. An erotically charged, profoundly unsettling new saga, this series completely reinvents literature’s most electric and terrifying characters. Dorian Gray, Victor Frankenstein and timeless figures from Dracula join a core of original characters in a brutal quest to save a soul. Collects all eight Season One episodes. Stars Reeve Carney,oline Gray, Victor Frankenstein and timeless figures from Dracula join a core of original characters in a brutal quest to save a soul. Collects all eight Season One episodes. Stars Reeve Carney, over 9 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. **$5.95**

DVD 3928426 TEEN WOLF: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Scott was just a regular guy until one bite changed his life forever. Now he struggles to understand who he is and what he might become. Is he more a wolf than human or is it the other way around? Whichever it is, it’s not going to be easy. This boxed set features all episodes of the entire series. English SDH. Over seventy-one hours on 27 DVDs. MGM. **$79.95**

DVD 3925536 THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS/HANNIBAL/MANHUNTER. Considered one of the greatest and most influential films of all time, The Silence of the Lambs stars Jodie Foster, Anthony Hopkins and Scott Glenn. Hopkins returns as Dr. Lecter in the acclaimed sequel, Hannibal, picking up 10 years later where the demented killer’s reign of terror was left off. Manhunter reunites Hopkins with director Alan Park and star William Petersen in the first adaptation of the psychological thriller. All Rated R. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. **$9.95**

DVD 392986X NUMB3R5: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Rob Morrow is Don Eppes, an FBI agent who recruits his mathematically gifted brother Charlie (David Krumholtz) to help the Bureau solve a wide range of challenging crimes in Los Angeles—thus tackling the most baffling criminal cases from two very distinctive perspectives. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. **$4.95**

DVD 3929424 VEGAS: The First Season, Volumes 1 & 2. Widescreen. From land disputing business frauds to call-girl murders and celebrity murders, Michael Mann’s scintillating series exposes the underbelly of the shimmering desert oasis in Nevada. Robert Urich stars as private eye Dan Tanna, cleaning up the streets of Sin City in his classic red ’57 Thunderbird. Set includes the first 11 episodes of Season One. CC. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. **$4.95**

DVD 3919404 HORNET. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. **$7.95**

DVD 3913866 THE MISEDUCATION OF CAMERON POST. In 1993, a teenage girl is forced into a gay conversion therapy center by her conservative guardians. At the facility, Cameron is subjected to dubious “debasing” methods. She connects with a group of teens and they bond together as they fight to survive. Stars Chloe Grace Moretz. Not Rated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. **$4.95**

DVD 3913832 SCARY STORIES. Widescreen. Explore the history of one of the most controversial works of modern children’s literature: the best-selling classic Scary Stories to Tell in The Dark, which scared a generation of young readers and became one of most popular books of all time. The truth behind the horror hallmark of a generation. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.99 **$4.95**

DVD 3919390 SCRAWL. Widescreen. Liam is a high school student who makes his own comic books, but soon finds that the deaths depicted in their pages are coming to life, and targeting his friends. He’s forced to face what he has created, while staying alive long enough to rewrite the ending before it’s too late. Not Rated. 82 minutes. WildEye. **$4.95**

DVD 3919374 NEAR EXTINCTION. Widescreen. In this post-apocalyptic creature thriller humans engineer an ice age to eradicate a plague, only to have the ice age be just as deadly. A group of rag-tag survivors search for a safe haven, only to encounter many dangers on their way, including rigged mutants and a pack of mutated creatures known as Green Eyes. Not Rated. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.99 **$4.95**

DVD 3926668 RAWTHE: The Eighth and Final Season. Fullscreen. Saddle up and hold on tight for the Final Season, loaded with danger, excitement and the Western values of the West. Eastwood leads the way as the brave and high-minded trail boss Rowdy Yates in this Golden Globe nominated classic that features all 13 episodes from Season Eight. In B&W. English SDH. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. **$4.95**

DVD 3926583 THE IMAGE REVOLUTION. Widescreen. Through rare archival footage and brand new interviews with all seven founders of Image Comics, as well as industry insiders, comics historians and current Image Comics creators, this film brilliantly tells the story of the rise, fall and triumphant return of one of the most successful publishers in comics history. English SDH. 83 minutes. Shout Factory. **$5.95**
**NEW DVDS**

**DVDR525447** BRONZE TRIPLE THREAT COLLECTION. Fullscreen. In Death Wish 2, the now widowed Kersey (Charles Bronson) faces yet another family tragedy, which throws him into a deadly vendetta until he can bring another thug to justice. When an old friend is brutally attacked in Death Wish 3, Kersey brings out the heavy artillery. In Death Wish 4: The Crown, Kersey becomes a one-man demolition force against ruthless drug traffickers. All Rated R. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. MGMT. Pub. at $15.98

**$5.95**

**DVDR392545** FORCE 10 FROM NAVARONE. Widescreen. Harrison Ford and Robert Shaw star as fearless WWII commandos in this thrilling follow-up to The Guns of Navarone. As Hitler’s armies storm through Europe, a US Colonel (Ford) plots to strike a crippling blow to the brutal Nazi forces. Also stars Barbara Bach and Edward Fox. Approximately two hours. MGMT. Pub. at $14.98

**$5.95**

**DVDR392286** BEN-HUR. Widescreen. Judah Ben-Hur (Jack Huston) is enslaved by the Romans and returns to his homeland seeking revenge against his brother. CC. 124 minutes on two DVDs. Paramount. **$5.95**

**DVDR391556** ON WINGS OF EAGLES. Widescreen. After winning Olympic gold in the 1924 Paris Olympics, Eric Liddell (Joseph Fiennes) returns to China, where he was born, to teach schoolchildren. After the Japanese invade China in 1937 Liddell ministers civilian victins and is eventually placed in a Japanese internment camp for two years. This is the astonishing story of his incredible legacy through hope. English SDH. 96 minutes. Goodland. **$5.95**

**DVDR392281** AREA 51. Widescreen. Three young conspiracy theorists attempt to uncover the mysteries of Area 51, the government’s top secret location rumored to have hosted encounters with extraterrestrials. What they find at this hidden facility exposes horrifying secrets. You can experience their harrowing adventure in the footage pieced together from these chilling events. Rated R. CC. 93 minutes. Paramount. **$5.95**

**DVDR392941** NCIS: The Ninth Season. Widescreen. Special Agent Jethro Gibbs (Mark Harmon) continues to lead the team at the NCIS as they probe into intense military matters, including national security breaches, a secret society of superheroes and brutal murders. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. Over nine hours on six DVDs. Paramount. **$14.98**

**DVDR392909** MACGYVER: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Angus MacGyver (Richard Dean Anderson) is a secret agent whose wits are his deadliest weapon. He’s part Boy Scout, part genius. All hero. Armed with only a knapsack filled with everyday items he picks up along the way, he improvises his way out of every peril the bad guys throw at him. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. **$4.95**

**DVDR392834** BEOWULF. Widescreen. Academy-award winning director Robert Zemeckis’ masterful use of digitally enhanced live-action transports you to a world beyond imagination and brings the fierce battlegrounds of an ancient time to breathtaking life. Stars Antonio Banderas, Angelina Jolie and John Malkovich. Not Rated. CC. 114 minutes. Paramount. **$5.95**

**DVDR392933** REIGN: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Ever since Mary Stuart, Queen of Scotland, was a little girl, the English have hated her and her country. As a teenager, Mary is sent to France to wed its next king to save herself and her people. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Stars Adrienne Wilkinson as the Queen, Rupert Penry-Jones as the Prince, and Toby Regbo. Over fifteen hours on 5 DVDs. Warner. **$5.95**

Emotionally expansive, working on his broadest canvas with masterly skill. Featuring a brilliant all-star cast, this film pins a tale of threeDVD

This ultimate revenge fantasy is one of the all-time great horror classics! Rated R. 98 minutes. MGM.

HANNAH AND HER SISTERS.

This period of stability until their bosses wife becomes the innocent victim of war. But U.S. Marshal Raylan Givens must take on even greater criminal forces looking to seize power, from a hell-bent nemesis to a brutal new adversary. Stars Timothy Olyphant and Nick Swardson. Collects all Season Two episodes. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

CARRIE. Widescreen. All hell breaks loose when a tortured, mistreated young girl unleashes her secret telekinetic powers against her psychotic mother (Piper Laurie) and sadistic classmates. Based on the best-selling Stephen King novel, this ultimate revenge fantasy is one of the all-time great horror classics! Rated R. 98 minutes. MGM. $5.95

INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Under cover of darkness, while an unsuspecting city sleeps, an alien life form begins to sow the seeds of death. Stars Donald Sutherland, Brooke Adams, Leonard Nimoy and Jeff Goldblum in this shocking, first-rate thriller suspense film. CC. 117 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $6.95

LAKE PLACID: LEGACY. Widescreen. Having a group of young explorers venture to a mysterious lake, they discover an island harboring an abandoned lab facility with a horrific legacy: the island is home to a deadly new creature. Before they can turn back, the crew gets dragged into a battle for their lives. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

POINT MAN. Widescreen. When a group of soldiers are left to die in the Vietnamese jungle after a fire fight, they find themselves paired with Silas Meeks, a soldier with a propensity for treachery. Lost in the jungle, they stumble across an American platoon with a dark secret. An unexpected showdown ensues. Stars Christopher Long, Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

TEARS OF THE SUN: Special Edition. Widescreen. Loved veteran Navy S.E.A.L. Lt. A.K. Waters (Bruce Willis) is sent into the heart of war-torn Africa on a hazardous assignment: rescue Dr. Lena Hendricks (Monica Bellucci), a U.S. citizen who runs a mission. Together they begin a dangerous trek through the deadly jungle, all the while being pursued by a deadly militia group. Rated R. CC. 121 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

HAANNAH AND HER SISTERS. Widescreen. Featuring a brilliant all-star cast, this film spins a tale of three unforgettable women and showcases Woody Allen "at his most emotionally expansive, working on his broadest canvas with mastery.” Newsweek. Stars Mia Farrow, Barbara Hershey and Saanne West. CC. 107 minutes. MGM. $5.95

1 BILLION ORGASMS. Widescreen. Follows Aaron, the creator of a device that helps couples trigger female ejaculation, to Las Vegas where he promotes his invention at the world’s largest adult novelty expo. The story that unfolds reveals a man at odds with what he says he wants and the consequences of that conflict for both him and the people around him. Not Rated. CC. 96 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

A CAM LIFE. Widescreen. Pulls back the curtain and delves further into the web of business than any other documentary has done before. Filmmakers Billy Sorenson and Any Weiss give you full access to the industry’s top studio owners, cam sites and cam houses, traveling to Colombia, Romania and all over the U.S. Not Rated. CC. 78 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

FLYING SWORDS OF DRAGON GATE/TRUE LEGEND. Widescreen. In Flying Swords of Dragon Gate one little star in the vigilant General Zhao who is determined to restore order to the royal throne by tracking down corrupt officials. In True Legends Vincent Zhao stars as Su Chuan. He must honor his family by taking on his brother in a battle. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

BETTIE PAGE: Dark Angel. Widescreen. Recalls, in episodes, Betty Page’s last three years as a pin-up queen and tells the fascinating story of her life in her own words, from World War II’s Manila Hilton to the ultimate in 1950s pin-up glamour. Betty Page. In Mandarin with English subtitles. $9.95

A CENTURY OF WAR. DVD. Pub. at $24.98

THE AMITYVILLE HORROR TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. James Brolin, Margot Kidder and Rod Steiger fall prey to the powers of darkness in the 1979 classic The Amityville Horror. Then hold on tight for the chilling prequel, Amityville II: The Possession starring James Brolin as Mike Warren. Finally, in Amityville III: The Demon, a skeptical journalist buys the infamous house and discovers it really is the gateway to hell! Most Rated R. Over five hours on 3 DVDs (two double-sided). MGM. $5.95

GREG THE BUNNY: Best of Greg the Bunny and Mr. Grump. DVD. In Color and B&W. 75 minutes. Cult Epics. Pub. at $24.98


THE SQUAD. Widescreen. All contact with the base high in the Andes wastelands of Colombia has been lost. The authorities, believing the base has fallen under attack, send a nine-man squad to investigate. When they arrive, the men discover a shocking scene of carnage and murder: a mule train, a mutiny, and the base destroyed long ago. Stars Paige Richards. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. 75 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.98

THE AMITYVILLE III: THE DEMON. Widescreen. In this prequel, investigators are sent to seize power, from a hell-bent nemesis to a brutal new adversary. Stars Timothy Olyphant and Nick Swardson. Collects all Season Two episodes. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

THE LIFELONG TALENTS OF DR. LENA HENDRICKS. DVD. Pub. at $24.98

A CENTURY OF WAR DVD. Pub. at $24.98
**NEW DVDS**

**DVD 3926904 THE MARINE 5: Battleground.** Widescreen. After returning stateside and now working as an EMT, Jake Carter (Mike "the Miz" Mizanin) finds himself trapped into action against the Bug horde. But the time, the Bugs are waiting for them. If they want to live, they'll have to use their heads before the bugs do! Stars Billy Brown and Richard Burgi. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99

**DVD 3929663 PUZZLE.** Widescreen. After years of concerning herself exclusively with the needs and wants of her husband and sons, Agnes has found something that she wants to do—puzzling. Each day she spends hours for hours solving a puzzle. Agnes later goes further along on the road to a new understanding of herself. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99

**DVD 3925528 RONIN.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Cold War may be over, but a new world order keeps a group of covert mercenaries employed by the highest bidder. These operatives, known as Ronin, are assembled in France for a seemingly routine mission—steal a top-secret briefcase. But the simple task soon proves explosive. Stars Robert DeNiro and Jean Reno. Rated R. English SDH. double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.99

**DVD 39325412 BILL & TED'S EXCELLENT DOUBLE FEATURE.** Widescreen. In Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure two teenage slackers are back in a triumphant sequel. Stars Keanu Reeves, Alex Winter and George Carlin. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. MGM. $5.99

**DVD 39325410 COMING HOME FOR CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. Sisters Kate and Melanie haven't spoken to each other for years. Their parents have let their daughters' silence drive them apart too, resulting in a sad situation leading up to the battle, troop deployment, and the story of the battle itself. Includes: Countdown to Ted; The Tet Offensive; and The Fall of Saigon. Color and B&W. 180 minutes on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 3929515 ICE SOLDIERS.** Widescreen. Buried beneath the Arctic ice since the Cold War, genetically modified Soviet soldiers have emerged once again, ready to unleash destruction. They're on a top-secret mission with potentially devastating consequences, and only one intrepid scientist can stop the carnage. Stars Dominic Purcell, Michael Ironside, and Adam Beach. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99

**DVD 3926605 KOREA: The Forgotten War.** Fullscreen. News of this collection of newsreels and U.S. Government footage, you will relive America's experiences in Korea from the earliest days of intervention in 1950 to the signing of the Armistice in 1953. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. $4.95

**DVD 3926981 SEVEN PSYCHOPATHS.** Widescreen. (Colin Farrell) getaway becomes a hilarious lesson they'll never forget – thanks to a guardian angel from the future. Then in 1950 to the signing of the Armistice in 1953. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 3929501 COMING HOME FOR CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. Sisters Kate and Melanie haven’t spoken to each other for years. Their parents have let their daughters’ silence drive them apart too, resulting in a separation. Now, Kate is determined to reunite the entire family for Christmas at their old family home. There’s just one problem: someone else is living there now. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99

**DVD 3919358 HOME INVASION.** Widescreen. When a wealthy woman and her stepson are targeted by a trio of expert thieves in their remote mansion, her only form of help comes from a call with a security systems specialist. But as the intruders become increasingly hostile, will she trust him to be her eyes and navigate her to safety? Stars Natasha Henstridge and Jason Patric. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**DVD 39331900 GITANE DEMONE: Hero of the Federation.** Widescreen. Based on the novel by Bret Easton Ellis, this interweaving tale unfolds in 1980s L.A.: a city ruled by addictions of every kind, where youth is wasted, and B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 39325408 GET SHORTY.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Drug smuggling, Racketeering, Loan shark. Welcome to Hollywood! In a back door of a strip club Travis leads an all-star cast in the hysterical comedy that insists it doesn’t take much to make it in the movies—just a background with the Mob. Other stars include Gene Hackman, Rene Russo, Randy Skretvedt and Richard W. Bann, along with alternate sound tracks and music tracks. In B&W. Over eight hours on 6 DVDs. Miyagi Visual. Pub. at $59.98

**DVD 3926578 BATTLEFIELD VIETNAM: Tet! Fullscreen. Each episode features portraits of the leaders and commanders; explanations of weapons and tactics; a review of the political and military situation leading up to the battle, troop deployment, and the story of the battle itself. Includes: Countdown to Tet; The Tet Offensive; and The Fall of Saigon. Color and B&W. 180 minutes on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 3929408 DECEPTIVE REASONS.** Fullscreen. Celebrate the legendary comedic career of Bob Hope with three of his most hilarious films, completely remastered and B&W. 180 minutes on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 393005X RETURN OF THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E.: The Fifteen Years Later Affair.** Fullscreen. U.N.C.L.E.’s top two enforcers have been out of the spy business for 15 years. Called in from the cold, Solo (Robert Vaughn) recruits the assistance of former partner (Julia Kunau/McCallum), Together, they must race the clock to stop an old enemy from triggering a nuclear catastrophe. 96 minutes. Paramount.

**DVD 392963X STARBURST TROOPERS 2: Hero of the Federation.** Widescreen. In this rapid-fire sequel to the cult favorite, the Federation’s best Mobile Infantry unit gets stuck into action against the Bug horde. But the time, the Bugs are waiting for them. If they want to live, they’ll have to use their heads before the bugs do! Stars Billy Brown and Richard Burgi. In B&W. 91 minutes. Columbia. $7.95

**DVD 3929514 INDECENT PROPOSAL.** Wide screen. Bill (Travolta) and his new girlfriend (Sarandon) get more than they bargained for in this follow-up to the first-nighter from the future. Then in 1950 to the signing of the Armistice in 1953. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 3931897 CAMILLE 2000.** Widescreen. A collectible tin. Shout! Factory. $4.95

**DVD 3929463 GET SHORTY.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Drug smuggling, Racketeering, Loan shark. Welcome to Hollywood! In a back door of a strip club Travis leads an all-star cast in the hysterical comedy that insists it doesn’t take much to make it in the movies—just a background with the Mob. Other stars include Gene Hackman, Rene Russo, Randy Skretvedt and Richard W. Bann, along with alternate soundtracks and music tracks. In B&W. Over eight hours on 6 DVDs. Miyagi Visual. Pub. at $59.98

**DVD 3919501 COMING HOME FOR CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. Sisters Kate and Melanie haven’t spoken to each other for years. Their parents have let their daughters’ silence drive them apart too, resulting in a separation. Now, Kate is determined to reunite the entire family for Christmas at their old family home. There’s just one problem: someone else is living there now. NG-rated. CC. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

**DVD 3929523 THE FORMER WARRIORS.** Widescreen. Based on the novel by Bret Easton Ellis, this interweaving tale unfolds in 1980s L.A.: a city ruled by addictions of every kind, where youth is wasted, and B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 3922507 THE TET OFFENSIVE.** Widescreen. After returning stateside and now working as an EMT, Jake Carter (Mike “the Miz” Mizanin) finds himself trapped into action against the Bug horde. But the time, the Bugs are waiting for them. If they want to live, they’ll have to use their heads before the bugs do! Stars Billy Brown and Richard Burgi. In B&W. 91 minutes. Columbia. $7.95

**DVD 3929528 RONIN.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Cold War may be over, but a new world order keeps a group of covert mercenaries employed by the highest bidder. These operatives, known as Ronin, are assembled in France for a seemingly routine mission—steal a top-secret briefcase. But the simple task soon proves explosive. Stars Robert DeNiro and Jean Reno. Rated R. English SDH. double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.99

**DVD 3929529 THE LEGEND OF ZORRO.** Widescreen. Alejandro de la Vega (Antonio Banderas) faces his greatest challenge yet: the beautiful Elena (Catherine Zeta-Jones) has thrown him out of the house and found comfort in the arms of the dazzling Count Armand! But Alejandro knows that dashing Count Armand! But Alejandro knows that Elena (Catherine Zeta-Jones) has thrown him out of the house and found comfort in the arms of the dazzling Count Armand! But Alejandro knows that

The story of the Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders is far from being told. In this documentary, we meet the women who have been part of this iconic team for decades. From their rigorous training to their performances on the field, the cheerleaders have become an inspiration to many. The documentary explores the challenges they face and the pride they take in their work. Rated R, English SDH. 101 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

FILL THE VOID.

When the older sister of Shiraz, an 18-year-old Hasidic Israeli, dies suddenly in childbirth, Shiraz must decide if she can and should marry her widowed brother in law. Shiraz, who also generates tension with her extended family. In Hebrew with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Sony Pictures.

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: The Complete Season.

Travel to the distant land of Hyrule where the adventures never end! Join Link and Princess Zelda as they fight to protect the Mushroom Kingdom! Over 5 hours on three DVDs. NCircle Entertainment.

THE ADVENTURES OF SUPER MARIO BROS. 3: The Complete Series.

Join Mario and Luigi in this complete series collection as they fight to protect the Mushroom Kingdom! Over 5 hours on three DVDs. NCircle Entertainment.

GET SHORTY: The Complete Season.

The story of Miles Daly (Chris O'Dowd) who works as the muscle for two dangerous criminals. He builds a new life and attempts to change professions and become a movie producer, laundering money through a Hollywood film. Includes all Season One episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. MGM.

NOT ANOTHER TEEN MOVIE.

When a popular jock decides he can turn a social outcast into the next prom queen, all raunch busts loose in this unrated, uncut, and unapologetic hit comedy that goes farther than any teen movie before, especially at skewering the bottomless teen cliches of the day. Stars Jaime Pressly. CC. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures.

THE FOREIGNER.

Steven Seagal is Jon Gold, a secret agent for who’s as cunning as he is deadly. Political corruption, murder and a bounty of backstabbing bad guys swarm around a mysterious package that Gold is hired to deliver from France to Germany. Some will do anything to stop him, but getting in Gold’s way is a hazardous decision. Rated R. 90 minutes. Columbia.

ULYSSES: A Dark Odyssey.

Ulysses is a Dark Odyssey. Ulysses, the story of Odysseus, the hero of ancient Greek mythology, takes center stage in this thrilling film. Ulysses is a man of many faces, a homecoming hero, a master of disguise, and a man of many secrets. In Widescreen. Jay Segal and Annie (Cameron Diaz) decide to spice up their marriage by making a sex video of themselves. Like a great idea until they discover their most private video has gone viral and they are.com billed as the sexiest couple on the internet. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures.

THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY.

Clint Eastwood returns as the Man With No Name in one of the most successful Westerns ever mounted. This time, he’s teaming with two other gunslingers (Lee Van Cleef and Eli Wallach) to pursue a cache of $200,000—and no one will be left standing in their way. Rated R. CC. 179 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98

THE ADVENTURES OF MARIO BROS.

THE COMPLETE SERIES.

Join Mario and Luigi in this complete series collection as they fight to protect the Mushroom Kingdom! Over 5 hours on three DVDs. NCircle Entertainment.

MAMMA MIA! HERE WE GO AGAIN.

DNA was a hit musical about a family of Greek immigrants who come to the United States in search of a better life. The family is led by the matriarch, played by Meryl Streep, who is joined by her three daughters, played by Cher, Julia Roberts, and Rose Byrne. In English. 106 minutes. Columbia.

THE FOREIGNER.

Steven Seagal is Jon Gold, a secret agent for who’s as cunning as he is deadly. Political corruption, murder and a bounty of backstabbing bad guys swarm around a mysterious package that Gold is hired to deliver from France to Germany. Some will do anything to stop him, but getting in Gold’s way is a hazardous decision. Rated R. 90 minutes. Columbia.

ULYSSES: A Dark Odyssey.

Ulysses is a Dark Odyssey. Ulysses, the story of Odysseus, the hero of ancient Greek mythology, takes center stage in this thrilling film. Ulysses is a man of many faces, a homecoming hero, a master of disguise, and a man of many secrets. In Widescreen. Jay Segal and Annie (Cameron Diaz) decide to spice up their marriage by making a sex video of themselves. Like a great idea until they discover their most private video has gone viral and they are.com billed as the sexiest couple on the internet. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures.

THE ADVENTURES OF MARIO BROS.

THE COMPLETE SERIES.

Join Mario and Luigi in this complete series collection as they fight to protect the Mushroom Kingdom! Over 5 hours on three DVDs. NCircle Entertainment.

MAMMA MIA! HERE WE GO AGAIN.

DNA was a hit musical about a family of Greek immigrants who come to the United States in search of a better life. The family is led by the matriarch, played by Meryl Streep, who is joined by her three daughters, played by Cher, Julia Roberts, and Rose Byrne. In English. 106 minutes. Columbia.

THE FOREIGNER.

Steven Seagal is Jon Gold, a secret agent for who’s as cunning as he is deadly. Political corruption, murder and a bounty of backstabbing bad guys swarm around a mysterious package that Gold is hired to deliver from France to Germany. Some will do anything to stop him, but getting in Gold’s way is a hazardous decision. Rated R. 90 minutes. Columbia.

ULYSSES: A Dark Odyssey.

Ulysses is a Dark Odyssey. Ulysses, the story of Odysseus, the hero of ancient Greek mythology, takes center stage in this thrilling film. Ulysses is a man of many faces, a homecoming hero, a master of disguise, and a man of many secrets. In Widescreen. Jay Segal and Annie (Cameron Diaz) decide to spice up their marriage by making a sex video of themselves. Like a great idea until they discover their most private video has gone viral and they are.com billed as the sexiest couple on the internet. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures.

THE ADVENTURES OF MARIO BROS.

THE COMPLETE SERIES.

Join Mario and Luigi in this complete series collection as they fight to protect the Mushroom Kingdom! Over 5 hours on three DVDs. NCircle Entertainment.

MAMMA MIA! HERE WE GO AGAIN.

DNA was a hit musical about a family of Greek immigrants who come to the United States in search of a better life. The family is led by the matriarch, played by Meryl Streep, who is joined by her three daughters, played by Cher, Julia Roberts, and Rose Byrne. In English. 106 minutes. Columbia.

THE FOREIGNER.

Steven Seagal is Jon Gold, a secret agent for who’s as cunning as he is deadly. Political corruption, murder and a bounty of backstabbing bad guys swarm around a mysterious package that Gold is hired to deliver from France to Germany. Some will do anything to stop him, but getting in Gold’s way is a hazardous decision. Rated R. 90 minutes. Columbia.

ULYSSES: A Dark Odyssey.

Ulysses is a Dark Odyssey. Ulysses, the story of Odysseus, the hero of ancient Greek mythology, takes center stage in this thrilling film. Ulysses is a man of many faces, a homecoming hero, a master of disguise, and a man of many secrets. In Widescreen. Jay Segal and Annie (Cameron Diaz) decide to spice up their marriage by making a sex video of themselves. Like a great idea until they discover their most private video has gone viral and they are.com billed as the sexiest couple on the internet. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures.
**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3929671**
RISE: Blood Hunter. Widescreen. Female reporter Sadie Blake (Lucy Liu) wakes up in a morgue to find herself the vic- tim of a vampire attack. Now a member of the undead herself, she fights an unbeatable thirst for blood as she prowls the city streets in search of revenge. Also stars Carla Gugino, Michael Chiklis, and James D'Arcy. Not Rated. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 3932293**
GHOST TEAM ONE. Widescreen. When roommates Brad and Sergio accidentally arouse the dead, they team up with sexy amateur ghost hunter, Femme Fatale, to expose the evil inside their home. But just as the guys start to get close to their hot new partner, they discover that a hor- rorous demon wants in on the action. Rated R. CC. 84 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

**DVD 3919455**
ART OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. When Dylan Wilson purchases a collection of seven paintings, he has no idea what horrors he has unleashed for himself and his family. Only Father Mendale knows what evils lurk inside this deadly art that represents the seven deadly sins. It’s up to him to save Dylan and his family. Stars Jessica Morris. Not Rated. 96 minutes. mStudios. $4.95

**DVD 3919493**
ALIEN CODE. Widescreen. After deciphering a message found in a satellite, brilliant cryptographer Alex Jacobs finds himself being stalked by government agents and otherworldly beings. Stars Kyle Gallner AND Azura Skye. Not Rated. English SDH. 102 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 392646X**
ALIEN OUTPOST. Widescreen. In 2021, an invading race of aliens known as the Heavies are narrowly defeated in the First Earth War, but hundreds of the unwanted visitors are stranded. As a new war on terror rages, a documentary film crew is sent to record the daily life in Outpost 37, where mankind is taking its last stand. Stars Rick Ravanello. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.93 $5.95

**DVD 391934X**
RUSH HOUR 3. Widescreen. When a Chinese criminal mastermind flees to Paris, there’s only one culture clashed, crime fighting duo for the job. Soon, Chief Inspector Leng (Jet Li) and Detective Carter (Chris Tucker) are ensnared in an explosive battle between the French police, the Triad gang, and two femme fatales. 90 minutes on two DVDs. New Line Home Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 391948X**
THE AGGROCULTURE. Widescreen. An elite group of heroin junkies set out to end the war waged against the local police in an Albanian town known for drug production and trafficking, in this action thriller based on true life events. Stars Armand Assante and Louis Mandylor. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Mercury. $4.95

**DVD 391992X**
The IMMORTAL WARS: RESURGENCE. Widescreen. The freedom war between Dominon (Eric Roberts) and the rebels has just begun. Trikaylpe joins forces with rebel leader Kaiera and her team of freedom fighters. They must now fight back to bring Dominon down and free his crown prince. Rated R. CC. 113 minutes. mStudios. $4.95

**DVD 3919463**
AVENGEMENT. Widescreen. While released on furlough from prison, a lowly criminal evades his guards and returns to his old haunts to take revenge on the cop who killed him a cold-hearted killer. It’s an epic, bloody battle to search for the soul he lost years ago. Stars Scott Adkins. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $4.95

**DVD 3929499**
AFFLICTED. Widescreen. This terrifying horror thriller follows two best friends who hit a rough spot on the trip around the world. Their journey, documented every step of the way, soon takes a dark and unexpected turn after an encounter with a beautiful woman in Paris leaves one of them mysteriously afflicted. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 3919560**
XENOPHOBIA. Widescreen. Six complete strangers meet for the first time to recall details of their individual experiences with alien forces. As they share terrifying stories of their abductions and possessions, they realize the night is not over and the whole world is in danger. 82 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

**DVD 3929191**
GUT BUSTER COMEDY PACK. Widescreen. Will Ferrell and Christina Applegate star in Anchorman; Ben Stilller and Sandy Wexler star in Zoolander 2; Woody Harrelson, Randy Quaid and Vanessa Angel star in Kingpin in this gut buster comedy pack. Over 5 hours of laughter on three DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 3933490**
OPERATION RED SEA. Widescreen. When a terrorist plot to obtain nuclear materials is hidden under the cover of a violent conflict, only the Chinese Navy’s Jiaolong Assault Team have the steady skill and precision needed to take on the mission, Stars Yi Zhang, Johnny Huang and Hangyu Zhang. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 139 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

**DVD 3933474**
GINTAMA. Widescreen. An alien race from outer space have invaded Edog- periodo Japan and taken control, forcing the once powerful Samurai to lay down their swords. Soon a master swordsman challenges former Samurai Sakata and his friends to find a cursed sword and to keep it from falling into the wrong hands. Stars Shun Oguri. In Japanese with English subtitles. 132 minutes. $5.95

**DVD 3929175**
THE GRADUATE. Widescreen. Shy Benjamin Braddock (Dustin Hoffman) returns home from college with an uncertain future. Then the affair of his father’s business partner (Anne Bancroft) seduces him and the affair only deepens his confusion. 106 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 3923631**
SOUTHLAND TALES. Widescreen. An ensemble piece set in the futuristic landscape of Los Angeles, as it stands on the edge of social, economic and environmental disaster. Boxer is an action star who’s stricken with amnesia. His life intertwines with Krysta, an adult film star developing her own reality TV projects and Ronald a police officer who holds the key to a vast conspiracy. Rated R. CC. 144 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 392940X**
THE TALENTED MR. RIPLEY. Widescreen. Tom Ripley is a young man who believes it’s better to be a fake somebody than a real nobody. Opportunity knocks in the form of a wealthy American shipbuilder who hires Tom to travel to Italy to bring back his playboy son, Dickie. But just as the guys start to get close to their hot new partner, they discover that a horn y average American suburbanite is in on the action. Rated R. CC. 122 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 3925595**
ANIMAL KINGDOM. Widescreen. When his mother dies from an overdose, 17-year-old Josh Cody is taken in by his grandfather and uncles, a notorious criminal gang. Tensions between the Codys and a squad of renegade cops land him at the center of a cold-blooded murder plot, forcing Josh to choose between his treacherous family and the lawless police. Stars Ben Mendelsohn. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 3923720**
DON’T F*** IN THE WOODS. Widescreen. After the stress and mental anguish of finals, Alex and her girlfriend Jane trek with a few friends into the woods for a little rest and relaxation. As the group begins to unwind, something in the dark has discovered a new and intoxicating scent, and a thirst that can’t be quenched. Not Rated. CC. 73 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

**DVD 3929345**
PUMPKINHEAD. Widescreen. When a group of rambunctious teenagers inadvertently kill his only son, Ed Harley (Lance Henriksen) seeks the magic of a backwoods witch to bring the child back. But instead, she invokes the “pumpkinhead” – a demon who only answers to Ed’s bloodlust. Rated R. CC. 66 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 3929248**
KILLER CLOWNS FROM OUTER SPACE. Widescreen. Finally, someone who knows about clowns is out! Beneath their smirky sinister grins and wildly patterned clothes are clever killers from out of this world. A space ship lands in a field near a small town, signaling the attack of deviant, red-nosed, wandering psychos from another world who plan to annihilate mankind. CC. 66 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 3932737**
NOTHING IS TRUER THAN TRUTH. Widescreen. Introduces Edward de Vere, the Seventeenth Earl of Oxford, a first party boy of the court jester continental court, who traveled to Venice and throughout Italy and Europe in 1575, discovered commedia dell’arte, and collected the experiences that would become known as the works of Shakespeare. CC. 85 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95
NEW DVDS

**DVD 3923754 CREEPS: A Tale of Murder and Mayhem.** Widescreen. In this blood-soaked homage to classic SOV gore slashers from the '80s, a group of teenagers set out into the woods looking for the body of a missing person who everyone suspects has been murdered by a serial killer—and during the search encounter the gruesome killer. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 392141 BLOODY SIN.** Miss Steele, a publisher in erotic magazines sends her best photographer to an ancient castle in Italy. Little does she know that in the past the same castle had been haunted by countless sadistic torturers and that the Nazis used it for their abominable experiments. The evil powers of the castle will overtake the crew turning their nightmares into a bloody reality. 92 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**DVD 3923746 ACID BATH.** Widescreen. The underworld explodes in this gritty and twisted action horror. A crazed maniac is on the loose and he's got the hookers and drug dealers on the run with nightly killings. The local criminals team up with a ruthless drug syndicate and a rogue bounty hunter in hopes to stop the killing with gore-soaked results. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 392087 ABOVE US LIVES EVIL.** When an accidental death takes the life of a young boy, the family moves and finds a picturesque town seemingly ideal for a new beginning. Little do they know that something is amiss in their new neighborhood. Creepy neighbors and strange occurrences begin to distract their daily lives, driving them against one another. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 392133 BLACK WATER CREEK: Legend of Sasquatch.** Someone or something is killing people and driving locals into paranoia and delusions with eyewitnesses saying it's a Sasquatch. The detectives know that sometimes there are no answers or motives, just victims and a cold case. But somehow they learn that some legends are better left alone. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**DVD 3928918 THE PHANTOM RIDER.** Buck Jones, the great king of outdoor adventure drama in his most exciting and mysterious 1936 role! He's a daring lone hand against a band of ruthless outlaws, who stop at nothing to steal control of every ranch in the valley and the fabulous gold mine of their victims! Includes 15 Chapters. English SDH. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs; VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 39315X BUNDY REBORN.** Widescreen. David is a troubled medical student who kidnaps, assaults and murders women. After his latest victim, Melissa, becomes pregnant, he attempts to start a family with her as a part of a twisted fantasy. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3928918 THE PHANTOM RIDER.** Buck Jones, the great king of outdoor adventure drama in his most exciting and mysterious 1936 role! He's a daring lone hand against a band of ruthless outlaws, who stop at nothing to steal control of every ranch in the valley and the fabulous gold mine of their victims! Includes 15 Chapters. English SDH. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs; VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3932060 documentaries.** Documentaries: Remembering the Fallen Heroes of the "Mighty Eighth"; They Will Never Forget, We Served Too; America's Finest Ambassador: Our Armed Forces; and Winds of Change. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $25.98 **$14.95**

**DVD 3931579 EVERY NIGHT'S A SATURDAY NIGHT.** Bobby Keys' mark on the music industry and his soulfully brash and bellowing sax solos will be heard until the end of time. Knowing Bobby, they will go on beyond the end of time. This film includes exclusive interviews with Bobby Keys, plus music legends Keith Richards, Ron Wood, Ian McLagan, and more. 89 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3931757 SH%& THE PRESIDENT SAYS.** Widescreen. Get ready for the most incredible, most amazing, most quotable quotes from the 45th president of the States Donald J. Trump! Sometimes perplexing and always amusing these thoughts and anecdotes amount to nothing short of a verbal masterpiece. 53 minutes. Wowown Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3931765 THE SQUAD.** Widescreen. Meet The Squad: four fearless women of color under fifty elected in the 2018 United States House of Representatives elections. They are Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of New York, Ayanna Pressley of Massachusetts, Ilhan Omar of Minnesota, and Rashida Tlaib of Michigan. Get to know the Squad in this high-impact political documentary. 43 minutes. Wowown Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3932117 ALIEN ALIENS AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER 2.** Recent discoveries across our planet reveal that a highly advanced race of non-human beings did indeed come to Earth in our ancient past, but the most shocking realization is that they are here now, among us and may have a sinister agenda beyond our wildest imaginations. 61 minutes. Griffin Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**DVD 3932109 ALIENS AND UFOS: The Crisis for Planet Earth.** Investigate the very real government cover-up of the UFO phenomena and the worldwide implications the alien presence has on our planet today. We must look to ourselves to prepare for the day when we will have full disclosure that we are clearly not alone. 120 minutes on two DVDs. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**DVD 3931676 NEMESIS 2/3/4.** Widescreen, DVD. 78 years after the events in NEMESIS, humans have lost the Cyborg Wars and they are now slaves to the cyborg masters in NEMESIS 2: Time Lapse. Alex finds that he has 20 half-sisters who are waiting for her to return to the year 2077 in NEMESIS 3: All of the above. There exists an uneasy truce between the humans and the cyborgs in NEMESIS 4: Over 4 hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $16.95 **$12.95**

**DVD 393172 REDCON-1.** After a deadly viral outbreak, an elite squad of special forces soldiers must infiltrate a quarantine zone to rescue a scientist who holds the only key to save mankind. In a last attempt to contain the mutated virus, they launch a final strike against the infected, risking all of humanity in the process. 118 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**DVD 3931803 SUPER VIXENS.** Features three stories about women with superhuman powers who battle super villains but get in over their heads and are never the same again. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**DVD 3931793 SUKYIYAKI WESTERN DJANGO.** Widescreen. Two clans battle for a legendary treasure hidden in a desolate mountain town. One day, a lone gunman, burdened with deep emotional scars but blessed with incredible shooting skills, drifts into town. Each clan tries to woo the lone gunman to their side. In Japanese with English subtitles. Rated R. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**DVD 3931501 AMAZON GODDESS.** The Amazonas are holding a contest of physical strength to determine who will become their new queen. The queen is crowned the Amazonas meet with a group of Greek soldiers for their annual mating ritual. The Queen conceives with the King, but then the male child, not allowed in the Amazonian tribe. Rated R. 89 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**DVD 3930760 PENANCE.** Widescreen. A young mother decides to become a stripper to earn some cash only to find her worst nightmares are about to begin when she falls into the hands of a religious fanatic interested in changing her evil ways. Starring Ashley Bashiell and Delfino. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Fenix. Pub. at $19.98 **$11.95**

**DVD 3930706 PROJECT: Metalbeast.** Fullscreen. Anne De Carlo (Kim Delaney), a military research scientist, is working on a formula that will make human skin impervious to bullets. While experimenting with the weapon, De Carlo injects it into a man who has been in cryogenic suspended animation for twenty years—but before he was frozen, he'd been contaminated with the blood of a werewolf! R. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**
**NEW DVDS**

**★ DVD 3918181 YES: The New Director's Cut.** Widescreen. Two full length concert performances featuring the classic line-up of YES, recorded at the N.I.A., Birmingham and Glastonbury Festival during the 1973 ’74 European World Tour. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**★ DVD 3931951 MONKEY UP.** Widescreen. Meet Monty—a precocious actor, spokesperson, and—talking Capuchin Monkey. Mort, Moomer, and Melody help Monty discover that fame and fortune can come and go, but family is forever. English SDH. 63 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.99 $8.95

**★ DVD 391966X SWEATING BULLETS.** Widescreen. A high-octane collection of ten maximum velocity movies: Across the Line; Fatal Combat; Inner Action; Fugitive Rage; Maximum Repayment; Mo and the Mob; The Night Never Sleeps; Rapid Assault; Shades; and Yesterday’s Target. Most Rated R. English SDH. Over fourteen hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**★ DVD 392773 UNLIKELY ANGEL.** Fullscreen. Dolly Portray portrays a country music singer who meets an unlikely demise, but discovers she can’t enter heaven until she performs a good deed back on Earth. Her deed? To get a workaholic widower and his children back together again for Christmas. Also stars Roger D’Cruil; English SDH. 92 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**★ DVD 3918149 JOHN MARTYN: Live from the Camden Palace.** Fullscreen. When John Martyn performed at the Camden Palace in 1984 as part of the “Live from London” series, he was already acknowledged as a ground-breaking artist. Accompanied by Foss Paterson, Jeff Allen and Danny Cummings, this concert goes to highlight the remarkable skills of a man who left us all too soon. Tracks include Lookin’ On; Sweet Little Mystery; Root Love; John Wayne; Civilian; and more. 60 minutes. The Store For Music. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**DVD 392494 BATTLE GROUND: Southwest Pacific.** Under the overall command of General Douglas MacArthur, U.S. and Australian forces, along with Dutch, Filipino and British soldiers, did battle in the Southwest Pacific. Episodes include Battle for New Guinea; 5th Air Force Report; 6th Infantry at Malin Bay; Battle of Manila; Mission to Rabaul; and more. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. $5.95

**NEW BLU-RAYS**

**Blu-ray 3929396 STEVE McQUEEN COLLECTION.** After beginning his acting career on TV during the 1950s, Steve McQueen soon ignited the big screen and eventually became one of the top box-office draws of the ’60s and ’70s. McQueen’s most memorable performances are now in this thrilling collection: The Great Escape; The Magnificent Seven; The Thomas Crown Affair (Rated R); and The Sand Pebbles. Almost ten hours on 4 Blu-rays. MGM. $11.95

**Blu-ray 3929372 THE MAN WITH NO NAME TRILOGY.** Widescreen. This definitive Sergio Leone spaghetti western collection includes the most ambitious and influential westerns ever made featuring A Fistful of Dollars; For a Few Dollars More; and The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly all starring Clint Eastwood. Rated R. Over five hours on 3 Blu-rays. MRM. $13.95

**Blu-ray 392183 GROUNDHOG DAY STRIPES.** Widescreen. Bill Murray is at his wisecracking best in this riotous romantic comedy about a weatherman caught in a personal time warp on the day of his wedding in Groundhog Day. When quick-witted slacker John Winger (Bill Murray) loses his apartment, girlfriend and job all in one day, he decides to make the most of the situation and join the Army. Stripes. (Rated R). Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Columbia. $9.95 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**Blu-ray 3929981 NCIS: The Twelfth Season.** Widescreen. Led by Special Agent Jethro Gibbs (Mark Harmon), this expert squad hunts down humanity’s most notorious enemies in the name of freedom and justice for all. Collects all 24 Season Twelve episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six Blu-rays. Paramount. $3.95


**Blu-ray 3929264 THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Collects the landmark series of films: The Magnificent Seven starring Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen, Charles Bronson and James Coburn; Return of the Magnificent Seven starring Yul Brynner, Warren Oates, Claude Akins and Robert Fuller; Guns of the Magnificent Seven starring George Kennedy; and The Magnificent Seven Ride! starring Lee Van Cleef. All English SDH. Over 6 hours on four Blu-rays. MGM. $9.95

**Blu-ray 3925587 VIKINGS: The Complete Third Season.** Widescreen. Prepare for a blood and wage battle once again as the men and women of the Viking era face off in a ancient kingdom dominated by vengeance, lust and thrilling conflict. Collects all 10 Season Three episodes. Stars Travis Fimmel and Katheryn Winnick. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three Blu-rays. MGM. $7.95

**Blu-ray 3925498 INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS.** Widescreen. Under cover of darkness, while an unsuspecting city sleeps, an alien life form begins to sow the seeds of unspeakable terror. Norma Shearer, Sutherland, Brooke Adams, Leonard Nimoy and Jeff Goldblum star in this shocking, first-rate suspense thriller. English SDH. 115 minutes. MGM. $4.95

**Blu-ray 391595 THE GIANT SPIDER INVASION.** Widescreen. This cult classic from director Bill Rebane is a low budget entry about giant spiders from another dimension that invade Wisconsin. This big piece of cult cinema history has been revised with a brand new HD transfer and major restoration. 80 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 3929207 MISSION: Impossible Ghost Protocol.** Widescreen. Now. No budget. No choice. Agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his elite team go underground after a bombing of the Kremlin implicates the IMF against international terrorists. While trying to clear the agency’s name, the team uncovers a plot to start a nuclear war. Now they must use every high tech trick in the book to save the world. Packaged in a 132 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

**Blu-ray 3924777 ULTRAMAN ACE: Series Five.** Fullscreen. This is the fifth entry in the Ultra Series, which aired in Japan from April 8, 1972 to March 31, 1973. This entry continues the science fiction and special effects blend as well as returning characters that have continued the series’ success. Packaged in a steelbook case with Japanese with English subtitles. Over 20 hours on six Blu-rays. Mill Creek. Pub. at $49.98 $29.95

**Blu-ray 3931528 CHAOS.** Widescreen. Billied as the most ‘brutal’ movie ever made, it acquired the nickname ‘Hollywood Exorcism Therapy’ and caused a public debate over its violent content that ensued with film critic Roger Ebert. It stars Kevin Gage and the late Sage Stallone. Not Rated. 77 minutes. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $24.95 $14.99

**Blu-ray 3920356 AMERICA AS SEEN BY A FRENCHMAN.** Widescreen. At the end of the 1950s, Francois Truffaut spent eighteen months traveling the United States, documenting its diverse regions, inhabitants and their pastimes. The result is a wide-eyed journey through a multitude of different Americas, filtered through a French sensibility. In French with English subtitles. $29.95

**Blu-ray 3929260 A FISTFUL OF DOLLS.** Widescreen. A blood-soaked story of vengeance and betrayal. The last of Sergio Leone’s true spaghetti westerns is available for the first time on Blu-ray. The action starts with a lesbian couple on the run from the law, and ends with a confrontation that will haunt the characters forever. Starring Jill Ireland, Hugh O’Brian, and Julie Newmar. (Rated X). Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Columbia. $9.95
Media Group.

Sanh; everyone else who stands in his way. Not for the Squeamish. Not named ART terrorizes three young women on Halloween night and


Marzack (Kirk Douglas) is an aging cop who caught, he’ll be back in the pen for life. Carl Schneider (James Garner, Mark Austin, sexy Becky Midnite are assigned to bring down Santiago’s operation. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

Blu-ray

3931994 THE DALLAS CONNECTION.

Widescreen. The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction by terrorists leads the United Nations to hire a group of scientists from around the world to create a system to seek and destroy such weaponry. But before the plan can be executed a deadly team of stingy bombers eliminates the scientists one by one, while they take on a crack team of federal agents.

R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $11.95

Blu-ray

3932001 ENEMY GOLD. Widescreen. Crime czar Carlos Santiago runs his operation under the cover of a Dallas “gentleman’s club”. His right-hand assassin, Jewel Panther, is an exotic beauty who dances for a living and kills for kicks. Federal agents, Chris Cannon, Mark Austin, sexy Becky Midnite are assigned to bring down Santiago’s operation. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

Blu-ray

3931986 WHITE CRANE CHRONICLES.

Widescreen. China, 1929. As the Republic crumbles, only the legendary Wudang monks dare to defy the ruthless warlords trafficking in the opium trade. Among them is White Crane (David Carradine), a master of the martial arts and protector of the innocent. All stars in China. English SDH. 4 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

Blu-ray

3932028 HOLLYWOOD STORY/NEW ORLEANS UNCENSORED.

Fullscreen & Widescreen. Richard Conte stars as a New York theater producer who dreams of Hollywood and being in the movies. But prepare for the darker side of show business in Hollywood Story. A newly-discharged sailor who gets a job as a longshoreman in the Big Easy swiftly discovers he was a Texas hero, events are set in motion which forever change the lives of all involved. English SDH. 83 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

Blu-ray

3932016 LIONS FOR LAMBS.

Widescreen. When their daughter is taken for ransom by a gang of serial kidnapers, a wealthy employer, events are set in motion which forever change the lives of all involved. English SDH. 83 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

Blu-ray

3932036 THE MAN FROM ALAMO/THEY CAME TO CORDURA.

Fullscreen & Widescreen. He was a Texas hero, but branded a coward. Glenn Ford stars in a sprawling western that hurtles from the battle of the Alamo to a gripping wagon train journey through hostile territory in The Man from the Alamo. They Came to Cordura is a timeless story of two men and their families against the backdrop of the 1916 war against Pancho Villa starring Gary Cooper. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

Blu-ray

3932072 ALL THE PRETTY HORSES.

Widescreen. John Grady Cole (Matt Damon) and his best friend Lacey Rawlins (Val Kilmer) leave Texas and head for the border in search of adventure and find work as horse wranglers. But when Cole embarks on a passionate affair with the beautiful daughter of his wealthy employer, events are set in motion which forever change the lives of all involved. English SDH. 117 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

Blu-ray

3924726 ALL THE PRETTY HORSES.

Widescreen. John Grady Cole (Matt Damon) and his best friend Lacey Rawlins (Val Kilmer) leave Texas and head for the border in search of adventure and find work as horse wranglers. But when Cole embarks on a passionate affair with the beautiful daughter of his wealthy employer, events are set in motion which forever change the lives of all involved. English SDH. 117 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

Blu-ray

3924769 TRAPPED.

Widescreen. When their daughter is taken for ransom by a gang of serial kidnapers, a husband and wife find themselves held hostage while a 24 hour plan to extort their money is set into motion. With time running out and their daughter’s life in danger, they find themselves in a race against the clock. Stars Charlene Tilton and Courteney Love. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $7.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919641</td>
<td>THE BEST OF ABBA: 20th Century Masters. Here are those 11 Europop classics you've never quite gotten out of your heart. Waterbottom: SOS; I Do, I Do, I Do, Mamma Mia; Fernando; Dancing Queen; Knowing Me, Knowing You; The Name of the Game; Take a Chance on Me; Take a Chance on Us. Universal Music. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919709</td>
<td>THE MOODY BLUES: Icon. Eleven favorites from these long-lived kings of British progressive rock: Nights in White Satin; Tuesday Afternoon (Forever Afternoon); Ride My See-Saw; Question; The Story in Your Eyes; Isn't Life Strange; Gemini Dream; The Voice; Your Wilder Dreams; and more. Universal Music. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919773</td>
<td>QUEEN: Icon. Collects ten classic songs from this iconic rock band: Stone Cold Crazy; Another One Bites the Dust; We Will Rock You; We Are the Champions; Bohemian Rhapsody; and more. Universal Music. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3933563</td>
<td>GEORGE STRAIT: The Cowboy Rides Away. Two CDs on 28 tracks capture this exciting live concert recorded at the AT&amp;T Stadium in 2014. Includes Check Yes or No; The Love Bug; with Vince Gill; That Don't Make You Love Me; for a Good Time, with Sheryl Crow; A Showman's Life, with Faith Hill; Murder on Music Row, with Alan Jackson; I'll Always Remember You; and more. Includes a 181 minute DVD of the concert. UMG Recordings. $7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919706</td>
<td>GLENN FREY: Solo Collection. A compilation of 16 hit solo songs from Frey, including This Way to Happiness; Smuggler's Blues; The Heat Is On; You Belong to the City; Rising Sun; Soul Searchin'; and more. MCA Records. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919803</td>
<td>WAR: Icon. Collects all your favorites from the American funk band, including Spill the Wine; Low Rider; Summer; Pocket; You Learn; Your House Through You; Not the Doctor; Hand in My Right; and Invisible. Universal Music. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919811</td>
<td>WIND ON THE WATER: Crosby &amp; Nash. The second album from this legendary duo is presented here. Thirteen tracks, including Carry Me; Take the Money and Run; To the Last Whale; Wind on the Water; Bittersweet; and more. MCA Records. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919714</td>
<td>THE IRISH ROVERS. Sixteen tracks encompass the career of this Irish folk outfit: The Unicorn; Liverpool Lou; The Orange and the Blue; Green Lily the Pink; Did She Mention My Name; The Irish Rover; Whiskey on a Sunday (The Puppet Song); Mrs. Crandall's Boarding House; Winken', Blinken', and Nod; and more. Universal Music. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919668</td>
<td>THE BEST OF FREDDY FENDER: 20th Century Masters. Fender could sing a grocery list and make your heart melt by doing so. This CD collects 12 songs, including Before the Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Secret Love; I Love My Rancho Grande; and more. MCA Records. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919684</td>
<td>BLUE CHEER: Vincente Eruptum. Collects six songs from the American rock band: Summertime Blues; Rock Me Baby; Doctor Please; Out of Focus; Parchment Farm; and Second Time Around. Mercury Records. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919633</td>
<td>B.B. KING: Live in Cook County Jail. On September 10, 1970 King performed before 2,117 inmates with minimum security, in the yard of Cook County Jail. This CD collects that memorable show with eight tracks, including Every Day I Have the Blues; Worry, Worry; The Thrill Is Gone; and more. MCA Records. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 391979X</td>
<td>STEVE EARLE AND THE DUDES: The Hard Way. Thirteen tracks from the country rock band, including The Other Kind; Promise You Anything; Esmeralda's Hollywood; Billy Austin; Close Your Eyes; Country Girl; and more. MCA Records. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 391965X</td>
<td>THE BEST OF CINDERELLA: 20th Century Masters. Collects 11 songs from the popular hard rock band, including Nobody's Fool; Shake Me; Somebody Save Me; Gypsy Road; The Last Mile; Don't Know What You Got; (Till It's Gone); Hot and Bothered; and more. Mercury Records. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 391976X</td>
<td>THE BEST OF THE COMMODORES: 20th Century Masters. The 70s outfit with 11 of the funkiest tunes from these Motown giants. Includes Sweet Love; Just to Be Close to You; Easy; Brick House; Three Times a Lady; Sail On; Still; Lady (You Bring Me Up); Oh No; Nightshift; and more. Universal Music. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919692</td>
<td>DR. HOOK: Classic Masters. Twelve songs are compiled here including hits like Only Sixteen; A Little Bit More; If Not You; Shanny the Night Together; Sexy Eyes; and more. Capital Records. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919775</td>
<td>NEW YORK DOLLS. The debut album from the hard rock band compiles 11 tracks, including Personally Yours; Looking for a Kiss; The Window-pane Train; Jet Boy; Lonely Planet; and more. PolyGram Records. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919781</td>
<td>RAINBOW: Long Live Rock <em>n</em> Roll. Released in 1978, this is the third studio album from the British rock band. Eight tracks, including Long Live Rock <em>n</em> Roll; Lady of the L.A. Connection; Rainbow; Sensitive to Light; and more. PolyGram Records. $6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3918068</td>
<td>ALANIS MORISSETTE: The Lost Broadcast 1996. These fifteen tracks from the band’s FM broadcast in Rome, Italy, in July, 1996 include All I Really Want; Right Through You; Not the Doctor; Hand in My Pocket; You Learn; Your House and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3919542</td>
<td>THE COASTERS. Thirty-two tracks include That Is Rock and Roll; Yakey Yak; Three Cool Cats; Besame Mucho; Turtle Dovin'; The Shadow Knows; Charlie Brown; Bad Blood; Thumbin’ a Ride; Teach Me How to Shimmy; Girls; Girls Girls and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3918173</td>
<td>RICHIE KOTZEN: Telecasters &amp; Stratocasters. A must have collection, from the world renowned singer, songwriter and musician Richie Kotzen. This CD box set contains the albums: Break It All Down 14 tracks; Something to Say 14 tracks; and What Is 14 tracks. Plus bonus tracks from the album Wave of Emotion. The Store For Music. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 391966X</td>
<td>THE LITTLE BOX OF MALCOLM YOUNG. Forty-seven tracks on 4 CDs–a collection of live FM Broadcasts recorded at Aichi Kousei Nenkin Kakan, Japan, 1986; Woodstock 94, New York, 1994; and various other venues. Titles include Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Fade to Black; The Four Horsemen; Where I May Roam; Creeping Death and more. Includes multiple versions of some titles. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 3931608</td>
<td>GREY DAY: The Broadcast Archives. A fabulous FM Broadcast archive from recordings at The Spiegeltent, Amphitheatre, Kings College, The House of Blues, and the Lancashire County Cricket Ground between the years of 1996 and 2010. Three CDs and 54 tracks include some multiple versions of songs. Titles include Geek Slink Breath; Hitching a Ride; Warning and much more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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